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2017/2018 Alaska Board of Game (101) Proposals 

Statewide Proposals: (51 Proposals) 

Definitions (5 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 1 – 5 AAC 92.990(a)(6) Definitions. By Jack Frost. Modify the definition of bag 
limit as follows: 

The definition of "bag limit" should be as follows: 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(6) “bag limit” means the maximum number of animals of any one game 
species a person may kill or harvest [TAKE] in the unit or portion of a unit in which the killing 
[TAKING] occurs; an animal disturbed in the course of legal hunting does not count toward a 
bag limit; 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 1 to change definition for bag limit to kill or harvest to strengthen 
definition. When taking a wild game animal, the method or means of its demise inferred and 
clearly understood through interpretation of the regulation.  Pursuing a wild game is considered 
to be killing a wild game and is counted towards harvesting an animal. A less restrictive 
definition will allow hunters to hunt in the field without wild game being counted against his/her 
bag limit.   

PROPOSAL 2– 5 AAC 92.990(a)(87). Definitions; 92.010. By Joseph Mattila. Harvest tickets 
and reports; and 

92.003. Hunter education and orientation requirements. Modify the definition of youth hunt, 
allow youth hunters to obtain their own harvest ticket, and remove the hunter education 
requirement for youth hunters as follows: 

There are three areas in current regulation that would need to be adjusted to accomplish change: 

1) I recommend the Board of Game (board) change the definition of youth hunt to accommodate 
hunters starting at eight years of age (this is the minimum age allowed by state statute). 
Regulation: 

a. Youth Hunt – a hunt limited to a child aged 8 [10]–17 and an accompanying adult that is a 
licensed resident hunter 21 years of age or older. If the child is a nonresident, the accompanying 
adult must be a resident parent, stepparent, or legal guardian of the child. The bag limit counts 
against both the youth and the accompanying adult. 

2 Additionally, I recommend allowing hunters from the ages of eight to seventeen to obtain their 
own harvest ticket or drawing tag that would allow them to participate in youth hunting seasons. 
The current regulation specifies the need for youth ten to seventeen obtain a harvest ticket or 
drawing tag for youth hunts. In conjunction, I also ask the board to consider waiving the 
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requirement that the youth have completed a hunter education course before partaking in youth 
hunts, since immediate adult supervision is required for all “youth hunts”. Regulation: 

a. Hunters under age 10 may not have their own big game bag limit, so they may not obtain 
harvest tickets or permits with the exception of youth hunters hunting in a youth hunting 
season. (See “Youth hunts only” pg. 13 of the Alaska Hunting Regulations booklet.) 

b. Youth hunts only: Hunter education is not required for youth hunters participating in “youth 
hunts[.]” under the required supervision of an accompanying adult that is a licensed 
resident hunter 21 years of age or older. Additionally, participants in a “youth hunt” may 
obtain their own harvest ticket/draw permit. (See page 35 of the Alaska Hunting Regulations 
booklet for “youth hunt” definition.) 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 2 to change the age to 8 years of age to participate in “Youth Hunts” and to 
eliminate hunter education requirement for youth. Alaska Board of Game has the authority to 
determine what age hunting may occur. Eight years of age is too young to participate in a youth 
hunt. Safety of a child hunting with a large caliber rifle should be considered, and eight-year-old 
child will have difficulty handling powerful rifles. Eliminating hunter education for youth to 
participate in youth hunts would take away the necessary safety precautions for all in the field. 

PROPOSAL 3– 5 AAC 92.990(a)(68). Definitions. By Joseph Waters. Modify the definition of 
regulatory year as follows: 

Replace regulatory year with calendar year regulations or define regulatory year such that it 
matches the definition for a calendar year. There would need to be an unusual regulatory year to 
transition from July 1 to January 1. 

Example: 

Regulatory Year 2018 (7/1/2018–6/30/2019) would become (7/1/2018–12/31/2018) 

Regulatory Year 2019 and future years would run January 1 to December 31 

For the purposes of hunts which might cross regulatory year boundaries, pick a simple definition 
such as "the regulatory year of the hunt will be the year of the normally scheduled open date of 
the first season" so that emergency season adjustments do not change the regulatory year of a 
hunt. 

The shortened regulatory year for transitioning should prevent any hunts from having to occur 
twice in a regulatory year. Some hunts will "skip" a regulatory year but would still be held at 
their usual time. In the example above there would be no 2018 DB132, however it would still 
occur and be listed as a 2019 hunt. 

Comments: 
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We oppose Proposal 3 to change Regulatory Year to calendar year. Changing regulation to 

calendar year would make it difficult to monitor and/or modify hunting/trapping bag limits since
 
their season runs through the winter,  Proposal 3 would also cause confusion to hunters, disrupt
 
to State management practices as their fiscal year mirrors the regulatory year, but it would also 

be costly to the State of Alaska. Since the Alaska Board of Game does not have authority to 

make regulatory changes that require the State to incur additional costs, we oppose Proposal 3. 


PROPOSAL 4 – 5 AAC 92.990(a)(26). Definitions. By Native Caucus of the Alaska Migratory
 
Bird Co-Management Council. Change the definition of edible meat for large game birds as 

follows: 

Regulation change: 


5 AAC 92.990. Definitions. 

(26) "edible meat" means, in the case of a big game animal, except a bear, the meat of the ribs, 
neck, brisket, front quarters, hindquarters, and the meat along the backbone between the front 
and hindquarters; in the case of a bear, the meat of the front quarters and hindquarters and meat 
along the backbone (backstrap); in the case of small game birds, except for cranes, geese, and 
swan, the meat of the breast; in the case of cranes, geese, and swan, the meat of the breast, back, 
wings, gizzard, and heart and meat of the femur and tibia-fibula (legs and thighs); however, 
"edible meat" of big game or small game birds does not include meat of the head, meat that has 
been damaged and made inedible by the method of taking, bones, sinew, incidental meat 
reasonably lost as a result of boning or a close trimming of the bones, or viscera; 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 4 to change the definition of edible meat for large game birds to add back, 
wings, gizzard and heart to the list. There is prized edible meat on back of large game birds, and 
the heart and gizzard are edible. Wings should be used for dancing feathers, and other traditional 
adornment practices. Excluding back, wings, gizzard, and heart from the definition of edible 
meat in large game birds, a lot of meat and other harvestable parts of the birds are wasted. 

PROPOSAL 5 – 5 AAC 92.990. Definitions. Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Change the 
definition of a moose antler point/tine as follows: 
5 AAC 92.990(a)(13) “brow tine” means a tine emerging from the first branch or brow palm on 
the main beam of a moose antler; the brow palm is separated from the main palm by a wide bay; 
a tine originating in or after this bay is not a brow tine; an antler point or tine originating 
within two inches from the base, and less than three inches in length, will not be counted as 
a brow tine; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(46) “moose antler” definitions: 
(A)“50-inch antlers” means the antlers of a bull moose with a spread of 50 inches or more 

measured in a straight line perpendicular to the center line of the skull; 
(B) “spike-fork antlers” means antlers of a bull moose with only one or two tines on at least one 
antler; [AN ANTLER POINT OR TINE ORIGINATING WITHIN TWO INCHES FROM THE 
BASE, AND LESS THAN THREE INCHES IN LENGTH, WILL NOT BE COUNTED AS A 
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TINE,] male calves are not considered spike-fork bulls; spike-fork bulls can be either spike 
and/or fork configuration; 
(C) “spike” means antlers of a bull moose with only one tine on at least one antler; for the 
purposes of this subparagraph, male calves are not considered spike bulls; 
(D) “fork” means antlers of a bull moose with only two tines on at least one antler; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(61) “point” means any antler projection that is at least one inch long, and that 
is longer than it is wide, measured one inch or more from the tip; an antler point or tine 
originating within two inches from the base, and less than three inches in length, will not be 
counted as a tine; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(80) “tine” has the same meaning as “point”; 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 5 to change antler tine and spike-fork bull definition to make it easier for 
hunters to distinguish legal bull moose from an illegal bull moose. Tines should be more three 
inches in length and two inches from the base so that hunters can easily determine antler size. 
The spike-fork bull definition will add clarity to the definition when adding that the antlers “can 
be either spike and/or fork configuration”, rather defining legal configuration based on the 
current tine definition. 

Unlawful Methods 

PROPOSAL 6– 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. 
By Copper Basin Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Allow the incidental take of up to two 
furbearers per year during an open season for other furbearers as follows: 

Either: 

"Allow two (2) total incidental furbearer catch by trapping per licensed trapper per year for any 
species that have a "no limit" bag limit. The incidental closed season catch must have been taken 
in traps set for a species that still has an open season. 

Or: 

"If a trapper incidentally takes a furbearer during a closed season in a trap that is set for a 
furbearer species that is still open, the Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) may issue a total 
of two (2) incidental take tags per licensed trapper per year only for species that have a "no limit" 
bag limit. The trapper must report these within 30 days to ADF&G for tagging, and sealing if 
required. The trapper may then keep the incidentally taken furbearer. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 6 to allow trappers to keep up to two incidentally caught furbearers while 
using a trap. Sometimes trappers incidentally catch furbearing species whose season is closed 
while trapping for those with an open season. Not only does Proposal 6 reduce wanton waste, the 
income from trapping supplements the trapper’s household and allows them to provide for 
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themselves and their families. Trappers in rural areas need to have the extra income. If the fur is 
not sold for cash, the incidental harvest could be used for clothing. 

PROPOSAL 7– 5 AAC 92.095 Unlawful methods for taking furbearers; exceptions. By 
John Frost. Allow the use of bow and arrow to harvest beaver under a trapping license statewide 
as follows: 

Allow harvest of beaver with bow and arrow statewide. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 7 that seeks to allow the use of a bow and arrow to harvest beaver under a 
statewide trapping license. Litters of beavers may be incidentally injured when arrows are shot 
into water. Arrows may not be recovered which poses a risk to other resource users (i.e. summer 
outdoor enthusiasts).  The unrecovered arrows may also harm beavers, migratory birds, and wild 
game who use the waterways. 

Note: Alaska Statute 16.05.783 only allows same day airborne taking of wolves and wolverine as 

part of a predator control program authorized by the Board of Game. 

PROPOSAL 8 – 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods for taking furbearers; exceptions. By 
John Frost. Remove the same day airborne restrictions for taking wolf and wolverine with a 
trapping license as follows: 

Allow shooting a wolf or wolverine during trapping season on the same day airborne as long a 
person is more than 300 feet from his airplane and has a trapping license. 

Comments: 

No comments. Alaska Board of Game does not have authority to adopt this proposal. 

PROPOSAL 9 – 5 AAC 92.090. Unlawful methods of taking fur animals; and 92.095. 
Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. By 

Upper Tanana/Fortymile Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Modify the land and shoot 
requirements for harvesting coyotes as follows: 
5 AAC 92.090. Unlawful methods of taking fur 
animals … 

(3) a person who has been airborne may not take or assist in taking a fur animal, except coyotes, 
until after 3:00 a.m. following the day in which the flying occurred; this paragraph does not 
apply if the person is at least 300 feet from the airplane at the time of taking. 

and 

5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; 
exceptions … 

(8) a person who has been airborne may not use a firearm to take or assist in taking a wolf or 
wolverine until after 3:00 a.m. on the day following the day in which the flying occurred; or in 
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taking [A COYOTE,] arctic fox, red fox, or lynx, unless that person is over 300 feet from the 
airplane at the time of the taking; this paragraph does not apply to a trapper using a firearm to 
dispatch an animal caught in a trap or snare; 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 9 to “modify the land and shoot requirements for harvesting coyotes”.  

The Department does not count coyotes, however, as of late, hare populations have been 
favorable to abundant coyotes populations. Hare and coyote populations can be correlated and, 
since hare populations are now at a peak, it is likely that coyote populations are as well. 

PROPOSAL 10 – 5 AAC 92.085(8). Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By 
Mike McCrary. Repeal the restrictions on the use of aircraft for taking big game as follows: 

Repeal 92.085(8) or Repeal (A), (D), and (G). 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 10 to repeal 92.058(8) or repeal (A), (D), and (G) as a Statewide proposal. 
Each region has different regulations regarding same day airborne take of big game.  This 
proposal should not be a statewide proposal. Taking of wolverine and wolf with use of aircraft 
while hunting or trapping will be eliminated with the way this proposal is written.  

PROPOSAL 11 – 5 AAC 92.085(8). Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By 

Alaska Professional Hunters Association. 

Modify the restrictions on the use of aircraft for sheep hunting as follows: 

5 AAC 92.085 Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions….(8) a person who has been 
airborne may not take or assist in taking a big game animal until after 3:00 a.m. following the 
day in which the flying occurred, and from August 10 – September 20 aircraft may not 
intentionally approach any sheep or group of sheep closer than 1000 feet, or repeatedly 
approach them in a manner that results in them altering their behavior. [BE USED BY OR 
FOR ANY PERSON TO LOCATE DALL SHEEP FOR HUNTING OR DIRECT HUNTERS 
TO DALL SHEEP DURING THE OPEN SHEEP HUNTING SEASON, HOWEVER, 
AIRCRAFT OTHER THAN HELICOPTERS MAY BE USED BY AND FOR SHEEP 
HUNTERS TO PLACE AND REMOVE HUNTERS AND CAMPS, MAINTAIN EXISTING 
CAMPS, AND SALVAGE HARVESTED SHEEP.] This prohibition does not intend to 
prohibit any flight maneuvers that are necessary to make an informed and safe landing in 
the field. 

Comments: 

No comment, see comments under Proposal 12. 
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PROPOSAL 12 – 5 AAC 92.085(8). Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By
 
Jack Frost. Remove the restrictions on the use of aircraft for sheep hunting as follows:
 
Simply rescind the regulations created by passing the Board of Game generated Proposal 207.
 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 12 to “repeal 92.085(8), restrictions on the use of aircraft for taking sheep 
because law enforcement would be challenged to enforce the use of aircraft while hunting for 
sheep. Transporting hunters to sheep hunting camps or to leave their sheep hunting camps with 
an aircraft is allowed. No one will know if hunters are hunting sheep or not, this regulation 
cannot be enforced. Pilots may have to circle several times to land aircraft safely, which could be 
determined to be a violation.  To law enforcement officials, it may appear that the hunters are 
spotting sheep and it would difficult to determine an illegal act in court. 

PROPOSAL 13– 5 AAC 92.080(7). Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. By 
Alaska Wildlife Troopers. Clarify the regulation that prohibits the use of a “cellular or satellite 
telephone” to take game as follows: 

Current regulation states that you may not use a “cellular or satellite telephone” to take game. 
Possible solutions might be that the use of cellular or satellite devices are exempted for certain 
use. Other possibilities might include re-affirming that cellular or satellite phones cannot be used 
for any reason to take game. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 13 to clarify “regulation that prohibits the use of a cellular or satellite 
telephone to take game”. . Community Subsistence Hunters have to report a moose harvest 
within 24 hours so they should be allowed to call ADF&G to report, if they want to continue to 
hunt for other species. 

Since law enforcement currently has a problem interpreting this regulation, it can be assumed 
that hunters do as well.  Making regulations clear to everyone would make this regulation 
understandable by all and therefore enforceable. 

PROPOSAL 14– 5 AAC 92.080(7). Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. By 
Stephanie McCabe. Prohibit the taking of bears in dens as follows: 

The solution would be to stop the innocent slaughter of bears and their cubs in their dens. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 14. While we do not kill cubs and female bear with cubs during winter 
months, Interior Athabascans do as a customary and traditional practice. The Interior 
Athabascans should be able to continue their way of life to harvest bears during the winter 
months. 

PROPOSAL 15– 5 AAC 92.260. Taking cub bears and female bears with cubs prohibited. 
By 
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Alaska Chapter One Protest
 
Remove the exception for taking cub bears and female bears with cubs as follows: 


Taking cub bears and female bears with cubs prohibited: A person may not take a cub bear 

or a female bear accompanied by a cub bear. [, EXCEPT THAT A BLACK BEAR CUB OR A 

FEMALE BLACK BEAR ACCOMPANIED BY A CUB BEAR MAY BE TAKEN BY A
 
RESIDENT HUNTER
 
(1)UNDER CUSTOMARY AND TRADITIONAL USE ACTIVITIES AT A DEN SITE 
(A)FROM OCTOBER 15 THROUGH APRIL 30 IN (I) UNIT 19(A); 
(II) UNIT 19(D), THAT PORTION OF THE KUSKOKWIM RIVER DRAINAGE UPSTREAM 
FROM THE SELATNA AND BLACK RIVER DRAINAGES; (III) UNITS 21(B), 21(C), AND 
21(D); AND 
(IV)UNIT 24; AND (B) FROM DECEMBER 1 THROUGH THE LAST DAY OF FEBRUARY 
IN UNIT 25(D); AND 
(2) FROM JULY 1 THROUGH NOVEMBER 30 AND MARCH 1 THROUGH JUNE 30 IN 
UNIT 25(D).] 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 15. While we do not kill cubs and female bear with cubs during winter 
months, Interior Athabascans do as a customary and traditional practice. The Interior 
Athabascans should be able to continue their way of life to harvest bears during the winter 
months. 

PROPOSAL 16– 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By 
Val Gamerman, Allow the use of high-powered air guns during regular firearms and 
muzzleloader big game hunting seasons as follows: 

Define high-powered air guns as the following: 

• “Air gun” means a device that launches a pellet or bullet or other projectile like an arrow 
through the use of compressed air. 

• Minimum .357 minimum caliber 

• Minimum muzzle energy of 100 foot pounds (FPE) 

Expressly allow using high powered air guns during regular firearms and muzzleloader hunting 

seasons. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 16 to “allow the use of high-powered air guns during regular firearms and 
muzzleloader big game hunting seasons”. Air guns, defined as a minimum .357 minimum caliber 
muzzleloader rifle, should not be hunting rifles. Other high powered rifles are more than 
sufficient for hunting. Wounding large game will occur if high-powered air guns are allowed 
when hunting. 
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PROPOSAL 17– 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By 
The Alaskan Bowhunters Association. 

Prohibit the use of airbows for taking big game as follows: 

You may NOT take big game with an “airbow,” 

Or, "Airbows" are not legal for use in any archery only area, archery season or special archery 
hunt. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 17 to “prohibit the use of airbows for taking big game”. Another method of 
using bow and arrows isn’t necessary for hunting hunt big game and air bows may cause 
wounding of big game, in which wanton waste will become more prevalent.  Allowing more 
archery will create additional special weaponry hunts. 

Falconry (Proposals 18-23) 

Hunting Permits & Harvest Tickets (9 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 24– 5 AAC 92.044(10). Permit for hunting bear with the use of bait or scent 
lures. By Aaron Bloomquist. Define the term “equipment” for bear baiting as follows: 
5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting bear with the use of bait 

(10) a permittee must remove bait, litter, and equipment from the bait station site when hunting is 
completed; for the purposes of this section "equipment" is defined as barrels, tree stands, 
game cameras, and other items that may be left in the field for use at a bear bait station. 
Tree stands may be left in the field year-round with permission of the landowner or land 
manager. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 24 to determine define "equipment" as barrels, tree stands, game cameras, 
and other items that may be left in the field for use at a bear bait station. Tree stands may be left 
in the field year-round with permission of the landowner or land manager”. All equipment must 
be removed from bait station. Garbage will soon be left in the field if the Board of Game passes 
this proposal. Bear baiters shouldn’t be allowed to leave barrels, tree stands and game cameras or 
other items in the field. 

PROPOSAL 25– 5 AAC 92.010. Harvest tickets and reports. By Dan Montgomery. Require 
harvest tickets for all brown bear hunts statewide as follows: 

Create a harvest ticket for brown bear and require it to hunt them statewide. 

Comments: 
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We oppose Proposal 25 to “require harvest ticket for brown bears on a statewide basis”. Permits 
work fine. Each region in the State is different and regulations should be flexible to fit the 
resource and management in each region. 

If the regulation were revised, it would State funding would be needed to set up a statewide 
harvest ticket system for brown bears. ABOG doesn’t have authority to pass regulations that 
cause the State to incur costs. 

PROPOSAL 26– 5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and procedures. By 
Frank Noska IV. Animals harvested under auction and raffle permits will not count against the 
regular bag limit as follows: 

Amend 5 AAC 92.050 to include a new subsection to read: 

Permits issued under AS 16.05.343 do not count against the regular bag limit for 
nonresidents or residents for any big game species. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 26 with amendment to allow “permits issued under AS 16.05.343 do not 
count against the regular bag limit for residents for any big game species”. Auction and raffle 
permits should not count against regular bag limit for residents. Auction and raffle permits 
should, however, count against nonresidents. Nonresidents make a decision to purchase hunting 
harvest tickets and they do so for the pleasure they take in hunting. The great majority, if not all 
of the Lower 48 hunters take their wild game trophy home with them and leave the meat here in 
Alaska. They do not need the meat (as evidenced by their practice), which means they don’t 
need to have more than one opportunity to harvest wild game in Alaska. 

(Proposal 27-28 Drawing permit proposals) 

Note: The Board of Game repealed this requirement at the February 2017 Interior/Northeast 

Arctic Region Meeting. 

PROPOSAL 29– 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. By Christ Harper. Remove the bag 
limit restriction for resident relatives accompanying nonresident relatives within the second 
degree of kindred as follows: 

I ask the Board of Game to remove this "shared bag limit" restriction. 

Comments: 

No comments on Proposal 29, ABOG took action on “shared bag limit” at the February 2017 
Interior/Northeast Arctic Regional Meeting. 

PROPOSAL 30-37/40 Drawing Permit Proposals 
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PROPOSAL 38 – 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. By Lewis Bradley. Implement a 
sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for residents as follows: 

I propose a resident sliding scale harvest based on age of the ram harvested such as: A Resident 
Ram Harvest Age Index. If a harvested ram is ten years or older, the hunter may hunt sheep the 
following year. If the ram is nine years old, the hunter cannot hunt sheep the following year (sits 
out a year). If the ram is eight years old, the hunter cannot hunt sheep for the next two years 
(seasons). If the ram is seven years old, the hunter cannot hunt sheep for three years. If the ram is 
six years or younger, the hunter cannot hunt sheep for five years. In each case, age is the 
criterion for when they may get a tag to hunt sheep again, regardless of whether it is full curl or 
not. Full curl would still apply for a legal sheep and because of the sliding scale penalizing 
hunters for taking younger rams even though legal by full curl standards or the eight annuli 
requirements, hunters would be more selective in order to be able to hunt without a break. This 
does not directly diminish hunter opportunity, but requires hunters to select towards older rams 
that are more likely to succumb to winter mortality. 

The positives from such a system are: 1. Creates more selectivity, 2. Leaves more sheep on the 
mountain, 3. Encourages shooting older rams, 4. Strongly discourages shooting of sub-legal and 
younger rams, 5. Those that choose to harvest a young ram that is legal by full curl standards, 
shoot knowing that if it has less than ten annuli, they will have to sit out X number of years 
depending on the age of the ram. This will help towards leaving more mature rams on the 
mountain and allow some rams that become large at a younger age to possibly survive another 
year or two. 6. It still allows opportunity based on choice by the hunter and may help with 
crowding since some will be sitting out for having harvested a younger ram. 7. It could also be 
managed such that when a hunter harvests a sub-legal ram which is his first ram ever harvested, 
he could keep the ram provided it was over 7/8 curl and at least seven years of age. This is more 
lenient than the current regulation, but would only apply for a hunter's first ram. This would cut 
down on litigation for the state, help keep from having rams left in the field, create better 
relations with new hunters and at the same time be restrictive since they will have to sit out a 
number of years based on the ram’s age. To further cut down on hunters leaving sheep in the 
field, convicted offenders of such an offense would receive a lifetime ban on hunting Dall sheep 
in Alaska. 

If this Age Index Harvest Scale seems too harsh, the age side could be slid up one notch to read: 
If a hunter harvests a nine year or older ram, the hunter would be eligible to hunt sheep the 
following year, etc., but I personally would prefer the original scale. If this scale approach 
appears to have merit, relaxing it would be better than discarding it altogether. 

Finally, and this has nothing to do with this proposal, but does address nonresidents harvesting 
fewer rams than they currently harvest, which is 45% some years. It is time that the GCP (Guide 
Concession Program) be resurrected and supported by such organizations as RHAK (Resident 
Hunters of Alaska), APHA (Alaska Professional Hunter's Association) and WSF (Wild Sheep 
Foundation), and get HB 158 passed. This would give the needed control of too many guides in 
an area and unlimited harvest by nonresidents. I believe the only way to avert going to an all 
draw for sheep is to go to the age index I am proposing and having a Guide Concession Program. 
If we do nothing and go to an all-draw for sheep, everyone loses. Nonresidents will go to a 
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percentage allocation and residents will seldom draw the area they really would like to hunt. We 
have all been too selfish and the time has come to act responsibly for the sake of the resource and 
quit being greedy. 

Comments: 

We do not support Proposal 38 to “Implement a sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for 
residents”. Proposal 38 is too complicated and isn’t necessary. Furthermore, it is doubtful that 
this regulation modification will help the Dall sheep ram populations or hunters.  Age of rams 
will not alleviate complications, it will only ambiguity to the regulations and confusion in the 
field. 

PROPOSAL 39– 5 AAC 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. By Aaron Bloomquist. 
Implement a sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for residents and nonresidents as 
follows: 
5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit 
Modify the statewide Dall sheep bag limit as follows 

(k)Statewide Dall sheep bag limit, unless otherwise provided in 5 AAC 85-92: One “full-

curl ram” ten years old or older annually, however, if the ram taken is under ten 

years old Years off from Nonresidents 
sheep hunting Residents 
9 year old 1 4 
8 year old 2 6 
7 year old 3 8 
6 years or 4 10 
younger 
Any sub 5 lifetime 
legal 

Comments: 

We do not support Proposal 39 to “Implement a sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for 
residents”. Proposal 39 is too complicated and isn’t necessary.  Furthermore, it is doubtful that 
this regulation modification will help the Dall sheep ram populations or hunters.  Age of rams 
will not alleviate complications, it will only ambiguity to the regulations and confusion in the 
field. 

(Proposal 40 Drawing Permit Proposal) 

PROPOSAL 41 – 5 AAC 92.012. Licenses and tags. By Native Caucus of the Alaska 
Migratory Bird Co-Management Council. Exempt rural subsistence hunters from the 
requirements for obtaining a waterfowl conservation tag as follows: 
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The Native Caucus of the Alaska Migratory Bird Co-Management Council (AMBCC) would like 
the Alaska Board of Game to consider establishing an exemption from the regulation requiring 
all hunters under the age of 18 to purchase an Alaska Waterfowl Conservation Tag (State Duck 
Stamp). This would exempt rural Alaska subsistence hunters from having to purchase the 
waterfowl conservation tag in order to participate in the federal spring-summer subsistence 
harvest season for migratory birds. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 41 to exempt rural subsistence hunters in certain areas in the State of 
Alaska who are over the age of 18 from the requirement to purchase a waterfowl conservation 
tag where spring/summer subsistence hunts occur. Alaska Natives have customary and 
traditionally hunted migratory birds to supplement food sources. Under federal management 
Alaska Natives do not have to purchase waterfowl conservation tags so the State of Alaska 
should change their regulations to regulations mirror the federal regulations and to exempt rural 
hunters from purchasing duck stamps in certain areas in the State of Alaska, where 
summer/spring hunt occurs. 

PROPOSAL 42 – 5 AAC 92.069. Special provisions for moose drawing permit hunts; 
92.XXX. New regulation. By Resident Hunters of Alaska.  Remove the nonresident guide 
requirement for moose and black bear hunts as follows: 

Remove moose and black bear from the list of must-be-guided species. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 42 to “remove the nonresident guide requirement for moose and black bear 
hunts”.  Nonresident hunters should have a guide to hunt moose and black bear. Nonresident 
hunters need to have a guide to hunt large game with to ensure safety of other hunters in the field 
as well as the safety for the nonresident hunters and the resources sought after. 

PROPOSAL 44 – 5 AAC 92.011. Taking of game by proxy. By Becky Schwanke. Allow the 
take of moose by proxy in moose hunts having antler restrictions as follows: 

Allow proxy hunting for antler restricted Bull Moose hunts statewide. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 44 to allow the take of moose by proxy in moose hunts having antler 
restrictions on a statewide basis. Proxy hunting in some regions of the State of Alaska could be 
allowed, but not in Game Management Unit 11 or Game Management Unit 13. 

Hunters that drive to rural hunting areas to hunt may abuse the system by over-harvesting moose. 
Proxy hunting regulations were changed several years ago because hunters proxy hunted for 
many people, and often over-harvested caribou and moose.  
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In 2017 the BOG decided not to repeal the regulatory requirement that Tier I caribou hunters in 
GMU 13 may only hunt for moose in GMU 13.  Many people proposed eliminating this 
restriction because they thought that it would reduce moose hunting crowding and pressure in 
GMU 13. Data showed that it was the opposite. Allowing proxy hunters in GMU 13 to harvest 
moose will not alleviate hunter impact in GMU 13.  It will undoubtedly increase hunters in the 
field. 

Possession & Transportation (5 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 45– 5 AAC 92.171. Sealing of horns and antlers. By Homer Fish and Game 
Advisory Committee. Require antlers be sealed for all antler restricted hunts as follows: 

All moose hunters in areas where there are antler restrictions must have horns sealed and 
measured by ADF&G or authorized representative within (x) days of harvest. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 45 to “require antlers be sealed for all antler restricted hunts” on a statewide 
basis. Only in sub-regions of the State of Alaska where regulations are in place for antler 
restriction hunts should hunters be required to have antlers sealed by the Department of Fish and 
Game. Each region in the State of Alaska has different hunting regulations that is suitable for 
their region. This proposal is one that is not a fit for all regions in the State of Alaska. 

PROPOSAL 46 – 5 AAC 92.135. Transfer of possession. By Upper Tanana/Fortymile Fish 
and Game Advisory Committee. 

Modify the transfer of possession regulations as it pertains to guided and transported hunters as 
follows: 

Add a section (d) to 5 AAC 92.135: (d) When a licensed guide or transporter, who is under 
contract by a person (hunter), possesses game taken by that person (hunter), for the purpose of 
transportation, that game will be considered to remain in the possession of that person (hunter). 

Comments: 

We are neutral on Proposal 46 to “modify the transfer of possession regulations as it pertains to 
guided and transported hunters. Big Game Commercial Services Board (BGCSB) has regulations 
in place regarding transporting wild game meat. Proponent should work with BGCSB to refine 
regulations on transporting wild game. 

Under Big Game Commercial Services Regulations, 12 AAC 75.440. (8) Professional Ethics 
Standards for Providers of Transportation Services, it states that Transporter shall “endeavor to 
transport all meat of animals taken by clients, in accordance with state statutes and regulations”. 

PROPOSAL 47 – 5 AAC 92.135. Transfer of possession. By Alaska Professional Hunters 
Association. 
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Modify the transfer of possession regulations as it pertains to guided and transported hunters as 
follows: 

(a) Unless the person who took the game is accompanying the person possessing the game, until 
all salvage is completed as required under this chapter, a person who gives or receives game or a 
part of game shall immediately furnish, upon demand by a peace officer a statement signed by 
[BOTH] either [PARTIES] party describing the following: 

(1)The names and addresses of each person who gave or received the game; 

(2)When and where the game was taken; 

(3)What game or part of game was transferred; and 

(4)The hunting license number of the person who took the game. 

(b)Upon receipt of game or a part of game, the recipient shall then be responsible to salvage the 
edible meat for human consumption. 

(c)A person giving, shipping, or receiving game or parts of game shall allow inspection of that 
game or parts of game upon request from a peace officer of the state or a federal fish and wildlife 
agent. 

Comments: 

See comments under Proposal 46. 

Note: The Board of Game does not have authority to impose regulations upon guides. 

PROPOSAL 48 – 5 AAC 92.135. Transfer of possession. By Resident Hunters of Alaska. 
Modify the transfer of possession regulations to include reporting requirements as follows: 
We would like the Board of Game to consider other options as well, but here is one 
solution: 

Amend 5 AAC 92.135 to include a new subsection: 
(d) if the meat from a guided hunter is transferred, a record must be kept by the guide of 
all transfers and turned into the Department of Fish & Game within 30 days of the close of 
the season. 

Comments: 

No comment, guided hunts are under authority of Big Game Commercial Services Board. 

PROPOSAL 49– 5 AAC 92.031. Permit for selling skins, skulls, and trophies; and 92.200. 
By Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Purchase and sale of game. By Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game. 
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Require a permit before brown bear skulls and hides with claws attached can be sold as follows: 

5 AAC 92.031 is amended by adding a new section to read: 

(g) a person may sell, advertise, or otherwise offer for sale a brown bear skull or hide with claws 
attached of a brown bear harvested in an area where the bag limit is two bears per regulatory year 
only after obtaining a permit from the department. 

5 AAC 92.200(b)(1) is amended to read: 
(1) any part of a brown bear, except an article of handicraft made from the fur of a brown bear; 
[,] and except skulls and hides with claws attached of brown bears harvested in areas where the 
bag limit is two bears per regulatory year by permit issued under 5 AAC 92.031; 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 49 to “require a permit before brown bear skulls and hides with claws 
attached can be sold by permit issued under 5 AAC 92.031(g) - a person may sell, advertise, or 
otherwise offer for sale a brown bear skull or hide with claws attached of a brown bear harvested 
in an area where the bag limit is two bears per regulatory year only after obtaining a permit from 
the department. 

Loop hole in regulations should be changed so Alaska Department of Fish and Game can keep 
track of brown bear’s hides and skulls that are sold. Unlawful selling of brown bear’s skull and 
hides may occur if regulations are not changed. 

Intensive Management & Predation Control Areas (2 Proposals) 

Note: The Board of Game cannot adopt a regulation that is inconsistent with state statute. 

Alaska Statute 08.54.750(e) states that guides can only conduct hunts for the big game species 

identified by the Board of Game as the cause of the depletion or reduction of productivity of a 

big game prey population. 

PROPOSAL 50 – 5 AAC 92.116. Special provisions in predation control areas. By Aaron 
Bloomquist. Provide clarification for allowing guides to register additional guide use areas for 
taking predators, and to restrict the take of predators in those guide use areas as follows: 

Provide clarification for the "extra guide use area provision" in AS 08.54.750 as follows: 

5 AAC 92.116. Special provisions in predation control areas. 

… 

(e)A guide may register extra guide use areas under AS 08.54.750(f) in all IM program 
areas, and for all predator species within the “game management unit or portion of a game 
management unit where the Board of Game has identified predation by wolf, black bear, 
brown bear, or grizzly bear as a cause of the depletion of a big game prey population or a 
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reduction of the productivity of a big game prey population”; unless the board specifically 
eliminates an area or species within an area from this provision. 

(1)Unit 9, brown bear may not be taken in an extra guide use area under AS 08.54.750(f) 

(2) Units 7 and 15, brown bear and black bear may not be taken in an extra guide use area 
under AS 08.54.750(f) 

Comments: 

No comments. Alaska Board of Game does not have authority to change “extra guide use area 
provision in AS 08.54.750. 

PROPOSAL 52 – 5 AAC 92.106. Intensive management of identified big game prey 
populations; 92.110. Control of predation by wolves; and 92.115. Control of predation by 
bears. By Resident Hunters of Alaska. Prohibit nonresident hunting of moose and caribou under 
intensive management until harvest and population objectives are met as follows: 
Nonresident hunting shall not be allowed for any moose or caribou population under a 
current Intensive Management Predation Control Program until the minimum Intensive 
Management population or harvest objectives for that population has been reached. 

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Nonresident hunting 
opportunity in areas under Intensive Management Predation Control Programs. 

Intensive Management (IM) Predation Control Implementation Programs to restore the 
abundance of prey species as necessary to achieve human consumptive use goals are intended to 
benefit resident Alaskans. 

Resident Hunters of Alaska supports IM efforts to achieve these goals. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 52 to prohibit nonresident hunting of moose and caribou under intensive 
management until harvest and population objectives are met. It is unlawful for ABOG to 
consider opening a subsistence hunt, after determining that IM population has been met. We 
have customary and traditional uses and subsistence preference over moose and caribou. Also 
moose and caribou hunting seasons in Alaska are longer just for residents than Nonresidents.  
Resident hunters have less moose antler restrictions than Nonresident moose hunts. 

Cultural & Subsistence Uses (7 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 53 – 5 AAC 99.025(a)(12). Customary and traditional uses of game 
populations. By Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Reevaluate the customary and traditional 
use finding for migratory game birds statewide as follows: 
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The proposal requests that the Board of Game (board) review the information provided in the 
customary and traditional use worksheet provided by ADF&G as well as other available 
information, including information from the public, to determine if populations of migratory 
game birds (ducks, geese, swans, snipe, and cranes) statewide support customary and traditional 
subsistence uses. If a positive determination is made, the regulation would read as follows: 

5 AAC 99.025. Customary and traditional uses of game populations (a) 

SPECIES & UNIT FINDING AMOUNT REASONABLY 
NECESSARY FOR 
SUBSISTENCE USES 

(12) Small Game 

(X)Migratory game birds positive 

All units with a harvestable portion except within the nonsubsistence areas as defined in 5 
AAC 99.015. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 53 to have the ABOG determine a positive finding for migratory birds on a 
statewide basis, except within the non-subsistence areas as defined in 5 AAC 99.015. 

Geese, ducks and swans and other migratory birds are customary and traditional food sources to 
all Alaska Natives. We have hunted and killed migratory birds to supplement food sources. We 
use feathers for dancing, eat the gizzards, heard and meat of migratory birds. 

PROPOSAL 54– 5 AAC 92.070. Tier II subsistence hunting permit point system. By 
Kenneth Manning. Modify the Tier II subsistence hunting permit point system as follows: 

Eliminate the Tier II eligibility rural preference application point-scoring questions on: 

1. Location of purchase of most of applicant’s gasoline and groceries during the last year; and 

2. Number of days in the local hunt area spent on subsistence activities. 

Change to: (1) Eligibility questions on number of the applicant’s related living-generations that 
have and will benefit from applicant’s subsistence harvests; and 

(2) applicant’s total reliance and dependency on all their subsistence use activities no matter 
where applicant does subsistence hunt-fish-pick berries in the state; and 

(3) the number of years the applicant has hunted or applied for this particular Tier II hunt; based 
on the following: 

(1)Count each living generation as one each for applicant and spouse, plus one generation for 
children, plus one for grandchildren, plus one for parents of applicant, plus one for grandparents, 
plus one for great grandparents, plus one for great grandchildren, plus one for generation of 
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living nieces and nephews, and plus one great nieces and nephews. This will help assure 
compliance with 5 AAC 99.010 defining long-time customary and traditional subsistence use of 
at least one generation, i.e., ten years or more. 

(2) Consider all the subsistence activities use days for all hunt-fish-pick berries subsistence 
reliance and dependency of the applicant, no matter where applicant lives in the state or 
exercised subsistence use rights. 

(3) Consider applicant’s number of years for hunting or applied for the Tier II species hunt being 
applied for, along with any other Tier II and Tier I general hunts for other big game species 
hunted or applied for and used for subsistence reliance and dependency. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 54 to modify Tier II questions on “location of purchase of most of 
applicant’s gasoline and groceries during the last year and number of days in the local hunt area 
spent on subsistence activities”. 

ABOG must implement Tier II for a wildlife population when there is not enough harvestable 
surplus to provide a reasonable opportunity for all subsistence uses of that population. The 
subsistence statute requires that eligibility for a Tier II permit shall be based on  2 criteria: (i) the 
customary and direct dependence on the Tier II game population by the subsistence user for 
human consumption as a mainstay of livelihood; and the ability of the subsistence user to obtain 
food if subsistence use is restricted or eliminated. The scoring system in this proposal would not 
accurately, fairly or legally measure these statutory criteria. 

We oppose allowing points for each living generation to apply to Tier II subsistence hunting 
permit point system. The current regulatory scoring system measures "customary and direct 
dependence on the game population by the subsistence user for human consumption as a 
mainstay of livelihood" far more accurately than how many living relatives an applicant has. 

Obtaining points for living relatives for Tier II subsistence hunting permit points just doesn’t 
make sense. It would be unfair, if grandparents have passed on for a few individuals, while other 
households may still have living grandparents. Or if a parent or parents have also passed, some 
applicants would not receive points for deceased relatives. 

The proposal’s suggestion to “consider all the subsistence activities use days for all hunt-fish-
pick berries subsistence reliance and dependency of the applicant, no matter where applicant 
lives in the state or exercised subsistence use rights” does not measure the customary and direct 
dependence for subsistence uses on the wildlife population that is the subject of Tier II scoring.  
Measuring dependence on a moose population in a different hunting GMU does not measure 
dependence for the moose population that is the subject of the application.  Moreover, the 
proposal mistakenly asks that the current scoring system be applied no matter where an applicant 
lives and that is of course exactly how the regulations are implemented now, residence is not a 
factor.    

The proposal’s third suggestion suffers from the same problem in suggesting that hunting for any 
population statewide should count for measuring dependence on the particular moose population 
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at issue.  Considering how many years an applicant has applied for Tier II and other Tier I or 
Tier II hunt does not prove reliance and dependency upon the resource, it just proves that an 
individual has filled out a Tier I or Tier II application for an indiscriminate number of years. 
Also, the suggestion that only hunting be counted for scoring ignores the fact that many 
subsistence users fully depend on a population for their mainstay of livelihood, but may not be 
able to do the hunting for that population, for example elders, widows and the disabled.  Instead 
they share in the other parts of the subsistence way of life, such as processing, sharing 
knowledge, teaching the youth, and in turn they share in the harvest that others in their 
communities provide.  

Proposal 55 – 5 AAC 92.019. Taking big game for certain religious ceremonies. By 
Fairbanks Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Combine the regulations allowing the take of big 
game for religious ceremonies and ceremony potlatches as follows: 

Amend: 5 AAC 92.019. Taking big game for certain religious ceremonies and ceremony 
potlatches  [CEREMONIES]. 

(a)	 The hunting and taking of game specie having a positive finding in 5 AAC 99.025, 
outside the seasons or bag limits established in 5 AAC 85, for use in this state as food 
in customary and traditional Alaska Native funerary, [OR] mortuary religious or 
potlatch ceremonies [WITHIN 12 MONTHS PRECEDING THE CEREMONY IS 
AUTHORIZED IF] consistent with sustained principles. 

(b) …. 

(c) A written permit from the department is [not] required for taking big game under this 
section, [except that in nonsubsistence areas, described in 5 AAC 99.015, and the 
Gulkana, Cantwell, Chistochina, Gakona, Mentasta, Tazlina, Chitina, and Kluti-Kaah 
Community Harvest Area defined in 5 AAC 92. 074(d),] a ceremonial or potlatch 
harvest report form, provided by the department, must be obtained and jointly 
completed by the hunter and the tribal chief, village council president, clan leader, 
traditional Native head of family, or clan leader’s designee for the village associated 
with the customary and traditional Alaska Native funerary, [or] mortuary religious 
ceremony, or potlatch. 

(d) the department may limit the amount of big game to be harvested 

(1) by unit or area 

(2) by sex 

(3) females with offspring 

(4) amount of big game 

(5) time frame 

(i)	 reporting of harvest big game will be reported no later than 15 days 
after harvest or permit requirement. 
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(ii) Permit must be in possession of hunter/hunters and upon request 
from a peace officer of the state or authorized department person. A 
permittee may not refuse to present it or any big game in possession. 

[(D)] Eliminate all of D…….` 

(e) keep as is….. 

(1) keep as is…. 

(2) the person must possess a valid hunting license. 

[(2)] (3) the hunting or taking was authorized under this section and the meat was 
used in a customary and traditional Alaska Native funeral [OR] mortuary religious 
potlatch ceremony; and 

[(3)] (4) if the person took big game, the requirement of (d) of this section have been 
met. 

(g) keep (g) as is written… 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 55 to combine the regulations allowing the take of big game for religious 
ceremonies and ceremony potlatches. The take of big game for religious ceremonies needs to be 
kept separate from other ceremonial potlatches. Regulation 5 AAC 92.019 has special meaning 
to Alaska Natives. A potlatch is an honor a deceased person. This regulation is protected under 
the First Amendment of the US Constitution and Article 1, Section 4 of the Alaska State 
Constitution.  Both laws protect the free exercise of religion. This regulation should not be 
combined with other ceremonial potlatches, 5 AAC 92.017,  5 AAC 92.053 and 5 AAC 92.055, 
each of these regulations serves a purpose, that is different from 5 AAC 92.019. 

Note: The following proposal requests regulatory changes that are both statewide and specific to 

the Central/Southwest Region (see Proposal 98). The board will take public testimony at the 

November 2017 Statewide Regulations Meeting, and may defer taking final action on the 

proposal until the February 2018 Central/Southwest Region Meeting. 

PROPOSAL 56 – 5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit 
conditions. By Ahtna Tene Nene’. 

Modify the community subsistence harvest permit conditions as follows: 
Amend 5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence hunt area and permit conditions: 

Throughout the regulation the term/phrase “a resident of a community or member of a group” is 
used to define those participating in the community subsistence hunt (CSH). The regulations 
should be amended to clarify that the CSH is for “communities”, not simply any “group” of 
individuals who are Alaska residents. The use of the term “group” diminishes the “community” 
aspect of the hunt. A “group” can be those who only get together over the internet. A “group” 
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can consist of those who only get together once a year for a potluck that includes a dish or two 
containing a little moose or caribou taken by a member of the group. The use of the term “group” 
encourages the kind of abuse that has occurred in the CSH. It takes a “community” to practice 
the community pattern of C&T (customary and traditional) uses that the Board of Game (board) 
has set as a condition for participating in the hunt for the Copper Basin area (5 AAC 92.074(d)). 
Therefore, the term “group” should be stricken from the regulation and replaced when necessary 
with “community.” 

The term “resident” should also be stricken, because a “community” of subsistence users may 
not all be residing in the same physical location. For example, the community composed of the 
eight Ahtna villages includes some Alaska residents who do not live in the area, but who 
continue to hunt, fish and gather subsistence resources in the area and to participate in the Ahtna 
customary and traditional hunting way of life, including widespread sharing, teaching traditional 
knowledge and values, potlatches, etc. Therefore, the term “community members” should be 
uniformly applied throughout the regulation when describing who is eligible to participate in the 
CSH. The term “residents” should be stricken. 

Likewise, when describing the CSH administrator, the term “community administrator” should 
be used throughout the regulations. The term “group” should be deleted when the regulation 
references CSH administration. 

Additionally amend 5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt areas as follows: 

(a) The commissioner or the commissioner's designee may, under this section and 5 AAC 
92.052, issue community-based subsistence harvest permits and harvest reports for big game 
species where the Board of Game (board) has established a community harvest hunt area under 
(b) of this section and 5 AAC 92.074. Prior to issuing a permit and harvest reports for the 
community hunt area described in 5 AAC 92.074(d), the commissioner or designee shall 
determine, on the basis of an application form developed by the department, that the 
community applying for the permit conforms with the definition of “community” set forth 
in section (i) of this regulation. 

… 

(c) If the board has established a community harvest hunt area for a big game population, 
[RESIDENTS] members of the community [OR MEMBERS OF A GROUP] may elect to 
participate in a community harvest permit hunt in accordance with the following conditions: 

(1)(D) make efforts to ensure that the applicable customary and traditional use pattern 
described by the board and included by the department as a permit condition, if any, is 
observed by subscribers [INCLUDING MEAT SHARING]; the applicable board finding and 
conditions will be identified on the permit; this provision does not authorize the community 
[OR GROUP] administrator to deny subscription to any community [RESIDENT OR 
GROUP] member who agrees to practice the applicable customary and traditional use 
pattern as practiced by the community; 

… 
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(c)(3) in addition to the requirements of (1) of this subsection, the community [OR GROUP] 
representative must submit a complete written report, on a form provided by the department, for 
the community [OR GROUP] participating in the community harvest hunt area described in 
5AAC 92.074(d), that describes efforts by the community [OR GROUP] to observe the 
customary and traditional use pattern described by board findings for the game populations 
hunted under the conditions of this community harvest permit; in completing the report, the 
representative must make efforts to collect a complete report from each household that is a 
member of the community [OR GROUP] that describes efforts by the household to observe the 
customary and traditional use pattern using the eight elements described in this paragraph; a copy 
of all household reports collected by the community [OR GROUP] representative shall be 
submitted to the department as a part of the representative’s written report; complete reports 
must include information about efforts to observe the customary and traditional use pattern of the 
game population, as follows: 

(A)Element 1: participation in a long-term, consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and 
reliance on the game population: the number of years of taking and use of the game population; 
and involvement of multiple generations in the taking and use of the game population; and use of 
areas other than the community subsistence hunt area for harvest activities; 

(B)Element 2: participation in the pattern of taking or use of the game population that follows a 
seasonal use pattern of harvest effort in the hunt area: the months and seasons in which 
noncommercial harvest activities occur in the hunt area; 

(C)Element 3: participation in a pattern of taking or use of wild resources in the hunt area that 
includes methods and means of harvest characterized by efficiency and economy of effort and 
cost: costs associated with harvests; and methods used to reduce costs and improve efficiency of 
harvest; and number of species harvested during hunting activities; 

(D)Element 4: participation in a pattern of taking or use of wild resources that occurs in the hunt 
area due to close ties to the area: number of years of taking and use of the game population; and 
involvement of multiple generations in the taking and use of the game population; and variety of 
harvesting activities that take place in the hunt area; and evidence of other areas used for harvest 
activities; 

(E)Element 5: use of means of processing and preserving wild resources from the hunt area that 
have been traditionally used by past generations: complete listing of the parts of the harvested 
game that are used; and preservation methods of that game; and types of foods and other 
products produced from that harvest; 

(F)Element 6: participation in a pattern of taking or use of wild resources from the hunt area that 
includes the handing down of knowledge of hunting skills, values, and lore about the hunt area 
from generation to generation: involvement of multiple generations in the taking and use of the 
game population; and evidence of instruction and training; 
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(G)Element 7: participation in a pattern of taking of wild resources from the hunt area in which 
the harvest is shared throughout the community: amount of harvest of the game population that is 
shared; and evidence of a communal sharing event; and support of those in need through sharing 
of the harvest of the game population; and 

(H)Element 8: participation in a pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance on a wide variety 
of wild resources from the hunt area: the variety of resource harvest activities engaged in within 
the hunt area; and evidence of other areas used for harvest activities. 

(c)(4) the department may waive the annual reporting requirement and institute a five-year 
reporting period for any community which has demonstrated, through reports submitted 
annually over a five-year period, a high degree of participation in the customary and 
traditional community use pattern described in board findings for the area. 

… 

(f) The department may disapprove an application for a community subsistence harvest permit 
from a community [OR GROUP] that has previously failed to comply with requirements in 
(c)(1) and (3) of this section. The failure to submit a report by the community [OR GROUP] 
representative under (c) [(1) AND] (3) of this section which demonstrates, pursuant to criteria 
and a scoring system established by the department, that the community is observing the 
customary and traditional use pattern described by board findings for the game 
populations hunted under the conditions of this community harvest permit shall [MAY] 
result in denial of a community subsistence harvest permit for the area during the following two 
regulatory years for all members of the community. The department must allow a 
representative the opportunity to request a hearing if the representative fails to submit a complete 
report as required under (c) (l) and (3) of this section. A community [OR GROUP] aggrieved by 
a decision under this subsection will be granted a hearing before the commissioner or the 
commissioner’s designee, if the community [OR GROUP] representative or a member of the 
community makes a request for a hearing in writing to the commissioner within 60 days after 
receiving notice from the department that the community will be denied a community 
subsistence harvest permit for the following year. [THE CONCLUSION OF THE HUNT 
FOR WHICH THE PERSON FAILED TO PROVIDE A REPORT]. The commissioner may 
determine that the penalty provided under this subsection will not be applied if the community 
[OR GROUP] representative or member provides the information required on the report 
sufficient to satisfy the department’s requirements and if the commissioner determines that 

(1) the failure to provide the report was the result of unavoidable circumstance; or 
(2) extreme hardship would result to the community [OR GROUP] or member. … 

(h) Nothing in this section authorizes the department to delegate to a community [OR GROUP] 
representative determination of the lawful criteria for selecting who may hunt, for establishing 
any special restrictions for the hunt and for the handling of game, and for establishing the terms 
and conditions for a meaningful communal sharing of game taken under a community harvest 
permit, except that a community representative shall require participating community 
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members to observe the customary and traditional use pattern described by board findings 
for the game populations hunted as that pattern of use is practiced by the community. … 

(i) In this section, 

(2) a "community" [OR "GROUP"] is “a group of 25 or more individuals [OF PEOPLE] linked 
by a common interest in, and participation in a consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, 
use, and reliance on a wide diversity of subsistence resources in [,] an identified area [AND 
THE WILDLIFE POPULATIONS IN THAT AREA,] that provides substantial economic, 
cultural or social, and nutritional elements of the subsistence way of life of the community 
and its members [IS CONSISTENT WITH THE CUSTOMARY AND TRADITIONAL USE 
PATTERN OF THAT WILDLIFE POPULATION AND AREA AS DEFINED BY THE 
BOARD]. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 56 to change 5 AAC 92.072 to remove the terms “group and residents” add 
community and member, conforms to with the definition of “community” in section (i) of this 
regulation, require annual reporting and 5 year reporting for a community that has demonstrated 
C&T use patterns as found in board findings for the hunt area, scoring system and approval by 
Department, community failing to submit a report that meets C&T use patterns shall not 
participate in CSH in the following 2 years and provides for an appeal process, if a community 
demonstrates C&T use patterns that community will be exempted for 5 years to submit a CSH 
report. 

Amending the regulation to clearly require participants to be a community will help ensure that 
the intent of the regulation, to provide a reasonable opportunity for community subsistence 
patterns and needs, will be met.  A group of 25 that meets over an internet meet-up group will no 
longer be eligible. Community adds more strength to the regulation in that it shows interaction 
between members conforming to C&T patterns of use found in Board of Game Findings. 

Community Administrators that consistently over a number of years show C&T use patterns in 
their annual reports should only have to report once every 5 years. Substantial evidence of 
conforming to 8 criteria listed in 5 AAC 92.072 should prove that community have reliance upon 
a variety of resources, hunt, fish and gather seasonally within the community hunt area identified 
by the BOG, continue to pass down knowledge on preserving, processing wild game, fish and 
plants, have sharing patterns, stories, and lores that are passed down from generation to 
generation, and use moose and caribou parts listed as listed in community subsistence hunt 
conditions. 

There must be a means for the Department to enforce the hunt conditions if this hunt is to 
succeed and meet the needs of many communities in Alaska that practice this community way of 
subsistence life.  The abuse caused by not enforcing the hunt condition erodes support for the 
hunt and allows abuse and “gaming” of the regulation.  Enforcing the condition that an applicant 
is a “community” as that term is defined by the BOG is essential to prevent any group of 25 from 
applying and automatically participating in the CSH no matter whether there is any relationship 
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at all between the members.  The condition that a participating community must demonstrate that 
is engaging in the C&T pattern of use identified by the BOG in establishing a community hunt 
must also be enforced, otherwise a community can simply thumb its nose, file a report that shows 
no compliance with this condition and hunt again next season without penalty. The failure to 
enforce the condition the BOG has established for this hunt has undermined the intent of the hunt 
and resulted in the failure to provide a reasonable opportunity for those that practice the 
community pattern of C&T uses.  The conditions the BOG has established for the CSH should be 
enforced just like the conditions for all other subsistence and general hunts. 

PROPOSAL 57 – 5 AAC 85.072(i)(2). Community subsistence harvest hunt area and 
permit conditions. By Board of Game. Change the definition of “community” or “group” for 
community subsistence harvest hunts as follows: 

5 AAC 92.072(i)(2) is entirely repealed and readopted to read: 

(2)a “community” or “group” is a mutual support network of people who routinely (at least 
several times each year) provide each other with physical, emotional, and nutritional 
assistance in a multi-generational and inter/intra familial manner to assure the long-term 
welfare of individuals, the group, and natural resources they depend on. 

Existing 5 AAC 92.072(i)(2) 

(2) a “community” or “group” is a group of people linked by a common interest in, and 
participation in uses of, an area and the wildlife populations in that area, that is consistent with 
the customarily and traditional use pattern of that wildlife population and area as defined by the 
board. 

Comments: 

We support the Board’s effort to redefine the term “community” in a way that will make it clear 
that a participating group is genuinely a “community” and not a sham group put together to 
abuse the community hunt opportunity.  We suggest getting rid of the term “group” as it is 
unnecessary and detracts from the intent of the new definition – to clarify that participants are a 
“community.”  We also suggest including a provision that the community members routinely 
interact in person rather than just through facebook to prevent the “internet community” from 
meeting the definition. 

PROPOSAL 58 – 5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit 
conditions; and 92.220. Salvage of game meat, furs, and hides. By Denali Fish and Game 
Advisory Committee. Modify the salvage requirements for moose and caribou taken under 
community subsistence harvest hunts as follows: 

Community harvest hunts for caribou and moose must have all meat stay naturally attached to 
the bone. 

Comments: 
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No comments this is already in regulation. 

Note: The Board of Game does not have authority to change the Tier II scoring criteria to 

include nonconsumptive use per Alaska Statute 16.05.258. 

PROPOSAL 59 – 5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit 
conditions; and 92.070. Tier II subsistence hunting permit point system. By Kenneth 
Manning. Consider all customary and traditional uses as eligibility criteria for Tier II and 
community subsistence harvest hunts as follows: 

Consider all customary and traditional (C&T) uses as eligibility criteria preferences for all Tier II 
and community subsistence harvest (CSH) permit applications. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 59.  See comments above to proposal 54.  It is difficult to understand the 
intent of this proposal and how it would be implemented. 

Tier II applies to those who have dependence on reliance upon the resource for food.  It does not 
apply to handicrafts made from inedible parts. Making handicrafts out of inedible parts of 
wildlife is not a CSH hunt condition, nor should it be. 

Hunter Education (1 Proposal) 

PROPOSAL 60– 5 AAC 92.003. Hunter education and orientation requirements. By 
John Kaiser. Require hunter education for hunters 12 years of age or older, and those under 12 to 
be accompanied by someone who has successfully completed the course as follows: 

Under 5 AAC 92.003 Hunter education and orientation requirements, and on page 13 of the 
Alaska Hunting Regulations it should read: 

Beginning July 1, 2018, ALL Hunters 12 years of older must have completed a Basic Hunter 
Education course to hunt in the State of Alaska. Hunters under 12 years of age must be 
accompanied by someone who has successfully completed a Basic Hunter Education course. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 60 to require all hunters aged 12 years and older must complete a Basic 
Hunter Education course to hunt in the State of Alaska. Residents of Alaska who have hunted for 
many years shouldn’t be required to take a hunter education course. Non-resident hunters’ and 
alien nonresident hunters should be required to take a hunter education course to protect 
themselves and others in the field. 

Proposal 60 will increase cost to the Department, they will have to set up educational hunter 
course throughout the State of Alaska. Department’s budget is already constrained as it is. 
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Permits for Possessing Live Game (4 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 61 – 5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game. By Billie Wilder. Add 
Lesser Hedgehog Tenrec to the list of animals allowed to be possessed without a permit as 
follows: 

Under 5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game, section (b), I would like to see the Lesser 
Hedgehog Tenrec listed. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 61 to add the Lesser Hedgehog Tenrec to the list of animals allowed to be 
possessed with a permit. Lesser Hedgehog Tenrecs are 5 to 6.8 inches long and weigh about 7 
ounces.  They could easily escape from their owner’s home. One of their favorite spots is under a 
log which makes them difficult to find, should they escape.  Since they are inactive in winter 
months, they would be hard to find. 

Just because other similar species are on the list of animals allowed to be possessed without a 
permit does provide good reasoning to add them to the list as well. More and more species are 
being added to the list each year without good reason, other than being similar to one that is 
already on the list. 

PROPOSAL 62 – 5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game. By Mojo’s Hope/Alaska’s 
KAAATs. Allow the release of sterilized, feral cats into the wild as follows: 

This proposal is a request to change Alaska Administrative Code 5 AAC 92.029, Permit for 
Possessing Live Game, to remove the regulatory barrier to implement Trap-Neuter-Return 
(TNR) programs to manage community cat populations. Specifically, I am requesting that 5 
AAC 92.029 be changed to exempt “sterilized feral cats” (under Cats/Felis catus) from the list of 
species that are prohibited from being released into the wild. 

5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game. 
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, or in AS 16, no person may possess, import, 
release, export, or assist in importing, releasing, or exporting, live game, unless the person holds 
a possession permit issued by the department. 
(b) The following species, not including a hybrid of a game animal and a species listed in this 
subsection, may be possessed, imported, exported, bought, sold, or traded without a permit from 
the department but may not be released into the wild: 

Common Name Scientific Name 
Dog Canis familiaris 

Cat (except sterilized feral cats) Felis catus 

Sheep Ovis aries 

Goat Capra hircus 

Cattle Bos taurus 
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Oxen Bos spp. 

Horse Equus caballus 

Guinea pig Cavia porcellus 

Reindeer (except feral reindeer) Rangifer tarandus Var. 
Llama Lama peruana 

Alpaca Lama pacos 

One-humped camel Camelus dromedarius 

Ass Equus asinus Var. 

Mule Equus asinus x caballus 

Swine Sus scrofa Var. 

European ferret Mustela putorius furo 

European rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 

Var. 
White rat Rattus norvegicus Var. 
albinus 
Mice: white, waltzing, singing,shaker, piebald Mus musculus Var. 
Fat-tailed gerbil Pachyuromys duprasi 

Gerbil Gerbillus spp. 

Hamster (golden) Mesocricetus auratus 

Chinchilla Chinchilla laniger 

Cavy Cavia aperea 

Hedgehog, African Pygmy Erinaceus albiventris 

Chicken Gallus Var. 
Pigeon Columia livia Var. 
Any Turkey species Subfamily Meleagridinae 
Any Pheasant, Junglefowl or Coturnix species Subfamily Phasianinae 
Any Guineafowl species Subfamily Numidinae 
Canary Serinus canaria Var. 
Parrot, parakeet, cockatiel, macaw, and other Family Psittacidae 
members of the Family Psittacidae not 
prohibited 
by federal or international law 
Toucan Family Ramphastidae 
Any New World Quail species (including Subfamily 

Odontophorinae 
Bobwhite) 
Mynah Acridotheres spp. 
Any Peafowl species Pavo spp. 
Any duck, goose, swan, or other migratory 
waterfowl which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service determines does not require a federal 
permit for private ownership 
Chukar partridge Alectoris chukar 

Button “quail” Family                                        Turnicidae in the order Gruiformes 
Any nonvenomous reptile (crocodile, alligator,     Class Reptilia 
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snake, turtle, or lizard) Members of the bird 
families Fringillidae, Turdidae, Zosteripidae, 
Pycnonotidae, Timaliidae, and Ploceidae of 
non- Holarctic origin. Members of the bird 
families Columbidae and Trogonidae of non-
Nearctic origin. 
Elk (except feral and wild elk)                               Cervus elaphus 

Bison (except feral and wild bison)                         Bison 

Muskoxen (except feral and wild muskoxen) 
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Comments: 

We adamantly oppose Proposal 62 to allow Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR) programs to manage 
community cat populations. See comments under Proposal 63. 

PROPOSAL 63– 5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game. By Frederick Minshall. 
Prohibit the release of feral or stray domesticated cats into the wild as follows: 

Put simply, to specifically and by name outlaw “Trap, Neuter, Release” (TNR) and all other "no-
kill" programs predicated on trapping and treating feral domesticated cats and then returning 
them to the wild, or feeding and maintaining colonies of such cats unconfined, anywhere in the 
state of Alaska. An example of my proposed textual additions are given below in bold, italicized, 

underlined font: 

Example: AAC 92.029 Permit for Possessing Live Game (d): Under this section, and in 
accordance with the definition of "game" as in AS. 69.05.940 (which includes feral domestic 
animals), a game animal defined as deleterious exotic wildlife or nonindigenous gallinaceous 
bird is feral if the animal is not under direct control of the owner, including being confined in a 
cage or other physical structure, or being restrained on a leash; feral animals shall not be 

maintained unconfined in Alaska under the aegis of "no-kill" management programs such as 

TNR, TVNR, RTF or any other such program not providing for secure and continuous 

confinement of such animals at all times. Owners of such animals shall apply for permits 

issued by the department for all animals in their care, and shall abide by all conditions 

required by said permits. 

In support of the above I include text from AAC 92.029 Permit for Possessing Live Game (h): 
"Upon application" (for temporary release for hunting, field trials, etc.) the board will add a 
species to the list in (b) of this section if there is clear and convincing evidence that the species is 
(1) not capable of surviving in the wild in Alaska; (2) is not capable of causing a genetic 
alteration of as species that is indigenous to Alaska; (3) is not capable of causing a significant 

reduction in the population of a species that is indigenous to Alaska; (4) is not capable of 

transmitting a disease to a species that is indigenous to Alaska; (5) does not otherwise present a 

threat to the health or population of a species that is indigenous to Alaska; (6) is not captured 
from the wild for use as a pet; (7) does not present a conservation concern to the species' native 
habitat outside of this state; (8) can reasonably be maintained in good health in private 
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ownership; and (9) does not present a likelihood that concerns about, or threats to human health 

and safety will lead to adverse consequences for captive animals. 

The underlined, italicized font in items (1), (3)-(5) and (9) clearly disqualifies feral cats from 
being considered as a species suitable for even temporary release into the wild. 

The alternative solution I propose would be to reclassify feral cats as "vermin" and allow 
unlimited take, year-round. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 63, and adamantly oppose Proposal 62. Releasing feral cats into the wild 
will cause a host of problems. Disease will spread to wild game, eventually to humans and water 
sources from trapped, neutered, released cats into the wild. 

Alaska does not need to have cat colonies in the woods. Cats will only increase in population and 
spread to other parts of Alaska. Keep Alaska clean. Animal activists should consider well-being 
and health to humans, rather than being overly concerned about feral cats. Do the humane, right 
thing, put them to sleep. 

Note: The Board of Game deferred this proposal from the 2016 Statewide Regulations Meeting. 

It was previously numbered Proposal 90. 

PROPOSAL 64– 5 AAC 92.029. Permit for possessing live game. By Alaska Wild Sheep 
Foundation. Eliminate domestic sheep (Ovis aries) and goats (Capra hircus) from the “Clean 
List” and require a permit for possession with stipulations if located within 15 air miles of all 
sheep habitat as follows: 
(b) Domestic sheep and goats will be removed from the “Clean List” regulation. 

Any person in possession of domestic sheep (ovis) or goats 
(capra) must obtain a permit from the department within one 
year of implementation of this section. Animals located within 
15 air miles of Dall sheep habitat must be contained within a 
Department approved facility (double fence, etc.) and certified 
disease free when testing becomes available. Animals located 
more than 15 miles from Dall sheep habitat will be issued a 
permit without stipulation online. 

Comments: 

We support Proposal 64 to remove domestic sheep and goats from the “Clean List” and require a 
permit for possession with stipulations if located within 15 miles of all sheep habitat. 

Domestic sheep and goats carry diseases which will spread to wild sheep and wild goats. 
Domestic sheep and goats should be well-tended to by owners and kept in pen so they will not 
stray into the wild. Diseases from sheep have been known to spread to wild sheep in the Lower 
48 states. 
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Miscellaneous Topics (4 Proposals) 

PROPOSAL 66 – 5 AAC 92.005. Policy for changing board agenda. By Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game. Update the Board of Game’s policy for accepting agenda change requests to 
make it more consistent with the Joint Board Petition Policy as follows: 
5 AAC 92.005. Policy for changing board agenda. 
(a)The Board of Game (board) may change the board's schedule for considering proposed 
regulatory changes in response to an agenda change request, submitted on a form provided by the 
board, in accordance with the following guidelines: 
(1) an agenda change request must be to consider a proposed regulatory change outside the 
board's published schedule and must specify the change proposed and the reason the proposed 
change should be considered out of sequence. An agenda change request is not intended to 
address proposals that could have been submitted by the deadline scheduled for submitting 
proposals; 
(2) the board will accept an agenda change request only 
(A) [FOR A CONSERVATION PURPOSE OR REASON;] repealed; 
(B) to correct an error in a regulation; [OR] 
(C) to correct an effect of a regulation that was unforeseen when a regulation was adopted; or 

(D) if the request identifies a biological concern for the population or a threat to meeting 
objectives for the population; 
(E) if the request identifies an unforeseen, unexpected event or effect that would otherwise 
restrict or reduce a reasonable opportunity for customary and traditional wildlife uses, as 
defined in AS 16.05.258(f): or 
(F) if the request identifies an unforeseen, unexpected resource situation where a 
biologically allowable resource harvest would be precluded by delayed regulatory action 
and such delay would be significantly burdensome to the petitioners because the resource 
would be unavailable in the future; 
(3) the board will not accept an agenda change request that is predominantly allocative in nature 
in the absence of new information that is found by the board to be compelling; 
(4) a request must be received by the executive director of the boards support section [AT 
LEAST 60 DAYS BEFORE THE FIRST REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING] by 

st 
November 1 of that year; 
(5)if one or more agenda change requests have been timely submitted, the board shall meet to 
review the requests within 30 days following the submittal deadline in subsection (4), and may 
meet telephonically for this purpose;[.] 
(6) when considering an agenda change request, the board should take into consideration 5 
AAC 96.625(d) and 5 AAC 96.625(e); 
(7) if the board accepts an agenda change request, the board will develop and consider 
proposals for all agenda change requests for those specified regulations. 
(b)The board may change the board's schedule for consideration of proposed regulatory changes 
as reasonably necessary for coordination of state regulatory actions with federal agencies, 
programs, or laws. 
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Comments: 

We support Proposal 66 to update the Board of Game’s policy for accepting agenda change 
requests to make them more consistent with the Joint Board Petition Policy. 

By repealing 5 AAC 92.005.(1)(a) and replacing it with more definitive terms will enable public 
to understand the Agenda Change Request (ACR) policy. 

ACRs, however, should be based on a real-time threat to or biological concern or threat to 
meeting objectives for the population.  It should not be based on a preconceived notion or on a 
forecast. 

If customary and traditional uses will be effected by an unforeseen, unexpected event or outcome 
that would restrict or reduce a reasonable opportunity, then the ABOG should take an ACR to 
protect subsistence uses of wildlife. Through an ACR, the Board of Game should take action to 
attempt to fix the problem if an unforeseen, unexpected event or effect that would negatively 
cause restriction or opportunity to harvest wild game, such as low population numbers of caribou 
or moose that would cause adverse conditions to reasonable opportunity to harvest a moose or 
caribou. 

A regulation should be made to address the concern, restriction, or unexpected event at the 
ABOG’s Work Session, if it will affect C&T uses for wildlife. 

If it is necessary that a joint board meeting of Alaska Board of Game and Alaska Board of 
Fisheries be called to protect customary and traditional uses, a notice for 30 days to call for a 
joint meeting should be issued when calling for the joint meeting. 

PROPOSAL 67 – 5 AAC 92.003 Hunter education and orientation requirements; 92.012. 
Licenses and tags; 92.039. Permit for taking wolves using aircraft; 92.044. Permit for 
hunting bear with the use of bait or scent lures; 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt 
conditions and procedures; 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit 
conditions; 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit; and 5 AAC 92.530, Management areas. By 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game. To comply with recent statutory changes, review and 
update regulations with minimum hunting age requirements as follows: 

The Department of Fish and Game (department) recommends the Board of Game (board) 
examine the age requirements of all existing regulations given action taken by the legislature to 
raise the minimum age requirement for Alaska residents to purchase licenses from 16 to 18 years 
of age. Some of the age requirements in regulation are region specific and the board may prefer 
to deal with those at the appropriate regional meeting, however they are shown below to 
illustrate all of the age requirements currently in regulation. 

5 AAC 92.003. Hunter education and orientation requirements. (a) Beginning August 1, 
2002, a person born after January 1, 1986 that is 
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(1) required to have a hunting license must have successfully completed a certified hunter 
education course in order to hunt in Units 7, 13, 14, 15, and 20; 

(2) not required to have a hunting license, and who has not successfully completed a certified 
hunter education course, must, in order to hunt in Units 7, 13, 14, 15, and 20, be under the direct 
immediate supervision of a licensed hunter who 
(A) is 18 [16] years of age or older and has successfully completed a certified hunter education 
course; or 

(B) was born on or before January 1, 1986 

(b) not withstanding (a) of this section, A resident hunter who is 10 through 17 years of age at 
the start of the hunt, and has successfully completed a certified hunter education course, is 
allowed to hunt on behalf of a permit holder who is at least 18 [16] years of age, under the direct 
immediate supervision of that permit holder, who is responsible for ensuring that all legal 
requirements are met. 

5 AAC 92.012. Licenses and tags. (a) No hunting or trapping license is required of a resident 
under the age of 18 [16]. An appropriate license and big game tag are required of nonresidents, 
regardless of age, for hunting and trapping. No person 18 [16] years of age or older may take 
waterfowl unless that person has a current, validated, federal migratory bird hunting stamp or 
"duck stamp" in possession. 

5 AAC 92.039. Permit for taking wolves using aircraft. 
(d) The department may apply any of the following conditions to a permit issued under this 
section: 
… 

(7) the department may require an applicant for a permit to possess minimum qualifications, 
including 
… 

(E) that the applicant is at least 18 [16] years old; 

5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
… 

(b) In addition to any condition that the department may require under 5 AAC 92.052, a permit 
issued under this section is subject to the following provisions: 
… 

(3) a person must be at least 18 [16] years of age to be issued a permit; 

5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. The department may 
apply any or all of the following additional conditions to a permit hunt, when necessary for 
management of the species hunted: 
… 
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(15) the permit applicant must hold a valid Alaska hunting license; however, this does not apply 
to a resident under the age of 18 [16]; an applicant's hunting license number must be entered on 
the permit application; a resident under the age of 18 [16] shall enter his or her age instead of a 
license number; 

5 AAC 92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit conditions. 
… 

(c)	 If the board has established a community harvest hunt area for a big game population, residents 
of a community or members of a group may elect to participate in a community harvest permit 
hunt in accordance with the following conditions: 

(1)	 a person representing a group of 25 or more residents or members may apply to the department 
for a community harvest permit by identifying the community harvest hunt area and the species 
to be hunted, and by requesting that the department distribute community harvest reports to the 
individuals who subscribe to the community harvest permit; the community or group 
representative must 

(A)	 provide to the department the names of residents or members subscribing to the 
community harvest permit and the residents’ or members’ hunting license numbers, 
permanent hunting identification card numbers, or customer service identification 
numbers, or for those residents or members under 18 [16] years of age, the resident or 
member’s birth date; 

5 AAC 92.122(b)(4)(D)(vii). Unit 16 Intensive Management Plan. 

(vii) taking of bears by foot snaring by permit only from April 15 through October 15; permittees 
must be accompanied by another person, age 18 [16] or older, when conducting foot snaring 
activities in the field; foot snaring permits will be issued at the discretion of the 

department based on previous trapping experience, ability to help train other participants, 
and length of time available for participation in a snaring program; a selected foot snaring 
permittee must successfully complete a department-approved training program, must be a 
resident 18 [16] years of age or older, and report all animals taken by the permittee to the 
department within 48 hours of taking; 

5 AAC 92.130. Restriction to bag limit. 

(d) A hunter who is under 10 years of age may take big game only under the direct, immediate 
supervision of a licensed hunter who is at least 18 [16] years of age. The supervising hunter is 
responsible for ensuring that all legal requirements are met. The big game animal taken will 
count against the supervising hunter’s bag limit. This section does not relieve an individual 
from complying with big game tag requirements, but does require a supervising hunter to 
validate the hunter’s harvest ticket, or permit, in accordance with 5 AAC 92.010, immediately 
following the taking of big game under this section. 

Comments: 
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We support Proposal 67 to change regulations to age requirement to 18 years of age to adhere to 
Alaska Statutes for the following regulations: 5 AAC 92.003. Hunter education and orientation 
requirements, 5 AAC 92.012. Licenses and tags. (a), 5 AAC 92.039. Permit for taking wolves 
using aircraft, 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting bear with the use of bait or scent lures, 5 AAC 
92.072. Community subsistence harvest hunt area and permit conditions, 5 AAC 92.130. 
Restriction to bag limit, and 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and 
procedures. 

Legislative action was taken to change age requirement from 16 years of age to 18 years of age 
for all State regulations. This housekeeping proposal will change regulations to meet mandatory 
age requirement. 

PROPOSAL 68– 5 AAC 92.XXX. New regulation. By Dave Leon. Create a new regulation to 
allow season openings and increased hunting opportunities in-season by emergency order as 
follows: 
Create regulation that will allow ADF&G to open or increase hunting opportunities in-season 
based on best available science when additional harvest can be supported. 

Comments: 

No comment regulation is already in place. 

Proposal 69- 5 AAC 92.003. Hunter education and orientation requirements. By Homer 
Fish and Game Advisory Committee. For all antler restricted hunts, require hunters to view an 
educational video for identifying legal moose as follows: 

All moose hunters in areas with antler restrictions must watch an ADF&G video on how to judge 
moose. 

Comments: 

We oppose Proposal 69 requiring all moose hunters in areas with antler restrictions to watch an 
ADF&G video on how to determine legal status based on antler configurations. Hunters could 
ask ADF&G what a legal moose is, or get other educational materials from ADF&G. A few 
hunters that do not know how to tell the difference between a legal moose and Bull Moose 
should not make the rest of the hunters watch videos on what a legal moose is. 

Comments Submitted by 

Ahtna Tene Nene’ 

October 25, 2017 
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[ 

[ 
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gYRhRWTQL-2_LbHhhRYO 

[ 
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″ 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‣„†‧‣…‱‱‟„…‧•I‣‥‟‱•„• ‣…†‣.‱•I ‣‧‶…‧‣‧‶‣F‱‱‣‷‷ •†J‣ ‥„• ‣ ‥„• •„J‣‷ •†‧ 
‥‷ ‷†„ 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‣…‱‱‣‰‱… ′…† ″‴ 

[ 
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‣‧‟‣†‟†‷ •†‧‣‶‷ ‣F•‱‱‣.‣.… ‣‟†‣…‣  •†‧‣‶‷ ‣…‱F…p ‣‶…I‣…‣‧†‷‣‧…‶‧‣‟ ‣ • ….‣‧•†. ‣p.‣‧•†.‧† •†•‧•I‣‶‧† 
…†‣‶…‷I ‧‣‥‷•‟‷•‧p″‴ 

[ 

na`V`sbr[iR[Z`Ys[e`X[bZZaYss[c`esYaXbXW`e[e`a[Z`Ys[WX[ZYscaWUY[be[WVVa`XYZ[q`aVTrb[`a[VYX_`Z`r̀ N][q`a[ZYaWXWeN[X_Y[VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[`q 
X_Y[aYs`TacY[q`a[p]][prbstbesO[”Y[aYVbWe[sXa`eNr][`VV`sYZ[X`[WZYb[`q[brr̀ cbXWeN[sTccYss[Z_baXYsX[VaW`aWX][O[na`V`sbr[iR[Ws[qrbUYZ[beZ 
TeeYcYssba][UYcbTsY[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYa[VbaXWcWVbXW`e[_`XYas[ba`TeZ[fga[sXbXYUWZY[q`a[brr[sVYcWYsO[TTWZYZ[_TeXYa[brr̀ cbXW`e[Ws[rYss[X_be 
ma[`q[_TeXYa[Yqq`aXO[na`V`sbr[iR[Ws[V``ar][c`esXaTcXYZ[beZ[e`X[eYcYssba]O 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[gYRhRWTQL56_Lb/gg0X1 

[ 

na`UrYV[SXbXYVYeX\ 

[ 

prbstbes[baY[e`X[aYcYWXWeN[X_Y[VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[qa`V[YPXaYVYr][rWVWXYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[ZabUWeN[_TeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[`qqYaYZ[q`a[s_YYVQ 
Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYba[beZ[VXO[N`bXO 

[ 

na`V`sYZ[S`rTXW`e\ 

[ 

pnup[Va`V`sYs[X`[aYq`aV[e`e\aYsWZYeX[ZabUWeN[_TeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[X`[VbPWVW„Y[X_Y[UYeYqWX[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[U_WrY[Ye_becWeN[UWrZrWqY 
c`esYaXbXW`eO[[ 

[ 

pnup[Va`V`sYs[X`[brr̀ U[be][prbstbe[aYsWZYeX[U_`[ZabUs[b[s_YYVQ[Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYba[`a[VXO[N`bX[XbN[X`[XbtY[X_YWa[e`e\aYsWZYeX[iSL 
aYrbXWXYs[_TeXWeN[UWX_[X_YVO[LWX_Ya[aYsWZYeX[`a[e`e\aYsWZYeX[aYrbXWXY[UWrr[UY[brr̀ UYZ[X`[_baXYsX[X_Y[`eY[beWVbr[bqq`aZYZ[U][X_Y[aYsWZYeX^s[_TeX 
`VV`aXTeWX]O[^_Y[UbN[rWVWX[UWrr[e`X[UY[s_baYZK[YWX_Ya[X_Y[aYsWZYeX[`a[iSL[aYrbXWXYQ[ZYVYeZWeN[`e[U_`[_baXYsXYZ[X_Y[beWVbrQ[UWrr[VTec_[X_YWa 
XbNO[iSL[aYrbXWXYs[UWrr[sXWrr[UY[aYSTWaYZ[X`[VTac_bsY[b[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXWeN[rWcYesY[beZ[r̀ ctWeN[XbNO 
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pnup[Va`V`sYs[X_bX[X_Y[YPXaYVYr][rWVWXYZ[Qe`e\aYsWZYeXR[brr̀ cbXW`e[q`a[ZabUWeN[_TeXs[q`a[s_YYVQ[Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYba[`a[VXO[N`bXs[UWrr[UY 
brr̀ cbXYZ[X`[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[_WaWeN[b[NTWZYO 

[ 

iSL[aYrbXWXYs[UWrr[UY[Va`_WUWXYZ[qa`V[bVVr]WeN[q`a[b[ZabUWeN[_TeX[q`a[s_YYVQ[Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYba[`a[VXO[N`bXO 

[ 

[ 

WIWSHWWIRN 

[ 

pqXYa[cbaYqTr[c`esWZYabXW`eQ[ZWscTssW`e[beZ[c`rrbU`abXW`e[UWX_[X_Y[SYVbaXVYeX[beZ[`X_Ya[Na`TVsQ[pnup[bTX_`aYZ[u‷‟‥‟ …‱‣Dr[X`[bZZaYss 
K„‟†‣& ‷‣‟ ‣'•†‷[ZiSL[[brr̀ cbXW`es[q`a[WXPXe^GLM/^1bL0^YZO[naW`a[Yqq`aXs[U][pnup[X`[bZZaYss[iSL[brr̀ cbXW`es[We[U`X_ 
ZabUWeN[beZ[NYeYabr[sYbs`e[_TeXs[_bXY[UYYe[qaTsXabXYZ[U][b[rbct[`q[_TeXYa[Yqq`aXh_baXYsX[ZbXb[beZ[Wrr\ZYqWeYZ[c`esYaXbXW`e[UYeYqWXsO[ps 
sTc_Q[UY[_bXY[ebaa`UYZ[X_Y[sc`VY[`q[`Ta[Va`V`sbr[X`[bZZaYss[ZabUWeN[_TeXs[`er]O[na`V`sbr[mg[Ws[`qqYaYZ[bs[b[UYeYqWX[X`[X_Y[MYsWZYeX[U_` 
U`TrZ[rWtY[X`[_TeX[UWX_[X_YWa[iSL[aYrbXWXY[beZ[X_Y[_TeXWeN[NTWZYs[U_`[VTsX[aYr][`e[VYbNYa[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[We[baYbs[VbebNYZ[U] 
ZabUWeN[_TeXO[na`V`sbr[mg[UWrr[NYeYabXY[V`aY[aYXYeTY[q`a[c`esYaXbXW`eQ[bZZ[XbrTY[X`[X_Y[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`e[beZ[Va`XWZY[V`aY 
`VV`aXTeWX][q`a[prbstb[aYsWZYeXs[X`[_TeX[UWX_[X_YWa[iSL[aYrbXWXYsO 

[ 

Sc`VY[`q[X_Y[na`V`sbrk 

[ 

pqqYcXs[_TeXs[q`a[Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYbaQ[s_YYV[beZ[VXO[N`bX[dW]C
 
pVVrWYs[X`[_TeXs[VbebNYZ[U][ZabUWeN[dW]C
 
MYsWZYeX[_TeXYas[UbN[rWVWX[Ws[Wd [̂pPPL_^LS
 
iSL[aYrbXWXYs[UWrr[UY[aYSTWaYZ[X`[VTac_bsY[rWcYesY[O[r̀ ctWeN[XbNs[X`[VbaXWcWVbXY
 
S`Ys[Wd [̂aYZTcY[ZabUWeN[`ZZs[q`a[aYsWZYeX[_TeXYas
 
S`Ys[Wd [̂bVVr][X`[ZabUWeN[_TeXs[q`a[V``sYQ[cbaWU`TQ[ZYYaQ[UWs`e
 

[ 

[ 

SabUWeN[uTeXs[SXaWcXr][]WVWX[W`e\aYsWZYeX[prr̀ cbXW`ek 

[ 

SabUWeN[_TeXs[WVV`sY[sXaWcX[rWVWXs[`e[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYa[VbaXWcWVbXW`eQ[TsTbrr][ba`TeZ[fga[`q[X_Y[_TeXYa[`VV`aXTeWX]O[SabUWeN[_TeX 
`VV`aXTeWXWYs[UWX_`TX[sXaWcX[cbVs[`e[iSL[VbaXWcWVbXW`e[baY[WecaYbsWeNr][UYWeN[bUbaZYZ[X`[iSL[aYrbXWXYsO[YX[Ws[sXbXWsXWcbrr][Va`UbUrY[X_bX 
NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[UWrr[UYc`VY[b[VWe`aWX][`q[_TeX[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[We[cYaXbWe[ZabUWeN[_TeXs[We[X_Y[eYba[qTXTaYO 

[ 

TTWZYZ[uTeX[prr̀ cbXW`es[baY[o`aY[NbrTbUrY[X_be[iSL[prr̀ cbXW`esk 

[ 

de[bXYabNY[Ybc_[NTWZYZ[_TeX[`VV`aXTeWX]Q[UWX_[VTrXWVrWYasQ[Ws[U`aX_[‟ilQvgg[X`[prbstb^s[Yc`e`V][ZocS`UYrrQ[igfj[O[^_Ws[bXYabNY 
Wec`aV`abXYs[brr[NTWZYZ[_TeX[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[qa`V[X_Y[V`sX[XbrTbUrY[_TeXs[q`a[s_YYV[beZ[Ua`Ue[UYbas[X`[X_Y[rYss[XbrTbUrY[_TeXs[q`a[ZYYa[beZ 
Urbct[UYbasO[na`V`sbr[mg[bZZaYssYs[_TeXs[q`a[prbstb^s[V`sX[XbrTbUrY[sVYcWYsO[YX[Ws[sbqY[X`[YsXWVbXY[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[Ybc_[NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX 
brr̀ cbXW`e[bZZaYssYZ[U][na`V`sbr[mg[X`[UYQ[bX[b[VWeWVTVQ[‟mgQggg[X`[prbstb^s[Yc`e`V]O 

[ 

iSL[_TeX[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[_bXY[be[Tete`Ue[XbrTY[X`[prbstb^s[Yc`e`V]O[iSL[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[c`eXaWUTXY[bX[X_Y[sbVY[abXY[X`[UWrZrWqY 
c`esYaXbXW`e[Z_TeXWeN[rWcYesYs[beZ[XbNs[[bs[NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXsO[iSL[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[sTVV`aX[UWrZrWqY[c`esYaXbXW`e[UTX[U_YaY[X_Y] 
aYVrbcY[NTWZYZ[_TeXYa[Yqq`aX[X_Y][baY[b[r̀ ss[X`[X_Y[Yc`e`V]O 

[ 

Le_becWeN[_`esYaXbXW`ek 
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na`V`sbr[mg[UWrr[Ye_becY[c`esYaXbXW`e[U][brr̀ UWeN[q`a[V`aY[iSL[aYrbXWXYs[X`[XbtY[X_Y[qWYrZ[UWX_[X_YWa[aYsWZYeX[aYrbXWXYsO[^_Y[bZZWXW`ebr 
_TeXWeN[rWcYesYs[beZ[XbNs[X_bX[UWrr[UY[VTac_bsYZ[UWrr[Va`V`XY[aYs`TacY[c`esYaXbXW`eO 

[ 

iSL\[pe[†eYSTbr[\YeYqWXk 

[ 

^_Y[iSL[Va`XWsW`e[Ws[be[Te\YSTbr[UYeYqWX[X_bX[Ws[e`X[Ye‡̀ ]YZ[U][p]][prbstbesO[o`sX[ebXWXY[prbstbesQ[q`a[WesXbecYQ[Z`[e`X[_bXY[e`e\ 
aYsWZYeX[aYrbXWXYsO[obe][e`e\ebXWXY[prbstbe[_TeXYas[Z`[e`X[_bXY[iSL[aYrbXWXYs[YWX_YaO[dq[c`TasY[WX[N`Ys[UWX_`TX[sb]WeN[X_bX[X_Y[XbsX[Vb‡̀ aWX] 
`q[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[Z`[e`X[_bXY[prbstb[aYsWZYeXs[bs[aYrbXWXYsO[SVYcWbr[]`TX_[_TeXsQ[`e[X_Y[`X_Ya[_beZQ[Va`XWZY[be[YSTbr[UYeYqWX[X`[brr[prbstbe 
beZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[c_WrZaYeO[SWVWrbar]Q[brr[aYsWZYeXs[beZ[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[_bXY[be[YSTbr[bUWrWX][X`[_WaY[b[NTWZYO[iSL[brr̀ cbXW`es[`er][UYeYqWX 
s`VY[prbstbes[beZ[b[XYa]Q[XYa][qYU[e`e\aYsWZYeXsO 

[ 

SabUWeN[uTeX[prr̀ cbXW`es\[SWqqYaYecYs[SXbXYUWZYk 

[ 

iSL[brr̀ cbXW`es[baY[_beZrYZ[ZWqqYaYeXr][bca`ss[X_Y[sXbXY[We[ZWqqYaYeX[ZabUWeN[TeWXsO[TTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYa[brr̀ cbXW`es[_bXY[brr[UTX 
YXbV`abXYZ[We[baYbs[sTc_[bs[fK_[s_YYV[_TeXs[UYcbTsY[X_YaY[Ws[e`X[b[aYsXaWcXW`e[`e[X_Y[eTVUYa[`q[iSL[_TeXYas[`a[b[ZWscaYYX[brr̀ cbXW`e[q`a 
NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeXsO[Ye[X_YsY[scYebaW`s[iSL[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[cbe[UY[bUbaZYZ[brr[`q[X_Y[e`e\aYsWZYeX[XbNsQ[We[s`VY[_TeXs[We[s`VY[]Ybas[X_Ws 
_bs[_bVVYeYZ[We[fK_[beZ[We[`X_Ya[c_TNbc_[s_YYV[_TeXWeN[`VV`aXTeWXWYsO[S`VY[baYbs[sTc_[bs[^`t[NWXY[QTV[X`R[b[cYaXbWe[eTVUYa[`q[iSL 
XbNsO[^_Y[iSL[XbNs[We[^`t[baY[qTrr][TsYZ[YXYa][]YbaO[L`ZWbt[cbVs[X_Y[eTVUYa[`q[iSL[_TeXs[WsrbeZ\UWZYQ[rYbXWeN[X_Y[Vb‡̀ aWX][`q[e`e\ 
aYsWZYeX[`VV`aXTeWX][q`a[NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeXsO[†eWX[K[Ua`Ue[UYbas[baY[sWVWrba[X_`TN_[We[TeWX[K[iSL[_TeXYas[VbaXWcWVbXY[We[b[sYVbabXY 
ZabUWeN[q`a[X_Y[brr̀ cbXW`eO[^_YaY[Ws[b[eYYZ[X`[crbaWq][_`U[iSL[ZabUWeN[_TeX[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[baY[_beZrYZ[sXbXYUWZY[U_WrY[aYc`NeW„WeN[iSL 
brr̀ cbXW`es[baY[rYss[XbrTbUrY[X_be[NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`esO 

[ 

_`ecrTsW`ek 

[ 

pnup[_bs[WZYeXWqWYZ[be[`VV`aXTeWX][q`a[X_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[X`[TeWq`aVr][aYq`aV[b[_TeX[sXaTcXTaY[X`[ZYaWXY[X_Y[VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[qa`V[b[rWVWXYZ 
NbVY[aYs`TacYO[”Y[bst[X_bX[X_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[sWVVrWq][beZ[aYq`aV[e`e\aYsWZYeX[ZabUWeN[_TeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[q`a[s_YYVQ[Ua`UehNaW„„r][UYba 
beZ[VXO[N`bX[sXbXYUWZYO 

[ 

gYRhRWTQL55_L0gg0b4 

[ 

pnup[`VV`sYs[Va`V`sbr[mm[UYcbTsY[WX[qbWrs[X`[ZYscaWUY[_`U[X_Y[TsY[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[ZV``sY[[UWrr[UY[Ye_becY[U][WXs[VbssbNYO[na`V`sbr 
mm[s_`TrZ[brs`[qbWr[UYcbTsY[WX[brr̀ Us[q`a[_TeX[sXaTcXTaYs[U_YaY[X_YaY[Ws[bZYSTbXY[_baXYsXbUrY[sTaVrTs[X`[sTVV`aX[e`e\aYsWZYeX[XbtY[UTX[„Ya` 
`VV`aXTeWXWYs[baY[Va`XWZYZO[na`XWZWeN[„Ya`[`VV`aXTeWX][X`[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[TeeYcYssbaWr][aYZTcYs[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[UWX_`TX 
‡TsXWqWcbXW`eO 

[ 

na`V`sbr[mm[s_`TrZ[qbWr[UYcbTsY[WX[TeZYacTXs[aYs`TacY[c`esYaXbXW`e[ZWVWeWs_Ys[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[beZ[aYZTcYs[X_Y[bUWrWX][`q[qTXTaY 
U`baZs[X`[VbebNY[ZWXYasY[V``sY[_TeXs[bca`ss[prbstbO 

[ 

gYRhRWTQL5[_L0gg0b4 

[ 

․†‧‷‟)†‟•‧„ 

[ 

na`V`sbr[mK[`qqYas[b[qbrsY[ebaabXWXY[`q[X_Y[ ‣‷OF[ZpS[flOg`OKgjhKgR[O[prbstb^s[NTWZY[aYSTWaYVYeX[YPWsXYZ[We[X_Y[‵‷‷•‧‟‷p[beZ…‱‣‷•• 
aYSTWaYZ[X_bX[XWsWXWeN[_TeXYas[VTasTWeN[brr[sVYcWYs[`q[UWN[NbVY[UY[bcc`VVbeWYZ[U][b[rWcYesYZ[NTWZYO[SXbXY_``Z[beZ[X_Y[V`sX[””YY[Yab 
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Ua`TN_X[b[eYU[sYX[`q[c_brrYeNYs[beZ[rYNbr[aYSTWaYVYeXs[X`[sXbXY[rbUVbtYasO[prbstb^s[NTWZY[aYSTWaYVYeX[Ubs[VTX[We[VrbcY[X`[YesTaY[X_Y 
sbqYX][`q[XWsWXWeN[_TeXYas[VTasTWeN[ZbeNYa`Ts[UYbas[beZ[s_YYV[We[XaYbc_Ya`Ts[XYaabWeO[iSL[Va`XWsW`es[UYaY[bZZYZ[bs[b[aYsV`esY[X` 
c`ecYaes[qa`V[X_Y[eYUr][baaWXYZ[VWrWXba][V`VTrbXW`eO[]bUVbtYas[X_aYbZYZ[X_Y[eYYZrY[U][sbXWbXWeN[VWrWXba][bZX`cbXYs[c`ecYaes[U_WrY[sXWrr 
Va`XYcXWeN[XWsWXWeN[_TeXYas[X_Ts[VWeWVW„WeN[X_Y[c`sXs[X`[prbstbes[q`a[sYbac_[beZ[aYscTY[beZ[VYZWXbc[Yqq`aXsO[na`V`sbr[mK[ZabUs[`e[be 
WeXYaYsXWeN[aYXWsW`e[`q[_WsX`a][`e[X_Y[`aWNWes[`q[X_Y[NTWZY[aYSTWaYZ[rbUO 

[ 

‰‱‱‟„…‧•‟†( 

[ 

^_Y[\`baZ[_bs[Ua`bZ[sXbXTX`a][bTX_`aWX][X`[brr̀ cbXY[UYXUYYe[X]VYsQ[crbssYs[`a[cbXYN`aWYs[`q[UWrZrWqY[TsYasO[prr̀ cbXW`e[sc_YVYs[c`VV`er] 
sYVbabXY[U`U[_TeXYas[qa`V[aWqrY[_TeXYas[U_WrY[c`eXa`rrYZ[TsY[baYbs[brr̀ cbXY[bccYss[X`[cYaXbWe[TsYasO[^_YaY[Ws[e`[sXbXTX`a][UbaaWYa[`a 
c`VVbeZ[X_bX[ZWsbrr̀ Us[X_Y[\`baZ[qa`V[brr̀ cbXWeN[UYXUYYe[X]VYs[`q[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYasO 

[ 

u‷‟‥‟ …‱‣DP‣• ‣․‱‱ …‱( 

[ 

NbaW`Ts[rYNbr[bTX_`aWXWYsQ[V`sX[WVV`aXbeXr][X_Y[sXbXY[_`esXWXTXW`eQ[c`VVbeZ[X_Y[\`baZ[X`[ZYXYr̀ V[brr̀ cbXW`e[sc_YVYs[X_bX[ZYaWXY[X_Y 
VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[qa`V[prbstbe^s[c`VV`er][`UeYZ[UWrZrWqYO[Yq[Va`V`sbr[mK[Ubs[X`[Vbss[WX[U`TrZ[c`eXabXYeY[_`esXWXTXW`ebr[beZ[sXbXTX`a] 
c`VVbeZs[X_Y[\`baZ[ZYaWXYs[WXs[bTX_`aWX][qa`VO[†erYss[YPVrWcWX[We[sXbXTXYK[X_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[VTsX[brr̀ cbXY[UYXUYYe[X]VYs[`q[aYsWZYeX[beZ 
e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYas[X`[ZYaWXY[X_Y[VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[qa`V[X_Y[NbVY[aYs`TacYO 

[ 

gYRhRWTQWL5.L]L52 

[ 

․†‧‷‟)†‟•‧„ 

[ 

TTWZYZ[_TeXYas[baY[brr̀ cbXYZ[rYss[X_be[ma[`q[X_Y[_TeXWeN[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[We[prbstb[ZocS`UYrrQ[igfj[O[pnup[`VV`sYs[u‷‟‥‟ …‱ [DQ‣R‣D{O 

[ 

S‟† ‷I…‧•‟†( 

[ 

WYWX_Ya[‥‷‟‥‟ …‱[DQ‣‟‷‣D{[ZWaYcXr][bZZaYssYs[b[sXbXYZ[c`esYaXbXW`e[c`ecYaeO[^_Ws[Ws[UTXXaYssYZ[U][X_Y[SYVbaXVYeX^s[c`VVYeXs[sXbXWeN[X_bX 
X_YsY[Va`V`sbrs[baY[brr̀ cbXWXY[We[ebXTaYO[u‷‟‥‟ …‱‣DQ‣R‣D{[U`TrZ[aYZTcY[X_Y[bV`TeX[`q[V`eY][X_Y[SWXWsW`e[`q[”WrZrWqY[aYcYWXYs[qa`V[X_Y 
sbrY[`q[e`e\aYsWZYeX[rWcYesYs[beZ[XbNsO[u‷‟‥‟ …‱ [DQ‣R‣D{[Z`[e`X[bZZaYss[sXbXYZ[c`esYaXbXW`e[`a[VbebNYVYeX[N`brs[U_WrY[aYZTcWeN 
qTeZWeN[q`a[UWrZrWqY[c`esYaXbXW`eO 

[ 

‰‱‱‟„…‧•‟†( 

[ 

WYWX_Ya[‥‷‟‥‟ …‱[ml[`a[mj[WZYeXWqWYs[_`U[X_Y][UWrr[Ye_becY[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[X_Y[s_YYV[aYs`TacYO[Ye[qbcXQ[U`X_[Va`V`sbrs[cbe[UY[s_`Ue[X`[cbTsY 
sWNeWqWcbeX[_baZs_WV[beZ[Yc`e`VWc[r̀ ss[qa`V[X_Y[aYZTcXW`e[We[NTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[`VV`aXTeWX]O[u‷‟‥‟ …‱ ‣DQ‣R‣D{[cbTsY[TeeYcYssba] 
Yc`e`VWc[_baZs_WV[beZ[r̀ ss[X`[prbstbe^s[beZ[`Ta[Yc`e`V]O 

[ 

‣S‟†„  •‟† (• 

[ 

u‷‟‥‟ …‱ ‣DQ‣R‣D{‣Va`V`sY[X`[caYbXY[_TNY[ZabUWeN[TeWXs[`e[b[sTUTeWX\U]\sTUTeWX[UbsWs[`e[XabcXs[`q[PYZYabr[rbeZ[braYbZ][VbebNYZ[U] 
NTWZY[c`ecYssW`esO[nbssbNY[`q[X_YsY[Va`V`sbrs[U`TrZ[TeeYcYssbaWr][ZYsXa`][UTsWeYss[XWbUWrWX][We[baYbs[X_bX[braYbZ][rWVWX[X_Y[eTVUYa[`q 
_TeXWeN[NTWZYs[beZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[`VV`aXTeWX]O 
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[ 

K)p‷…‡‡ 

[ 

u‷‟‥‟ …‱ ‣ml[O[mj[bVVYba[X`[UY[`qqYaYZ[We[UbZ[qbWX_O[\`X_[Va`V`sY[X`[ZYsXa`][NTWZY[UTsWeYss[XWbUWrWX][We[baYbs[UWX_[YPWsXWeN[rWVWXs[`e 
c`VVYacWbr[bcXWXWX]O[WYWX_Ya[Va`V`sbr[bZZaYssYs[b[sXbXYZ[c`esYaXbXW`e[N`br[`a[c`_YaYeXr][ZYscaWUYs[_`U[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[UWrr[UY 
YrYXbXYZO[na`V`sbrs[X_bX[ZWVWeWs_[X_Y[XbrTY[`q[X_Y[aYs`TacY[bX[X_Y[YPVYesY[`q[c`esYaXbXW`e[VYaWX[rWXXrY[ZYUbXY[beZ[s_`TrZ[UY[STWctr][X`XYZ 
Z`UeO[ 

[ 

[ 

gYRhRWTQL[-_L0gg0b4 

[ 

․†‧‷‟-†‟•‧„

[ 

pnup[`VV`sYs[‥‷‟‥‟ …‱‣Pq[beZ[sTVV`aXs[X_Y[\`baZ^s[bTX_`aWX][X`[brr̀ cbXY[UYXUYYe[X]VYs[`a[cbXYN`aWYs[`q[_TeXYas[X`[ZYaWXY[X_Y[VbPWVTV 
UYeYqWX[qa`V[b[rWVWXYZ[aYs`TacYO 

[ 

“T‣ •‴‣I ″‣U…‱•‧p-.‣‧ 

[ 

na`V`sbr[Ki[sTNNYsXs[X_bX[X_Y[\`baZ[_bs[s`VY_`U[YPcYYZYZ[WXs[sXbXTX`a][bTX_`aWX][U][brr̀ cbXWeN[_TeXWeN[`VV`aXTeWXWYs[X`[X_`sY[c_``sWeN 
X`[TsY[b[NTWZY[We[cYaXbWe[V``sY[beZ[Urbct[UYba[_TeXsO[^_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[Z`Ys[e`X[aYSTWaY[b[NTWZY[X`[_TeX[YWX_Ya[V``sY[`a[Urbct[UYba 
be]V`aY[X_be[X_Y][aYSTWaY[brr[_TeXYas[X`[QUbrt[We[q`a[s_YYVR[UYcbTsY[X_YaY[Ws[b[QUbrt[We[`er]R[baYb[We[X_Y[YbsXYae[__TNbc_[o`TeXbWesO 
na`V`sbr[Ki[Ws[UbsYZ[`e[b[VWsrYbZWeN[beZ[qbrsY[VaYVWsYO 

[ 

\z‱…„′‣z…‷  

[ 

\rbct[UYbas[We[V`aXW`es[`q[SL[prbstb[baY[_WN_r][VaW„YZ[U][aYsWZYeX[beZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYas[brWtYO[\rbct[UYbas[baY[e`X[b[NTWZY[aYSTWaYZ 
sVYcWYs[X_Ts[r̀ cbr[r̀ ZNYs[beZ[XabesV`aXYas[UYNbe[X`[_YbXWr][bZXYaXWsY[X_Y[`VYe[bccYss[X`[X_Y[aYs`TacY[X`[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYasO[^_Y[r̀ cbr 
_TeXWeN[NTWZYs[We[X_YsY[baYbs[cbee`X[WecaYbsY[X_YWa[XbtY[UYcbTsY[X_YWa[rbeZ[TsY[VYaVWXs[Z`[e`X[brr̀ U[q`a[Na`UX_O[^_Y[Na`UX_[We[e`e\NTWZYZ 
Urbct[UYba[_TeXs[cbTsYZ[b[c`esYaXbXW`e[c`ecYae[X`[ZYXYr̀ VO[^_Y[U`baZ[aYsV`eZYZ[X`[X_Y[c`esYaXbXW`e[c`ecYae[U_WrY[Va`XWZWeN[b[ZWsXWecX 
brr̀ cbXW`e[q`a[r̀ cbr[NTWZYsO[^_Ws[brr̀ UYZ[q`a[b[odML[XbrTbUrYQ[XbrTY\bZZYZ[c`VVYacWbr[sYaXWcY[X`[VbWeXbWe[WXs[bccYss[U_WrY[Va`XYcXWeN[X_Y 
aYs`TacY[U][bZZaYssWeN[X_Y[TeaYNTrbXYZ[Na`UX_[sYcX`aO[MYsWZYeX[_TeXYas[sTVV`aXYZ[X_Y[eYU[_TeX[sXaTcXTaY[beZ[X_Y[NTWZY[brr̀ cbXW`eO 

[ 

\T‟‟  

[ 

_YaXbWe[V`aXW`es[`q[X_Y[sXbXY[baY[YPXaYVYr][aYV`XY[beZ[YPVYesWXY[X`[bccYssO[”_Ye[c`esYaXbXW`e[c`ecYaes[cbTsY[`eY[`q[X_Y[baYbs[X`[UY 
VbebNYZ[U][b[ZabUWeN[_TeX[q`a[V``sYQ[NTWZYs[cbe[WebZXYaXYeXr][r̀ sY[brr[X_YWa[crWYeXYrY[U_WrY[X_Y[_TeXs[N`[TeZYa[TXWrW„YZO[W`e\aYsWZYeXs[UWrr 
VTX[We[q`a[b[ZabU[`er][X`[UY[ZabUe[beZ[X_Ye[ZWsc`XYa[X_Y[baYb[Ws[X``[YPVYesWXY[q`a[X_YV[X`[bccYss[UWX_[`Ta[UWX_`TX[b[NTWZYO[\][UaYbtWeN[`TX 
b[NTWZYZ[V``sY[brr̀ cbXW`e[c`esYaXbXW`e[N`brs[baY[bZZaYssYZ[U_WrY[X_Y[r̀ cbr[NTWZYs[aYVbWe[We[UTsWeYss[beZ[X_Y[VbPWVTV[UYeYqWX[`q[X_Y 
aYs`TacY[Ws[aYbrW„YZO 

[ 

-Kp‷…‡‡ 

[ 

pnup[`VV`sYs[u‷‟‥‟ …‱‣Pq[UYcbTsY[WX[sYYts[X`[ZYXbrTY[rWVWXYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`es[q`a[Urbct[UYba[beZ[V``sY[We[baYbs[UWX_[sXbXYZ 
c`esYaXbXW`e[c`ecYaesO[prr[aYsWZYeXs[`q[X_Y[baYbs[bqqYcXYZ[U][X_Ws[Va`V`sbr[UWrr[r̀ sY[bs[sXbUrY[_TeX[sXaTcXTaYs[UbsYZ[`e[r̀ NWcbr[VbebNYVYeX 
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beZ[brr̀ cbXW`e[c`VVa`VWsYs[YXbV`abXYO 

[ 

[ 

gYRhRWTQWL[2_Lb/gg0X1 

[ 

u‷‟.‱‡‣K‧…‧‡†‧-

[ 

^abesqYa[`q[V`ssYssW`e[`q[VYbX[Vb][_bVVYe[UYXUYYe[VbaXWYs[V`aY[X_be[`ecY[aYV`XYZ[qa`V[X_Y[_TeXYa[beZ[X_Y[WeWXWbr[aYcWVWYeXO[_TaaYeX 
XabesqYa[q`aVs[aYSTWaY[sWNebXTaYs[qa`V[U`X_[VbaXWYs[U_Wc_[cbe[UY[YPXaYVYr][ZWqqWcTrX[X`[`UXbWeO 

[ 

K‟‱-†‟•‧

[ 

na`V`sbr[Kj[sWVVrWqWYs[X_Y[aYSTWaYVYeXs[X`[XabesqYa[VYbX[`a[beWVbr[VbaXs[UYXUYYe[VbaXWYs[U][brr̀ UWeN[X_Y[sWNebXTaY[`q[KIO`KYLX_Y[aYcWVWYeX 
`a[X_Y[XabesqYaYYO[prr[`X_Ya[Weq`aVbXW`e[cTaaYeXr][aYSTWaYZ[q`a[XabesqYa[aYVbWes[We[YqqYcXO 

[ 

gYRhRWTQL[3_L1PUY4 

[ 

pnup[bNaYYs[UWX_[X_Y[SYVbaXVYeX[`q[]bU[X_bX[X_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[Ws[e`X[X_Y[YeXWX][X_bX[aYNTrbXYs[NTWZYsO[na`V`sbr[KR[s_`TrZ[UY[XbUrYZ 
UWX_`TX[ZYUbXYO 

[ 

[ 

gYRhRWTQL\-_L0gg0b4 

[ 

[ 

na`V`sbr[•`i[U`TrZ[c`eXabXYeY[rYNWsrbXWXY[WeXYeX[beZ[s_`TrZ[UY[sTVVbaWr][aY‡YcXYZO 

[ 

pS[flOg`Oi``[Ws[crYba[X_bX[aYsWZYeXs[_bXY[b[sXbXTX`a][brr̀ cbXW`e[VaW`aWX][ZpSflOg`Oi``ZZ[[[UTX[X_bX[WeXYesWXY[VbebNYVYeX[ZYo[[s_`TrZ 

[ 

Q‣O‷ ‧‟‷‣‧‶‣….†…†„‟‣‣‟‷‣‥‷‟„‧•I•‧p ‣•†‧• •‣.• ‣ …‡‣‥‷p‣‥‟‥„  …‷p‣‧‟‣…„‶•I‣‶I‣•‧‥‡ †‟„‣†…‡†‣ …‣ †‟•‧…‱  
‟…‱ ‣‟ ‣‧‶‣.‟…‷‴‣ZpSflOg`Oi``ZY[[ 

[ 

W`X_WeN[We[pS[flOg`Oi``[sTNNYsXs[X_bX[X_Y[“‶I‣ ‟…‱ ‣‟•‧‥‡ †‟„‣†…‡ ‣‧‶‣.‟…‷‴‣Vb][e`X[WecrTZY[b[e`e\aYsWZYeX[brr̀ cbXW`eO[psWZY[qa`V 
X_Y[r̀ eN\XYaV[_TVbe[c`esTVVXWXY[N`brs[brrTZYZ[X`[We[pSflOg`Oi``Q[X_Y[rYNWsrbXTaY[_bZ[X_Y[`VV`aXTeWX][X`[crbaWq][We[VrbWe[sXbXTX`a][rbeNTbNY 
WXs[WeXYeX[X`[cr̀ sY[e`e\aYsWZYeX[VbaXWcWVbXW`e[ZTaWeN[be[Yo[Va`NabVO[W`U_YaY[We[prbstb[sXbXTY[Z`Ys[X_Y[rYNWsrbXTaY[NWXY[be][sTc_[ZWaYcXW`eO 
W`e\aYsWZYeX[VbaXWcWVbXW`e[beZ[be[bcXWXY[Yo[Va`NabV[baY[e`X[VTXTbrr][YPcrTsWXYO 

[ 

na`V`sbr[`i[s_`TrZ[qbWr[UYcbTsY[WX[VWsc`esXaTYs[X_Y[VrbWe[sXbXTX`a][rbeNTbNY[We[pS[flOg`Oi``[U][sTNNYsXWeN[X_YaY[Ws[b[eYYZ[X`[Yes_aWeY 
be`X_Ya[rb]Ya[aYsWZYeX[_TeXYa[VaYqYaYecY[We[XWVYs[`q[aYs`TacY[s_`aXbNYO[^_Y[rYNWsrbXTaY[beZ[X_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[_bXY[Z`eY[b[N``Z[‡̀ U 
ZYscaWUWeN[X_YWa[N`brs[beZ[WVVrYVYeXWeN[Yo[Va`NabVsQ[U_WrY[NWXWeN[VaYqYaYecY[X`[prbstbe[aYsWZYeXsO[^_Y[\`baZ[`q[TbVY[Z`Ys[e`X[eYYZ[be 
bZZWXW`ebr[rb]Ya[`q[aYNTrbXW`e[X`[c`eXY][crYba[VaYqYaYecY[X`[prbstb[aYsWZYeXs[We[XWVYs[`q[aYs`TacY[s_`aXbNYO[pnup[sTVV`aXs[X_Y 
rYNWsrbXTaY^s[WeXYeX[`TXrWeYZ[We[pSflOg`Oi``[X_bX[Va`XWZYs[q`a[Yo[beZ[b[sXaWcX[aYsWZYeX[VaYqYaYecY[q`a[V``sYQ[cbaWU`TQ[ZYYa[beZ[YrtO 



[ 

YeXYesWXY[obebNYVYeX[n`VTrbXW`e[^_aYs_`rZs[__beNY 

[ 

pe[WVV`aXbeX[bsVYcX[`q[_`U[X_Y[Yo[V`VTrbXW`e[`U‡YcXWXYs[baY[sYX[Ws[X_bX[X_Y][baY[qrYPWUrY[beZ[cbe[UY[c_beNYZ[ZYVYeZWeN[`e[b[XbaWYX][`q 
caWXYaWbO[_YaXbWe[baYbs[We[X_Y[sXbXY[WeWXWbXY[Yo[U_Ye[V`VTrbXW`es[baY[e`X[sYXYaYr][ZYVrYXYZ[UTX[baY[V`aY[bX[b[VWZV`WeX[We[X_YWa[c]crYO[^_YsY 
baYbs[`qXYe[XWVYs[_bXY[e`e\aYsWZYeX[`VV`aXTeWX][brr̀ cbXYZ[YXYe[U_Ye[Yo[Ws[UYWeN[c`esWZYaYZO[W`e\aYsWZYeXs[s_`TrZ[e`X[UY[YPcrTZYZ[qa`V 
brr̀ cbXW`e[sc_YVYs[U_YaY[X_Y[V`VTrbXW`e[X_aYs_`rZs[q`a[Yo[baY[UYrr[bU`XY[V`VTrbXW`e[r̀ U[V`WeXsO[na`V`sbr[`i[c`TrZ[_bXY[X_Y[Teq`aXTebXY 
beZ[TeWeXYeZYZ[YqqYcX[`q[r̀ UYaWeN[V`VTrbXW`e[X_aYs_`rZ[q`a[c`esWZYaWeN[Yo[We[To†s[beZ[MYNW`es[X_bX[_bXY[Z`eY[X_Y[U`at[X`[VbtY[Yo[b 
V`aY[Va`bcXWXY[abX_Ya[X_be[b[aYbcXWXY[VbebNYVYeX[X``rO 

[ 

W`e\MYsWZYeXs[ubaXYsX[naYZbX`as[”_WrY[uTeXWeN[q`a[†eNTrbXYs 

[ 

TTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeXs[_baXYsX[VaYZbX`as[We[aYV`XY[baYbs[`q[X_Y[sXbXY[U_WrY[_TeXWeN[q`a[QVaY][sVYcWYsOR[dqXYe[XWVYs[X_YsY[_baXYsX[VbXXYaes 
cbe[s_`U[b[QeYX[NbWeR[U_YaY[X_Y[YqqYcXs[`q[sYc`eZba][VaYZbX`a[_baXYsX[e`X[`er][c`VVYesbXY[q`a[TeNTrbXY[_baXYsX[UTX[baY[b[eYX[NbWe[U_YaY 
VaYZbX`akVaY][Ws[c`ecYaeO[TTWZYZ[e`e\aYsWZYeX[_TeXYas[cbe[UY[be`X_Ya[X``r[We[pSPT^s[X``rU`PQ[YsVYcWbrr][We[aYV`XY[baYbsQ[U_YaY 
bZZWXW`ebr[_baXYsX[`q[VaYZbX`as[Ws[ZYsWaYZO[nbssWeN[b[UrbetYX[YPcrTsW`e[`e[e`e\aYsWZYeX[VbaXWcWVbXW`e[U_Ye[Yo[Vrbes[baY[We[VrbcY[UWrr[XbtY[b 
X``r[`TX[`q[pSPT^s[X``r[U`P[bX[b[XWVY[U_Ye[UY[baY[Xa]WeN[X`[NWXY[pSPT[V`aY[`VXW`esQ[e`X[rYssO[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 
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l 
Alaska Trappers Association 


PO Box 82177 

Fairbanks, AK 99708 


ADF&G October 25, 2017

Boards Support Section 

PO Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

ATTN : BOG COMMENTS 


Dear Chairman and Members of the Board 

The ATA appreciates the opportunity to offer the following comments on proposals you will be considering at your

November Statewide meeting in Anchorage. 


Proposal 6 - With all due respect to the Copper Basin Fish and Game Advisory Committee, we do not support this
proposal. We feel that it would offer too great an opportunity for abuse of existing regulations. 

Proposal 7 - We do not support this proposal. Our standing position is that trapping and snaring should remain
the primary means of harvest for furbearer species. In addition, we feel that the recovery rate for beaver shot
with bow and arrow would not be adequate. One ATA Board member with extensive experience in nuisance
beaver notes a high wounding rate and loss of animals when shot with firearms. We believe that wounding loss
would be even greater with archery equipment. 

Proposal 8 - ATA is opposed to this proposed regulation. We defer to the Board of Game's current wolf
management policy as it relates to predator control. We do not feel it should be extended to statewide (as
recommended in this proposal) and it certainly shou ld not be extended to wolverine. This method of harvest could
be devastating to wolverine populations in some parts of the state. 

Proposal 9 - While it is the position of the ATA that trapping and snaring shou ld be the primary means of harvest
for furbearer species, and with all due respect for the Upper Tanana/ Fortymile Fish and Game Advisory
Committee, we defer to the judgement of the Board of Game regarding this proposal. 

Proposal 62 - We strongly oppose this proposal. Feral cats are destructive to the natural fauna as they prey on
birds and small mammals. By doing so, they displace native species that belong in that niche. Feral cats also
present the potential for the spread of parasites and disease to native species as well as to humans. They should
not be protected in an environment in which they do not belong. 

Proposal 63 -ATA supports this proposa l for all the same reasons we oppose proposal #62. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on these proposed regulations. 

Sincerely, 

Randall Zarnke, president 
BOARDS 
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^_Z[`ab_ 
STUVWXXYZ[cb 

defghfgedh[ijkijle[mn 
`ooWpWqXW_b 

`pqrsq[cTXZ__a[v_TwWp 

mx_bY 
yeh[zid{zziy 

GVqWp 
^_Zqab_HIVqWpJw_V 

`ZZaYrr 
kde[K[SXaYYXL[STWXY[gee 
`bwx_aqIYL[`pqrsq[yyled 

ma_M_rqp[NlhJ[`VYbZ[qbZ[qZ_MXJ 

`VYbZ[X_[aYqZJ[l[``v[ygJehgOWPOgP[Wr[YbXWaYp][aYMYqpYZj[ 

QxY[Ma_M_rYarL[XxY[`pqrsq[\_qaZ[_o[RqVYL[qaITY[XxqX[SWXTr[bYwYrrqa][X_[V_ZWo][XxY[ZYoWbWXW_b[_o[w_VVTbWX]fIa_TM[X_[V_aY[qwwTaqXYp] 
aYopYwX[XxY[WbXYbX[_o[XxY[w_VVTbWX][rTUrWrXYbwY[xqaUYrX[xTbX[aYITpqXW_br[qbZ[oTaXxYa[wpqaWo][x_V[XxY[w_VVTbWX][xTbX[Wr[ZWrXWbITWrxYZ[oa_V[XxY 
WbZWUWZTqp[QWYa[WJS[ 
QxY[qwXTqp[WbXYbX[_o[XxY[waYqXW_b[_o[XxY[RTpsqbqL[vqbXVYppL[vxWrX_wxWbqL[Rqs_bqL[nYbXqrXqL[QqXpWbqL[vxWXWbqL[qbZ[KpTXW[Kqqx[v_VVTbWX] 
YqaUYrX[`aYq[o_a[V__rY[qbZ[wqaWU_T[Vqr[ZTrX[VxqX[XxY[XWXpY[rq]rL[X_[xqUY[rYMqaqXY[xTbXWbI[aYITpqXW_br[o_a[VYVUYar[_o[XxY[bqVYZ[z 
UWppqIYrJ[ 

`aXWwpY[[WWWL[SYwXW_b[kJ[v_VV_b[\rY[Z_Yr[b_X[qpp_V[XxY[`pqrsq[\_qaZ[_o[RqVY[X_[waYqXY[waWXYaWq[X_[ZWooYaYbXWqXY[qV_bI[`pqrsqb[V__rY 
qbZ[wqaWU_T[xTbXYar[ZTaWbI[XWVYr[_o[qUTbZqbwY[ZTrX[UYwqTrY[q[MqrX[\_qaZ[_o[RqVY[M_pWw][waYqXYZ[XV_[ZWooYaYbX[MqXXYabr[_o[TrY[o_a[XxY 
IqVYJ[cbY[MqXXYab[_o[TrY[_UYa[qb][bTVUYa[_o[S_XxYaS[MqXXYabr[Wr[ZWrwaWVWbqX_a]J[ 

`cv[xqr[aYw_VVYbZ[XxqX[XxY[\_qaZ[_o[RqVY[aYMYqp[l[``v[ygJehiOZP[o_a[Vqb][]YqarJ[cbwY[XxY[qwXTqp[WbXYbX[_o[XxY[waYqXW_b[_o[XxY 
RTpsqbqL[vqbXVYppL[vxWrX_wxWbqL[Rqs_bqL[nYbXqrXqL[QqXpWbqL[vxWXWbqL[qbZ[KpTXW[Kqqx[v_VVTbWX][YqaUYrX[`aYq[o_a[V__rY[qbZ[wqaWU_T[Vqr 
Up_wsYZ[U][XxY[`pqrsq[SXqXY[v_TaXr[WX[w_TpZ[bYUYa[pYIqpp][qwxWYUY[WXr[WbXYbZYZ[MTaM_rYJ[`pp[qXXYVMXr[U][XxY[U_qaZ[X_[aYITpqXY[q[rMYwWqp 
V__rY[qbZ[wqaWU_T[xTbX[o_a[VYVUYar[_o[`xXbq[Wbw[xqr[UYYb[w_rXp][qbZ[[WbYooYwXWUY[qX[qwxWYUY[`xXbqTr[rXqXYZ[I_qp[qX[XxY[XWVY[_o[WXr 
waYqXW_bJ[`cv[UYpWYUYr[XxYaY[Wr[b_[ZTrXWoWqUpY[aYqr_b[o_a[XxY[`pqrsq[\_qaZ[_o[RqVY[X_[w_bXWbTWbI[Xa]WbI[X_[qZVWbWrXaqXWUYp][waYqXY[q[MaW_aWX] 
TrY[MqXXYab[o_a[XxY[xqaUYrX[_o[V__rY[_a[wqaWU_T[Wb[XxY[]YpwxWbq[\qrWb[ZTaWbI[XWVYr[VxYb[XxY[xqaUYrXqUpY[rTaMpTr[_o[V__rY[qbZ[wqaWU_T[qaY 
IaYqXYa[Xxqb[XxY[`]S[o_a[Yqwx[rMYwWYrJ[ 
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^__Y [̀a[U^bbYXXY 
STUVWXXYZ[c` 

defghfgedh[ijkljid[mn 
oaaW_W^XWp` 

q^WbU^`rs[qTb[t^``Yb] 

mup`Y 
vehiwgleih 

NV^W_ 
WU^_U^bbYXXYO]^upp’‚pV 

oZZbYss 
kRe[SYTYb[bZ’ 
q^WbU^`rsU[o_̂ sr^[vvhev 

[o_[\^bbYXXY[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[gh[c‚X’[gedh 

kRe[mYTYb[VZ’ 

q^WbU^`rsU[oW’[vvhev 

iwgXleih 

[ 

nb’[Yu^WbV^ [̀^`Z[VYVUYbs[pa[XuY[\p^bZ[pa[Z^VY’ 

n][XupTTuXs[p [̀sX^XY[WZY[SbpSps^_s’ 

[ 

PQRSRTUVWXY 

\[sTSSpbX[XuWs[^`Z[[pT_Z[UY[[WXuW [̀XuY[W X̀Y X̀[pa[XuY[sX^XTY’ 

PQRSRTUVWZY 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX[XuWs’[tuY[\cZ[supT_Z[Y`^‚X[VW ẀV^_[sX^`Z^bZs[pa[[u^X[Ws[YZWU_Y[VY^XU[ Ŵ^[[u^X[VpsX[bY^sp`^U_Y[‚p`sTVSXW^Y[TsYbs[Y^X’[\X 
supT_Z[^_sp[UY[SpW X̀YZ[pTXU[Xu^X[XuYbY[^bY[pXuYb[TsYs[UYsWZYs[‚p`sTVSXWp [̀pa[_̂ bTY[UWbZs[U^‚rU[[W`TsU[TW__^bZU[^`Z[uY^bX’[tuWs[‚u^`TY 
[pT_Z[WVS^‚X[sTUsWsXY`‚Y[Y`t[TsYs[U][Xb^SSYbs’ 

mbpSps^_[w’ 

\[sTSSpbX[XuWs’[tuWs[supT_Z[UY`YaWX[TsYbs[^`Z[_Yss[‚WX^XWp`s[WssTYZ[pb[sY_aXXTb X̀W`s’ 

PQRSRTUVW[ 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’[n^rW`T[^[`Y[[_W`Y[W [̀XuY[s^`Z[[W__[`pX[‚u^`TY[^`]XuW`T[Xu^X[‚TbbY X̀_][Xu^X[Ws[^_bY^Z][W [̀‚pZWaWYZ’ 

PQRSRTUVW\]Y 

auY [̀`Y[[XY‚u`p_pTWYs[‚pVY[Xp[XuY[apbY[abp X̀’[\X[[pT_Z[UY[ Ẁ‚Y[Xp[sYY[ZWs‚TssWp [̀p [̀up[[pb[Wa[XuYbY[[W__[UY[^[UWp_pTW‚^_[WVS^‚X[p [̀XuY 
bYspTb‚Y’[bpX[cTsX[^[ZWs‚TssWp [̀p [̀Wa[WX[Ws[YXuW‚^_’[n^`]U[V^`][pa[VYXupZs[^`Z[VY^`s[XupTTuX[pTX[XuY[sX^XY[V^][`pX[UY[sYY [̀^s[YXuW‚^_’ 
VpSW`T[^`Z[suppXW`T[‚^bWUpT[abpV[^[Up^X[^`Z[TsW`T[s`p[XTps[Xp[SpsWXWp [̀‚^bWUpT[Xp[UY[u^b^YsXYZU[cTsX[X[p[Yd^VS_Ys’ 

[bY[[XY‚u`p_pTWYs[‚pT_Z[^aaY‚X[sTUsWsXY`‚YU[apb[XuY[SpsWXW^Y’[eN‚p`pV][pa[YaapbXf[‚pVYs[Xp[VW`Z’ 

\[supT_Z[^_sp[SpW X̀[pTX[XuY[‚TbbY X̀[bYTT_̂ XWp [̀sX^XYsq[eb^ZWp[‚pVVTX^XWp f̀[Ws[SbpuWUWXYZ’[n][bYsY^b‚u[u^s[Sbp^YZ’[tu^X[^__[ZY Ŵ‚Ys[Xu^X 
‚pVVT Ẁ‚^XY[sT‚u[^s[‚Y__[Sup`YsU[s^X[Sup`YsU[XYdXW`T[ZY Ŵ‚YsU[^`Z[W X̀Yb`YXU[Y‚X’[o__[TsY[eb^ZWpf[^Wb[[^^Ys[Xp[Xb^`sVWX[^`Z[bY‚YW^Y’[Sp 
‚TbbY X̀_][XuY[bYTT_̂ XWp [̀SbpuWUWXs[^`][pa[XuWs[TsYs[apb[X^rW`T[T^VY’ 

\TX[_̂ `Z[_W`Y[XY_YSup`Ys[^bY[`pX[SbpuWUWXYZ[abpV[TsY[W [̀X^rW`T[T^VY’[tuYbY[ZpYs[`pX[sYYV[Xp[UY[^ [̀YXuW‚^_[pb[UWp_pTW‚^_[WssTY[[WXu[XuWs 
‚pVVT Ẁ‚^XWp ’̀[[tupTTu[`pX[^s[SpST_̂ b[^s[WX[[^s[dw[]Y^bs[^TpU[WX[[^s[`pX[^ [̀WssTY[U^‚r[XuY ’̀[o[_pX[pa[T^VY[u^b^YsXYZ[[^s[[WXu[W [̀XuY 
^bY^s[Xu^X[u^^Y[_̂ `Z[_W`Y[‚p``Y‚XWp [̀UpXu[bTb^_[^`Z[TbU^ Ù[UTX[XuY[TsY[pa[XuY[XY_YSup`Y[[^s[`Y^Yb[SbpuWUWXYZ[W [̀XuY[X^rW`T[pa[T^VYU 
W X̀YbYsXW`T[Y`pTTu’[r^sX_][up[[Y àpb‚Y^U_Y[Ws[bYsXbW‚XW`T[TsY[pa[‚pVVT Ẁ‚^XWp`s[r^[[Y àpb‚YVY X̀[Ws[_WVWXYZ[Xp[[u^XU[up[[^`Z[[uY [̀XuY] 
‚^ [̀Vp ẀXpb[‚pVVT Ẁ‚^XWp`s[U][_̂ [s[Xu^X[ZW‚X^XY[Xu^X[sXTaa’ 

PQRSRTUVW\[Y 
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tuY[SbpSpsYb[^srs[Xp[^__p[[XuY[TsY[pa[uWTu[Sp[Yb[^Wb[TT`s[Xp[X^rY[UWT[T^VY’[YTbbY X̀_][XuWs[Ws[^_bY^Z][^__p[YZ’[\[Zp[`pX[r`p[[[u][XuWs 
SbpSps^_[[^s[^‚‚YSXYZU[^s[WX[Ws[`pX[^srW`T[apb[^[‚u^`TYf‚_̂ bWaW‚^XWp ’̀[bpb[ZWZ[WX[u^^Y[XuY[WX^_W‚s[_YXXYbW`T[^Up^Y[XuY[SbpSps^_[sX^XW`T[eXuWs[Ws 
^_bY^Z][^__p[YZf[_WrY[pXuYb[SbpSps^_[apT`Z[W [̀XuY[Uppr’[\[sTSSpbX[XuWs[VYXupZ[^`Z[VY^`s’ 

PQRSRTUVW\^Y 

STSSpbX’[[tuY[SbpSpsYb[u^s[V^ZY[Yd‚Y__Y X̀[cTsXWaW‚^XWp`s’ 

PQRSRTUVWX_ 

STSSpbX’[tuWs[[pT_Z[^__p[[T`sT‚‚YssaT_[`p b̀YsWZY X̀[a^_‚p`YbsU[Xp[u^^Y[^[UYXXYb[pSSpbXT ẀX][Xp[SpssWU_Y[X^rY[^[b^SXpb’ 

PQRSRTUVWXXY 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’[\[[pT_Z[_WrY[Xp[sYY[XuY[‚TbbY X̀[S_̂ [̀p [̀`p X̀bYsWZY X̀[X^rY[p [̀b^SXpbs[UY[‚pVS_YXYZ[UYapbY[‚u^`TYs[^bY[V^ZY’[Sp[Y^Yb]p`Y 
‚^ [̀Y^^_T^XY[Z^X^’ 

PQRSRTUVWZ`Y 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’[o [̀T c̀TsXWaWYZ[UTbZY [̀p [̀XuY[uT X̀Yb[^`Z[XuY[]YS^bXVY X̀’[tuY[SbpSps^_[ZpYs[`pX[^ZZbYss[up[[_p`T[^[sY^_[u^s[Xp[bYV^W [̀p` 
XuY[VppsY[^ X̀_Ybs’[tuY[‚TbbY X̀[sY^_[Xu^X[XuY[]YS^bXVY X̀[TsYs[Ws[^ [̀Y]Y[spbY[Wa[WX[u^s[Xp[bYV^W [̀p [̀^ X̀_Yb[^`][_p`TYb[Xu^ [̀[uY [̀WX[Ws[sY^_YZ’ 
Sp[XuWs[SbpSps^_[Ws[cTsX[^[T_pbWaWYZ[‚uY‚r[sX^XWp ’̀ 

PQRSRTUVWZ[Y 

t^s[spVY[VYbWX’[ZTWZYs[^`Z[Xb^`sSpbXYbs[^bY[STX[W [̀T ẀuTY[SpsWXWp`s[^X[XWVYs’[qpb[Yd^VS_Yj[Wa[^[Xb^`sSpbXYb[^bbW^Ys[apb[^[VppsY[SW‚rXTS 
^`Z[XuY[Xb^`sSpbXYb[UY_WY^Ys[XuY[VppsY[VY^X[Ws[p [̀XuY[^YbTY[pa[sSpW_W`T[pb[u^s[spTbYZ’[tuY][u^^Y[spVY[spbX[pa[bYsSp`sWUW_WX][Xp[Xb^`sSpbX 
XuY[VY^X[pTX[pa[XuY[aWY_Z’[YTbbY X̀_][XuWs[Ws[Zp`Y[U][^[Xb^`saYb[pa[SpssYssWp ’̀[bp[[XuY[Xb^`sSpbXYb[Ws[^‚‚YSXW`T[bYsSp`sWUW_WX][pa[XuY[‚p`ZWXWp` 
pa[XuY[VY^X’[\a[‚p X̀b^‚XYZ[U][oat[XuY[`YdX[Z^]U[[uYbY[XuY[VY^X[Ws[UYW`T[sXpbYZ[^`Z[XuY[Xb^`sSpbXYb[Ws[sXW__[W [̀SpssYssWp Ù[oat[[pT_Z 
‚p X̀Y`Z[XuY[Xb^`sSpbXYb[Ws[XuY[bYsSp`sWU_Y[SYbsp [̀apb[sSpW_YZ[VY^X’ 

YTbbY X̀[bYTT_̂ XWp`s[Zp[STX[^[TTWZYs[^`Z[pb[Xb^`sSpbXYbs[W [̀aW‚r_Y[pa[bYTT_̂ XWp`s[^`Z[SpssWU_Y[‚WX^XWp`s[W [̀T`‚p X̀bp__̂ U_Y[sWXT^XWp`s’ 

au^XY^Yb[‚u^`TYs[Wa[^`]U[Xb^`saYb[pa[SpssYssWp [̀supT_Z[UY[YuT^__][^SS_WYZU[XubpTTu[^__[TsYbs’ 

PQRSRTUVWZ^Y 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’ 

\[sYY[`p[^^_TY[W [̀XuWs’[tuY[s^_Y[pa[Ubp[ [̀UY^bs[^`Z[srT__s[u^s[UYY [̀TpW`T[p [̀apb[^X[_Y^sX[^[ZY‚^ZY[[WXu[_WXX_Y[Xp[`p[WssTYs[abpV[XuY[‚TbbY X̀ 
Sbp‚Yss’[qTbXuYbVpbY[XuY[]YS^bXVY X̀[u^s[UYY [̀sY__W`T[Ubp[ [̀UY^bs[^X[^T‚XWp [̀apb[VT‚u[_p`TYb[XWVY[Xu^ [̀W`ZT Ŵ^_’[tuY][u^^Y[S_Y X̀][pa[Z^X^ 
^`Z[`p[SYbVWXs’ 

[ 

PQRSRTUVW`XY 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’ 

tuY[SbpSpsYb[^srs[Xp[Y_WVW`^XY[`p X̀bYsWZY X̀[S^bXW‚WS^XWp [̀T X̀W_[SpST_̂ XWp [̀pb[u^b^YsX[pUcY‚XWp`s[u^^Y[UYY [̀bY^‚uYZ’ 

\X[supT_Z[UY[‚_̂ bWaWYZ[Xu^X[[uY [̀o_̂ sr^`s[u^^Y[SbWpbWX][p^Yb[`p X̀bYsWZY X̀s[Ws[apT`Z[W [̀oS[dl’ew’gwwvZw’[tuWs[^SS_WYs[Xp[ZYYbU[VppsYU[Y_rU 
^`Z[‚^bWUpT[Xu^X[u^^Y[^[SpsWXW^Y[aW`ZW`T[pa[Y`t’[auY [̀XuY[u^b^YsX^U_Y[sTbS_Ts[Ws[UY_p[[XuY[obS’[o_̂ sr^`s[Zp[u^^Y[^[SbWpbWX][W [̀^ [̀\n 
SbpTb^V’[\TX[[uY [̀VppsYU[ZYYbU[Y_rU[pb[‚^bWUpT[Zp[`pX[u^^Y[^[SpsWXW^Y[Y`t[aW`ZW`T[pa[Y`t[pb[u^s[^[u^b^YsX^U_Y[sTbS_Ts[^Up^Y[XuY[obSU 
XuY[ZYaW ẀXWp [̀pa[[\n[^SS_WYs[oS[dl’ew’gwwviw’[tuY[ZYaW ẀXWp [̀TsYs[XuY[_̂ `TT^TY[eSbp ŴZY[apb[uWTuYb[_Y^Y_s[pa[uTV^ [̀u^b^YsXf’[[tuWs[ZYaW ẀXWp` 
sX^XYs[euTV^ [̀u^b^YsXf[^`Z[`pX[bYsWZY X̀[u^b^YsX’[tuTs[WX[W`‚_TZYs[`p X̀bYsWZY X̀[TsYs’[tuY[X[p[sWXT^XWp`s[u^^Y[Xp[UY[ZY^_X[[WXu[sYS^b^XY_] 
^`Z[`pX[p`Y[sW_Y[aWXs[^__’ 

PQRSRTUVW`` 

STSSpbX’ 

tuWs[SbpSps^_[[^s[sTUVWXXYZ[p _̀][Xp[‚p`sp_WZ^XY[bYTT_̂ XWp`s[[WXu[_WrY[^SS_W‚^XWp`sU[^‚‚pT X̀[apb[T^VY[UYW`T[u^b^YsXYZU[^`Z[^‚‚pT X̀^UW_WX] 
pa[W`ZW ŴZT^_fTbpTS[S^bXW‚WS^XW`T[W [̀XuY[u^b^YsX’[\X[[^s[`pX[W X̀Y`ZYZ[Xp[^__p[[VpbYf_Yss[T^VY[Xp[u^b^YsX[pTXsWZY[XuY[`pbV^_[sY^sp`s’[tuY 
]YS^bXVY X̀[sXW__[u^s[ZWs‚bYXWp`^__][^TXupbWX][^`Z[VTsX[‚pVS_][U][sTsX^W [̀]WY_Z[SbW`‚WS_Ys’ 

au^X[`YYZs[Xp[UY[^ZZbYss[Ws[[u][Ws[XuY[]YS^bXVY X̀[^TXupbW_W`T[XuY[X^rW`T[pa[UWT[T^VY[apb[‚YbX^W [̀bY_WTWpTs[‚YbYVp ẀYs[apb[UWT[T^VY 
sSY‚WYs[Xu^X[Zp x̀X[u^^Y[^[SpsWXW^Y[aW`ZW`T[pa[Y`ts[XuWs[u^s[UYY [̀u^SSY Ẁ`T[_̂ bTY_][W [̀`p X̀sTUsX^`‚Y[^bY^s’ 

w[ooY[vg’edv’[t^rW`T[pa[UWT[T^VY[apb[‚YbX^W [̀bY_WTWpTs[‚YbYVp ẀYs 
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d’[ tuY[uT X̀W`T[^`Z[X^rW`T[pa[T^VY[sSY‚WYs[u^ Ŵ`T[^[SRTabacdWeafgafhWafW`WiijW^^Y_X`U[pTXsWZY[XuY[sY^sp`s[pb[U^T[_WVWXs[YsX^U_WsuYZ 
W [̀w[ooY[RwU[apb[TsY[W [̀XuWs[sX^XY[^s[appZ[W [̀‚TsXpV^b][^`Z[Xb^ZWXWp`^_[o_̂ sr^[b^XW^Y[aT`Yb^b][pb[VpbXT^b][bY_WTWpTs[‚YbYVp ẀYs[[WXuW` 
dg[Vp X̀us[SbY‚YZW`T[XuY[‚YbYVp`][Ws[^TXupbW_YZ[Wa[‚p`sWsXY X̀[[WXu[sTsX^W`YZ[]WY_Z[SbW`‚WS_Ys 

PQRSRTUVW`[WUfgW`k 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’[aY[supT_Z[sXpS[eT^VW`T[XuY[s]sXYVf[[WXu[_̂ [s[^`Z[bYTT_̂ XWp`s[Xu^X[[YbY[`Y^Yb[W X̀Y`ZYZ[apb[bp^Z[s]sXYV[‚pVVT ẀXWYs’[aY 
supT_Z[`pX[rYYS[Xb]W`T[Xp[‚Wb‚TV^Y X̀[STSbYVY[YpTbX[ZY‚WsWp`s[p [̀bTb^_[SbWpbWX]’[ysY[XuY[‚TbbY X̀[_̂ [[oS[dl’ew’gwR[^s[W X̀Y`ZYZ[^`Z[[WXu[^ 
‚pbbY‚X[W X̀YbSbYX^XWp ’̀[SYYVs[Xp[[pbr[W [̀^__[pXuYb[T^VY[T ẀXs[W [̀XuY[sX^XY’[au][supT_Z[XuYbY[UY[^ [̀^‚‚YSXWp [̀apb[T ẀX[dk[TsYbs’[VYVYVUYb 
XuY[T^VY[u^s[XuY[Y`t[^`Z[`pX[XuY[SYpS_YU[cTsX[appZ[apb[XupTTuX’ 

PQRSRTUVW[_ 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX’ 

tuY[\cZ[^`Z[XuY[]YS^bXVY X̀[supT_Z[UY[[pbrW`T[bYuTWbW`T[^__[^bY^sfT ẀXs[pa[XuY[sX^XY[Xp[UY[W [̀‚pVS_W^`‚Y[[WXu[XuWs[bYTT_̂ XWp [̀UYapbY 
^ZZW`T[VpbY[bYuTWbYVY X̀s[Xp[cTsX[w[pTX[pa[gl[T ẀXs’ 

[ 

PQRSRTUVW[`Y 

]p[`pX[sTSSpbX 

tuYbY[^bY[‚TbbY X̀_][sY^Yb^_[_̂ [sfbYTT_̂ XWp [̀Xu^X[^_bY^Z][YdWsX[Xu^X[^ZZbYss[XuY[WssTYs[pa[XuY[SbpSpsYb’[\[Zp x̀X[sYY[up[[VpbY[bYsXbW‚XWp [̀[W__ 
bYsp_̂ Y[^`][pa[XuY[WssTYZ[VY X̀Wp`YZU[UTX[V^][cTsX[STsu[XuY[WssTYs[Xp[^[ZWaaYbY X̀[_p‚^XWp ’̀[bpX[sp_̂ W`T[^`]XuW`T[XuYbY’[os[a^b[^s[[pT`ZW`T 
_pssf[bp`T[sYd[X^rY [̀^`Z[_YaX’[\X[u^SSY [̀XuWs[]Y^b[p [̀XuY[SXYYsY[t[]’[bpX[W [̀XuY[ZWX‚u[pb[[WXuW [̀z[bp^Z[UTXU[aTbXuYb[pTX’[oSSbpdWV^XY_][^ 
Zp_Y [̀‚^bWUpT[[YbY[abpV[ZY^Z[^aXYb[XuY[apT[u^Z[_WaXYZ[^`Z[XuY[uT X̀[[^s[Y`ZYZ’[bp[‚pbbWZpb[[pT_Z[u^^Y[SbY^Y X̀YZ[XuWs[pb[XuY[^VpT X̀[pa 
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CHUGACH STATE PARK CITIZENS' ADVISORY BOARD 
HC 52 Box 8999, Indian, Alaska 99540 Phone: 907-345-5014 Fax: 907-345-6982 

Attn: Board of Game Comments {DJ r€(C~~~~ {n) October 9, 2017 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game fJ OCT I 7.2017 ~Board Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 jJuneau, Alaska 99811-5526 BOARDS 

Re: November 2017 Board of Game Proposals 

I am writing on behalf of.the Chugach State Park Citizens Advisory Board regarding regulatory 

proposals that will affect Chugach State Park. Please consider these comments during the 

upcoming Alaska Board ofGame meeting. 

The Chugach State Park Citizens Advisory Board assists park staff in an advisory capacity with 

park management and development issues. As an advisory board, our decisions are guided by 

the five primary purposes established in creating the park: 

To protect and supply a satisfactory water supply for the use ofthe people; 

2. 
1. 

To provide recreational opportunities for the people by providing areas for specified uses 

and constructing the necessary facilities in those areas; 

3. To protect areas ofunique and exceptional scenic value; 

4. To provide areas for the public display oflocal wildlife; and 

5. To protect the existing wilderness characteristics of the easterly interior area. 

At approximately 4~5;0'00 acres, Chugach State Park is among the four largest state parks in the 

U.S. and comprises nearly half of Alaska's Game Management Unit (GMU) 14C. Most of the 

big game animals that inhabit GMU 14C use the park at least part of the year. The 15-member 

advisory board is appointed by the director of state parks and intentionally represents a wide 

variety of park users. With over 1.3 million visits to the park annually, we are interested in 

Board of Game regulation changes that may affect park resources and visitors. 

We have carefully reviewed the November 2017 Board of Game regulatory proposals that will 

affect the park's wildlife and users. Our recommendations passed during our October 9, 2017, 

meeting. 

Proposal 62 - Oppose. This proposal would allow the release of sterilized feral cats into the 

wild by removing them from 5 AAC 92.029 "Pennit for Possessing Live Game." Chugach State 

Park is on the outskirts of the state's largest city and portions of the city extend into the park like 

fingers. Feral cats undoubtedly hunt birds as large as grouse and small mammals ranging in size 

from shrews to snowshoe hares in the park. In fact, domestic cats, primarily feral cats, kill an 

estimated 1.3 to 4 billion birds and 6.3 to 22.3 billion mammals annually in the contiguous 

United States. These species of wildlife are at the base of the food chain for weasels, marten, 

foxes, lynx and many other predatory mammals and birds; thus, feral cats compete with 

furbearers and other predators. Because many feral cats are fed by humans or eat garbage, they 
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are not limited by food shortages and often maintain populations far in excess of wild predators. 

Feral cats arc vectors of diseases such as rabies and toxoplasmosis, both of which can infect 

wildlife and humans. The organizations who submitted this proposal believe that feral cat 

numbers can be controlled by trap-neuter-release programs, which have never been proven to 

work despite decades of attempts. Adopting this proposal would inevitably increase numbers of 

feral cats as people dump their cats into the wild and maintain large outdoor cat colonies. The 

fact that the proposal is asking to allow release of only "sterilized" feral cats is small consolation. 

There is no way to prove a cat has been sterilized without capturing it, and sterilized cats cared 

for in outdoor colonies can live a decade or more. Even well-fed cats kill wildlife. 

Proposal 63 - Support with amendment. This proposal advocates the status quo with regard to 

the release of domesticated cats into the wild: that it continue to be prohibited. We would amend 

this proposal to add feral cats to the state's list of deleterious exotic wildlife (5 AAC 

92.990[a]152]) which would automatically add feral and stray cats to the list of animals that may 

not be intentionally or negligently fed by a person (5 AAC 92.230). Unconfined or unrestrained 

feral cats are listed by the Invasive Species Specialist Group of the International Union for 

Conservation ofNature (IUCN) as one of the world's 100 worst invasive species along with rats, 

starlings, and rabbits, which are already listed as deleterious exotic species in Alaska. Domestic 


cats, primarily feral and stray cats, kill an estimated 1.3 to 4 billion birds and 6.3 to 22.3 billion 


mammals annually in the contiguous United States. Furthermore, food left outdoors for feral cats 


- a necessary component of maintaining outdoor cat colonies for trap-neuter-release programs 

would also attract bears, foxes, coyotes, and deleterious exotic wildlife such as rats, rock doves, 


and starlings. 


Proposal 64 - Support. This proposal would remove domestic sheep and goats from the list of 

species that may be possessed in Alaska without a pennil from the Alaska Department of Fish 

and Game. If adopted, the proposal would require any person in possession of sheep or goats to 

obtain a permit. Any person who ·wishes to keep sheep or goats within 15 1niles of Dall sheep 

habitat would be required to maintain the animals in a department-approved facility and certify 

the animals as disease free. Chugach State Park contains hundreds of Dall sheep that might be at 

risk from diseases transmitted by domestic sheep and goats kept in the Municipality of 

Anchorage and the Matanuska-Susitna Valley. 

Proposal 156 - Support. This proposal would reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons 

for Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson (JBER), Birchwood, and Anchorage management areas, 

and the upper Ship Creek drainage in Chugach State Park, all in GMU 14C. While only the last 

area is within Chugach State Park, moose from the park use all of the management areas 

seasonally. Antlerless moose are harvested primarily to prevent the moose population from 

increasing above carrying capacity. According to the department, moose numbers currently 

appear to be within the population objective; however, recent winters have been mild and moose 

numbers are likely to exceed population goals without antlerless harvests, lo the detriment of 

winter range. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the regulatory proposals submitted for the 

Please let me know if you have any questions
November 2017 Board of Game meeting. 

2 
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regarding these comments and recommendations. I can be reached at geo3poll@gci.net. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Dave Battle, ADFG 

3 
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From: Larry Dalrymple 

Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2017 9:30 PM 

To: dfg_bog.comments@alaska.gov 


Subject: Comments on Statewide BOG Proposals for meeting 10/10/17 


Proposal #28-1 support this proposal 

Proposal #36-1 support this proposal 

Proposal #37-1 support this proposal 

Proposal #42-1 support this proposal 

Proposal #45-1 oppose this proposal 

Proposal #47-1 oppose this proposal 

Proposal #48-1 strongly support this proposal. Idon't know if the process being proposed is the 
ultimate answer, but I do know that something must be done to curb the waste of thousands of pounds 
of game meat from animals harvested usually by nonresident hunters on guided hunts. As stated, and I 
agree, that a large majority of nonresident hunters have no interest in keeping, let alone shipping, 
hundreds of pounds of meat back to their hometown. The guide tells the clients not to worry about it, as 
the meat will be donated to a nearby village and used by the grateful villagers. The dient then departs 
the state, believing he, or she, has done a good thing by donating the meat to the villagers. The result is, 
and I have observed it firsthand at various villages around northern Alaska, if the meat in fact does get 
recovered, it is left on an airstrip, that sometimes is a mile or more from the village. I have personally 

observed piles of game meat at village airstrips, and more often than not, it is black, and covered with 

flies. This is a shameful waste of a resource, and there must be t ighter controls on the process of 

"Transfer of Possession". 


Proposal #52-1 support this proposal 

Proposal #56-1 oppose this proposal 

Proposal #60-1 oppose this proposal 

Proposal #65-1 support this proposal, or some version of it. I agree with the proposer, that something 
must be done with this hunt before someone is killed. It is an unbelievably out of control hunt, and 
there are not enough enforcement officers in the State, to control it, and prevent a hunter or bystander 

death. 

Proposal #69-1 oppose this proposal 

/4~~ 
Larry Dalrymple . , 
;?6 7 cl1€,c.J/? ;-/tt.~ [)';.2.I r./~ 
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ADF&G Boards Support Section Robert S Holbrook 
ATTN: Board of Game Comments PO Box 83864 
PO Box 115526 Fairbanks, AK 99708 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Board of Game, 
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Listed below are my comments concerning proposals submitted for the next 
meeting. 

Opposed: 10, 12, 16, 38, 39, 40, 42, 47, 62, and 71. 

Support: 17, 17, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37,42, 44, 48, and 65. 

Even the most remote areas of Alaska are becoming crowded with hunters and 
conflicts between residents and non-residents and guides are commonplace. Something 
has to be done to address this issue. It is not going away but getting worse. Guiding in 
Alaska is an old and respected business but I am afraid greed by many is destroying this 
respect. This past season I attempted to hunt caribou from a river bar in unit 25A. When I 
arrived in the area I picked a bar 15 miles down steam from an area where I knew a guide 
had set operation and camp in the past. No one else was near me at this time. Later a non
resident assistant guide was dropped off with clients, to be followed by two more guided 
groups so I departed. When asking about options to move I was told the guide had 5 
camps in the area. Four different air transporters dropped here besides the guide over the 
next few weeks, which pretty much tie up any possible landing areas. 

I then moved 700 miles to the south in unit 19 where with my plane tied down, a 
wall tent and tarp set up on a small bench we have moose hunted for 40 years, a guide 
came in with several loads and two non-resident floaters who spent the day walking back 
and forth through our camp. This was our second year here where we experienced 
different guides or assistant guide coming in on top of us where they had not operated 
before. In 2015 I had an assistant guide make 10 Cessna 180 loads in during moose 
season and informed me I needed to move my camp as he was establishing a guide 
operation here. I held my ground and he eventually floated away with one client and rafts 
full of gear, but left two non-resident hunters camped 20 yards from me. They were 
unprepared for reality of Alaska and when a plane finally came for them they abandoned 
a plastic wall tent and piles of gear. I burned their trash and hauled out what I could as the 
area is special to my group. Neither commercial operation had operated from this site 
before. 

Several proposals fairly address this problem among them I support Proposal 33, 
34, 36, and 37 

The guides are running out of room also and the only recourse I see is to limit 
non-residents as is done is the lower 48. Commercial interest seem to believe they have a 
priority on game in Alaska but by the State constitution residents have preference after 
subsistence. Besides the loss of wild meat dear to Alaskans, we are also losing the 
cultural value of the hunt. 

BOARDS 
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I am a pilot and use my plane to access hunting areas, but believe it should be
parked and hunting done from camp. There is too much spotting and assisting hunters
from the air. Leave the 5 AAC 92.085 in place.

I am also opposed to the introduction of any more technology in archery only
hunts. It has reached the point that archery hunting is a sad joke due to technological
advances. I support Proposal 17 and do not support Proposal 71. The crossbow is just
another example of industry pushing technology into archery to negate the skills need to
be an archer and ethically hunt with the bow. I have bow hunted all over Alaska and the
United States for 50 years and learned long ago that just being able to hit a target is a
long way from being knowledgeable enough to pursue game with an arrow. We do not
need any more instant Bowhunters. 

I am strongly in agreement with Proposal 52 as supporting the intent of the
predator control program. I do not believe the people of Alaska will continue to support
this program just to provide more trophies for non-residents.

It is no secret that the majority of guided non-resident hunters leave their meat
with the guide, hunting only for trophies. This places the responsibility of determining if
the meat was legally cared for and then taking responsibility of dealing with it on the
guide. Obviously in spite of the guides promoting "feeding the villages" it is in their
fincial best interest to leave the meat in the closest village rather than multiple long
flights and/or airfreight. We need to maintain accountability of our game meat. I strongly
support Proposal 48 and do not support Proposal 47. 

Thank you for your consideration on these comments. 

Jtt(J~
Robert S Holbrook 
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Kodiak/ Aleutians Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
c/o Office of Subsistence Management 

1011 East Tudor Road M/S 121 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 

RAC 17022.KD 
OCT 2 3 2017 

Kristy Tibbles 
Executive Director 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Subject: Comments on the Board ofGame Proposals, Statewide 

Dear Ms. Tibbles: 

I am writing on behalf of the Kodiak/Aleutians Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
(Council) to provide the Council's comments on a statewide Board of Game proposal. 

The Council is one of ten regional advisory councils formed under Title VIII of the Alaska 
National Interests Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) and chartered under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act. Section 805 of ANILCA and the Council's charter establish its authority to 
initiate, review and evaluate regulations, policies, management plans, and other matters related to 
subsistence within the Kodiak/ Aleutians Region. The Council provides a public forum for 
discussion and recommendations for subsistence fish and wildlife management in the region. 
The Council also reviews resource management actions that may impact subsistence resources 
critical to Federally qualified subsistence users, whom the Council represents. 

The Council held a public meeting on September 26 and 27, 2017 in Cold Bay, during which it 
discussed various proposed changes to the State of Alaska hunting and trapping regulations. 
Specifically, the Council discussed and voted on: 

• 	 Proposal 43. Taking of Game by Proxy. Allow the taking ofEmperor geese by proxy 
hunting. This statewide proposal would allow proxy hunters to take geese for elders, the 
disabled and others who are unable to hunt them. The Council is particularly interested 
in providing elders the opportunity to subsist on a long-standing traditional bird. The 
Council voted to support Proposal 43. 

http:17022.KD
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Executive Director Tibbles 

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Karen Deatherage, 
Subsistence Council Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management, at 1-800-478-1456 or 
(907) 786-3586 or at karen_deatherage@fws.gov. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Della Trumble 
Vice-Chair 

cc: 	 Kodiak/Aleutians Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
Eugene R. Peltola, Jr., Assistant Regional Director, Office of Subsistence Management 
Thomas Doolittle, Deputy Assistant Regional Director, 

Office of Subsistence Management 
George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management 
Jennifer Hardin, Subsistence Policy Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management 
Carl Johnson, Council Coordination Division Supervisor, 

Office ofSubsistence Management 

Pippa Kenner, Acting Anthropology Division Supervisor, 


Office ofSubsistence Management 
Chris McKee, Wildlife Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management 
Karen Deatherage, Subsistence Council Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management 
Eric Taylor, Chief, Division ofMigratory Bird Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Jill Klein, Special Assistant to the Commissioner, Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Administrative Record 

mailto:karen_deatherage@fws.gov
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To: Alaska Board of Game:
Attached are written articles in pdf format for inclusion review in the comments for the BOG Statewide Nov. 
2017 meeting.
Thank you.
Kenneth Manning, J.D.
PO Box 775
Kasilof, AK 99610
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officer believes a fair and impartial decision cannot b._.e__g_i~·v_ e_n__ - ,~,- 

(Order at p.1-2; fn 2, referencing AS 22 .20.020(a ) (9)). 

3. Justice Winfree has again failed (intentionally and 

totally ignored) claims of racial discrimination eligibility 

criteria in ADF&G regulations 5 AAC 92.072 et seq (Exe 103, 

225). His order erroneously assumes his alleged personal racial 

bias and prejudice against Manning. He does not comprehend his 

failure to conduct proper de novo3 strict scrutiny standards of 

review of ADF&G regulations imposing racial discriminatory 

intent and effect that limits and bars Manning and many others 

from participation in the CSH user group , 4 and denial of 

individual constitutional equal rights. His order denying motion 

to disqualify, obviously fails to comprehend the issues 

indicating an impaired or diminished capacity to be able to 

recognize and understand the claims and averments on racial 

discrimination imposed by the challenged state ADF&G regulations 

5 AAC 92. 072 et seq. (Exe 103, 225). 

4. Pursuant to Judicial Canon 2, Commentary: 

The test for appearance of impropriety is whether the 

conduct would create in reasonable minds a perception that 


2 Judicial Canon 3E(l) (a). 
3 Gilbert v. State, Dep't of Fish & Game, Bd. of Fisheries, 803 P.2d 391, 394 
(Alaska 1990) (citing Southeast Alaska Constr. Co. v. State, Dep't of 
Transp., 791 P.2d 339, 342 (Alaska 1990); Grand v. Municipality of Anchorage, 
753 P.2d 141, 143 n .3 (Alaska 1988)). 

4 Adarand Constructors, Inc . v. Pena, 515 U.S . 200 (1995), "Al l racial 

classificat ions, imposed by whatever federal , state, or local governmental 

a ctor, must be analyzed by a reviewing court under stri ct scrutiny." P .10 - 29 ; 

34-37. 

MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Manning v. State, Ahtna Page 2 of 6 
Case No . S-16461 



the judge's ability to carry out judicial responsihil_iti P~ 
with integrity, impartiality, and competence is llll® 

Here, Judge Winfree's total ignoring claims of r acial _w:;...______, 

discrimination i n ADF&G regulations (i.e., holding it only 

affects the moose and caribou! 5 
), whether by intent or by 

diminished mental capacity, racism, 6 and/or i mpaired judicial 

competence to comprehend the issues for proper de novo appellate 

review, is still "impaired competence" in reasonable minds, 

especially where racial discrimination is ''unanimously" ignored 

(approved) by the entire Court. 

5. Pursuant to Judicial Canon 3(E) (1) Disqualification, 
Commentary: 

A judge should disclose on the record information that the 

judge believes the parties or their lawyers might consider 

relevant to the question of disqualification, even if the 

judge believes there is no real basis for disqualification. 


Justice Winfree's order failed to disclose or comprehend the 

stated reasons in the motion to disqualify, which included: (A) 

failure to conduct de novo standard of appellate review; 7 (B) 

failure to conduct strict scrutiny compelling state interest 

standard of review8 on: (1) claims of racial discrimination in 

ADF&G regulations; (2) regulations mandating one race (Ahtna) 

aboriginal primitive local customs and t raditions (C&T) are 

imposed on all community subsistence harvest (CSH) applicants, 

no matter what their race C&T or their location of residence 

5 Manning v. State ADFG, Ahtna, 355 P . 3d 530 (Alaska 2015). 

6 The BOG f i nds that only Ahtna racial C&T matters, that all ot her White man ' s 

and non-Athna races must practice or convert to Ahtna aboriginal racial l ocal 

primitive customs and traditions for eligibility for a state-issued CSH 

priority preference hunting permit . Exe 103 , 225. 

1 Manning v. State ADFG, Ahtna, 355 P . 3d 530 (Alaska 2015). 

8 "The r elevant standards of review are critical to the o utcome of the 

case ." Walsh v . Centeio, 692 F.2d 1239, 1241 (9t h Cir. 1982). 
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(i.e., invidious discrimination 9 ); (3) CSH eligibilitJ~ 

limitations and bar t o the CSH user group, at a Tier- ~ 

hunt, 10 requires analysis under "dec isional l aw" 11 and lfliili!llrz..________, 

constitutional equal protections analysis; 12 

(C) failure t o review the administrative record (DVD) of Board 

of Game (BOG) Meetings on- the-record audio recordings and 

transcripts submitted in the trial court and appeal record; and 

(D) failure to consider or apply "decisional law" case 

precedents (i. e. , McDowell, Id; Morry, I d; Adarand Id; Zobel v. 

Wil l iams, 455 U.S. 55 (1982)). 

6. Pursuant t o Judicial Canon 2 : 

A Judge Shall Avoid Impropriety and the 

Appearance of Impropriety in Al l the J udge's Activities. 

A. In all activities, a judge shall exhibit respect for t he 
rule of law, comply with the law,* avoid impropriety and 
the appearance of impropriety, and act in a manner that 
promotes public confidence i n the integrity and the 
impartiality of the judiciary. 

J ust ice Winfree's total ignoring challenges t o racial 

discrimination eligibility criteria in regulation s, and failure 

to conduct proper relevant strict scrutiny de n ovo appel l a te 

standar d of review, 13 no matter what his cause for judi cia l 

9 The common judicial defi nition of inv idious d i scrimi nation "is a 
classification which is arbitrary, irrational and not 
reasonably related to a legitimate purpose ." McLaughlin v . Florida , 379 
U. S . 184 (1964 ) . 

10 State v. Morry, 836 P.2d 358 (Alaska 1992), held there is n o statutory 

aut hority to put eligibility requirements at the Tier-1 level ; AS 16.05.258 

et seq. The CSH is a Tier-1 level hunt . 

11 Judicial Conduct, Terminology: "Law" means court rul es as we l l as s t atutes , 

constitutional p r ovisions , and decisional law ." 

12 McDowell v. State , 785 P.2d 1 (Alaska 1989); Any limitation and bar to 

participate in a user group implicates constitutional equal protections 

analysis. Manning and hundreds of others are barred CSH participation. 

13 Standard of review must comport to and be relevant to the claims presented. 

Here challenges to racial discrimination regulations, requires strict 
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incompetence, is clear impropriety and destroys the p~ 

confidence in the integrity of the judiciary, the law~ 

constitutions. lflllllllE---------' 

7. Justice Winfree's contentions of perceived personal 

racial act i ons by him against Manning (Order at p . 1 - 2), 

evidences his failure to comprehend the reasons f or his 

disqualification, such that his impaired competence "is so 

prejudicial that further participation would be unfair t o the 

parties, " 14 to Appellant Manning and hundreds of o t hers, 

including present and future gene rat i ons of Alaskans. 

8. Pursuant to Canon 3(C) (2) (a): 

A judge s hall maintain professional compet ence i n the law. * 
(b) A judge shall be faithful to t he law.* A judge shall 

not deviate from the law to appease public clamor, t o 

avoid criticism, or to advance an improper interest. 


* "Law" means court rul es as well as statutes, 

constitutional provisions, and decisional law. 


9. Justice Winfree's statement that he "vacate d " attorney fees 

against Manning, e rroneously insinuates fees were completely 

vacated, where the remand only required clarificat i on of fees 

for non- constitutional defense work. Manning contends it is 

gravely unjust to award any fees and costs on remand where the 

trial court and appellate court failed to address c laims o f 

racial disc rimination, failed to review the ADF&G BOG agency 

administrative record (DVD BOG audio records; transcripts o f 

scrutiny compelling state interest standard of de novo rev iew. See Adarand 

Constructors, Inc . v. Pena, 51 5 U. S. 200 (1 995) . 

14 Grace v . State Dept . Health & Soc.Servs , 329 P.3d 980, 988- 8 9 (Alaska 2014 ) 

A very cont enti o u s divorce child custody case . 
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records), and failed to conduct proper de novo appellate strict 

scrutiny compelling state interest standard of review® 

challenges to state-imposed racial discrimination CSH µ•emL•u~t~_ L ______,J 

eligibility regulations. 15 

Justice Winfree, and this Court, failed to maintain 

professional competence in the law by totally ("unanimously") 

ignoring racial discrimination claims, failed to consider the 

continued compounding of irreparable harms to Manning and 

hundreds of others, failed to conduct de novo appellate 

standards of review, and failed to uphold statutes, 

constitutional provisions, and failure to consider controlling 

decisional case law precedents. 

Based on obvious bias, prejudice, racial improprieties, and 

impaired judicial competence, Justice Winfree must be 

disqualified from all appellate review in this matter. 

WHEREFORE, based on all the above, Appellant Manning's 

motion to reconsider the motion to disqualify Justice Winfree, 

must be granted. 

Date: Sept. 18, 2017 	 Respectfully submitted: "'Isl~~?
Kenneth H. Manning, J.D. 

Appellant , 

cc: 	Governor Bill Walker 
Alaska Commission On Judicial Conduct 
Alaska Senate Judiciary Committee 
Alaska House Judiciary Committee 
Alaska Fish & Wildlife Conservation Fund/AOC 

15 Adarand, Id . 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF ALASK® l
KENNETH H. MANNING, ) .-..~-----

) Supreme Court No. S-16461
Appellant ) 

) Superior Court No. 3KN-13-00367 CI
V. ) 

) JUSTICE WINFREE'SSTATE OF ALASKA, DEPARTtvIBNT ) ORDER DENYINGOF FISH & GAME, ) MR. MANNING'Sand AHTNA TENE NENE, ) RECUSAL MOTION
)

Appellees________________) 
) 

Dated: September 13, 201 7 

It is hereby ORDERED: 

Kenneth H. Manning has moved for my disqualification in this appeal after
remand, arguing that because I authored the opinion in the original appeal, joined
unanimously by the other justices, ruling mostly against him in Manning v. State of
Alaska, Department ofFish & Game, 1 I must be  or perhaps at least appear to be 
racially biased against him and therefore have a conflict of interest requiring recusal.
Before ruling on Mr. Manning's motion, I note that he prevailed on the attorney 's fees
issue in the original appeal, which is why the issue was remanded to the trial court for
further proceedings. 

I do not know Mr. Manning. I have not received any information about
Mr. Manning from any source other than his case files, and I have not made any
statements to anyone about Mr. Manning except in connection with working on his case
fi les. I have no extrajudicial personal bias or prejudice against Mr. Manning that would 

355 P.3d 530 (Alaska 2015). 
EXHIBIT N0- 1
PAGE..!- OF 
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Manning v. State, et al.
No. S-16461 
Order of 9/13/1 7 l
Page 2 

cause me to believe I cannot give a fair and impartial decision in his case.2 

The questions then are whether my participation in the original decision
somehow rendered me racially or otherwise biased or prejudiced against Mr. Manning,

or - because "[a] judicial officer must disqualify himself or herself in any proceeding

in which thejudicialofficer's impartiality might reasonably be questioned"3 

- somehow
created that appearance. Generally a judicial officer has no obligation to recuse from a
case merely because that judicial officer presided over a related case involving the same

party.4 
 And generally a judicial officer's decision against a party in a prior proceeding
does not reflect judicial bias or an appearance of impropriety requiring recusal in later
proceedings "unless the uudicial officer] hears something or does something so
prejudicial that further participation would be unfair to the parties."5 The exception to
the general rule would rarely occur at the appellate level, and Mr. Manning has made no 

2 See AS 22.20.020(a)(9) (stating that recusal for cause is appropriate whena judicial officer believes that "a fair and impartial decision cannot be given"); AlaskaCode Jud. Conduct Canon 3E(l )(a) (regarding recusal for personal bias or prejudice). 
3 Hanson v. Hanson, 36 P.3d 1181, 1184 (Alaska 2001) (citing Amidon v.State, 604 P.2d 575,578 (Alaska 1978); Perottiv. State, 806 P.2d 325,327 (Alaska App.1991 )) (crafting rule statement under AS 22.20.020 employing language from AlaskaCode of Judicial Conduct Canon 3(E)(l)(a)). 

SeeJerryB. v. SallyB., 377 P.3d 916,925 (Alaska2016). 
5 GraceL. v: State, Dep 't ofHealth & Soc. Servs., Office ofChildren's Servs. ,329 P.3d 980, 988-89 (Alaska 2014) (citing Lacher v. Lacher, 993 P.2d 413, 420-21(Alaska 1999); R.JM v. State, Dep't ofHealth & Soc. Servs., 946 P.2d 855, 869-70(Alaska 1997); Cook v. State, 36 P.3d 710, 728-29 (Alaska App.2001 ); State v. City ofAnchorage, 513 P.2d 1104, 1112 (Alaska 1993)). 

EXHIBIT NO. _tL_
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Manning v. State, et al.
No. S- 16461

Order of 9/13/ 17 
 l
Page 3 

showing whatsoever - other than his personal disagreement with the resolution of the
previous matter and his continued assertion that existing hunting regulations violate
constitutional equal protection guarantees and constitute unconstitutional racial

discrimination - that something ofsuch significance occurred here; I conclude that the

exception to the general rule does not apply in his case. In my view, my participation in

the resolution of Mr. Manning's previous matter did not create on my part an actual

personal bias against him, or even a reasonable appearance of racial or any other bias
against him. Fina-lly, I note that I have an obligation to participate absent good reason

not to do so.6 


I therefore deny Mr. Manning's motion for my recusal from his appeal. I
hereby refer my decision to the full court for review pursuant to AS 22.20.020(c).

Entered by direction of Justice Winfree. 

Clerk of the Appellate Courts 

cc: Supreme Court Justices 

Distribution: 

Cheryl A Brooking John M Starkey Kenneth ManningAssistant Attorney General Landye Bennett Blumstein, LLP PO Box 7751031 W. 4th Ave., Ste. 200
Anchorage AK 99501 

701 W. 8th Ave., Ste. 1200 Kasilof AK 996 I0
Anchorage AK 9950 l 

6 See DeNardo v. Maassen, 200 P.3d 305, 310-11 (Alaska 2009) (quotingAmidon, 604 P.2d at 577); Alaska Code Jud. Conduct Canon 3B(l) ("A judge shallconsider and decide all matters assigned to the judge except those in which the judge'sdisqualification is required."). 
EXHIBIT NO. _L
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P.O. Box 775 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA 

KENNETH H. MANNING, 
Appellant/Cross - Appellee, 

Vs. 

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME, )Case No.S-16461 
Appellee/Cross-Appellant, ) 

V. ) 

AHTNA TENE NENE, ) 
Appellee . ) 

Trial Court Case No. 3KN-ll-00367CI. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Kenneth Manning, her eby certify that a true and correct 
c opy of the MOTI ON TO RECONSIDER JUSTICE WINFREE'S ORDER 
DENYING MANNING'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUSTICE WINFREE, was 
mailed by pre- paid U.S. Postal Servi ce on September 18, 
2017, to the following parties of record: 

SAAG Cheryl Brooking 
Alaska Dept . of Law 
1031 W. Fourth Ave., 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

#200 

Clerk of Court 
Alaska Supreme 
303 K Street 
Anchorage , AK 

Court 

99501 

J o hn Starkey, Ahtna Attorney 
LANDYE BENNETT BLUMS TEIN, LLP 
701 W. 8th Avenue, Suite 1200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

I further certi fy the foregoing motion was typed in 
Courier New font size 12. 

µ~ ,, 

Kenneth H.Ma~ 
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Additionally, in units 11 and 13, there is
a Memorandum of Agreement between the :...- 
Department of the Interior and the Ahtna
Intertribal Resource Commission that states Someofthe
"federal wildlife proposals will be written to

accommodate Ahtna customaryand tradi

tional ways of harvesting large wild game." 
 Unit13gameThat doesn't mean snowshoes and

spears. Federal definition indicates that

mountain sleds and .300 Wmchesters have 
 proposals needalso become "traditional."


Proposal number WP18-18, which will be

in front of the Federal Southcentral Subsis
 a reality checktence Advisory Board in Homer on Nov.5-6, 
is an effort to achieve the fairy tale.

AITRC has proposed a registration bull Acouple of decades back, in a movie
moose huntthat'\vould run from.Aug.•.J. called "PrettyWoman," Julia Roberts said
through March 31. Unit 13E would get one to Richard Gere: "I want the fairy tale." She
bull moose permitperhousehold. The pro gets it, and they live happily ever after.
posal for the remainder of Unit 13 reads "one As with all fairy tales, the story only con
antlered bull." AITRC would issue permits to cerns the chase. The reality of living happily
Ahtna tribal members and BLM would issue ever after is left to the imagination.
the permits to "other federally qualified sub Some of the current game proposals for
sistence hunters." Unit 13, the most heavily utilized hunting

Bull moose hold their antlers at least area in Alaska, read like fairy tales.
through December, sometimes much longer. The "I want" and "I must have" frame
Aneophyte would instantly realize that an work in which they are written will baffle the
unrestricted snowmobile winter hunt would concepts of biology and fairness ofallocation.
decimate the bull moose population in the Ifyou are a hunter, orsomeone w~o uses any
wintering areas along the Gulkana, Delta fish or game resource, make no nustake: fish

and game man
See BS, SGHANDELMEIER agement in our

state is more
concernedwith
allocation thanSCHANDELMEIER: Unit 13 game proposals biology. 

Continuedfrom Bl rationale of the Ahtna commu infavor ofthe huntandac
The Alaska

constitution tellsand Gakona River drainages. nities and I sympathize. Com cepted it. Whatever happened us our fish andThe bull-to-cow ratios in many munities are struggling to not to a Board ofGame that is sup game resourcesareas ofUnit 13 would be beoverrunwith urban hunters. posed to ''relyheavily'' on the are to be utireduced to a point where we However, it has become ob advice ofits advisory commit lized equally bywould needyears of recovery. vious thatkeeping this hunt in tees? all residents,Do you hunt Unit 13? Ifso, placeand making continuous The Boardof Game meets regardless ofbe at that meeting in l_Iomer. attempts to tweakit is not go Feb. 2 in Dillingham.The meet who they are 
JOHN

Ahunter need not be federally ing to work Urban hunters will ing is in SouthwestAlaska be SCHANDELMEIERand where theyqualified to be heavily affected. always be able to meet any new cause that area has proposals might live.Al OUTDOORSThe faicy tale is "I want a requirements that are imple that arealso up for discussion. location, done moose." mented as wellas rural folks. I encourage all advisory at the State Board of Game level, shouldThe state huntproposal And they generallyhave more committees, independent hunt attempt to make sure that happens. Thebook offers a few fairy tales of toys to hunt with. ing organizations and local Na Federal Subsistence Council, which controlsits own. The communityhunt, Reality is that the Ahtna tive groups to attend I honestly hunting on federal lands within Alaska, is uncontentious since its inception have 3.7million acres oftheir b'elieve that ifall affected user hampered by such scruples and works with ain 2009, is backin front ofus. own on which they are the only groups sitdown together for rural~ ference_ma.Il!aar.e______ _ _
This huntworked for its hupters. There are also more an open discussion, some sortauthors in 2009 because hardly than a million acres offederal ofcompromise could be hamanyone was aware ofit. The land in the area open to rural meredout.

communities eligible were all users. Areasonable suggestion Like Julia Roberts oftheCopper Basin communities. is to make these lands work movie, I think the Princess is aThatconceptwas success for the locals and go back to a reasonable gal. Ifshecan comefully challenged in courtand general hunt that is fair for all up with the right line, maybe the original eight communi users. we canall put a little pressureties have grown tenfold This Last winter, a special Board on the Prince andachieve atranslates into more than 2,000 of Game meeting was held true happily everafter.hunters in the field from Aug. 1 · in Glennallen to address the
forward. One hundred ofthem community hunt issue. One John Schandelmeier is a lifelong Alaskanhave "any bull" permits. hundred percent ofthe Fish who liveswith his family near Paxson. HeIt is time for the Prince and Game Advisory Commit- is aBristol Bay commerclal fisherman(thP. Ahislrn Rn.::1rn nff!,,.,,...,.) tn t.ooeo o~ur,,.nn+-nA ,..1;..,_;...., ..,. .,: _ - +1- .... o..; •• _ . _-- • • -
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United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Alaska Region 

240 West 5"' Avenue, Room 114 


Anchorage, Alaska 9950 1 


IN REPLY REFER TO: 

1.A.2. (AKRO-RD) 20171014 

Mr. Ted Spraker, Chairman 
ATTN: Alaska Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section OCT 2 0 2017 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Spraker, 

The National Park Service (NPS) appreciates the opportunity to comment on statewide proposals being 

considered by the Alaska Board of Game (BOG). Below are our recommendations on proposals that affect or 

have the potential to affect NPS preserves . 

As you review our comments, please realize that NPS statutory & regulatory requirements differ from the State 

of Alaska and other federal agencies. Hunting activities in preserves sometimes require different management 

approaches consistent with enabling legislation and the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 

(ANILCA). We recognize and support the State' s primary stewardship role in wildlife management, while 

ensuring that preserves continue to comply with applicable laws and regulation. 

Proposal 8, 9 10: NPS Recommendation: Oppose. 

These proposals would remove same-day airborne restrictions on wolves and wolverine for those harvesting 

with a trapping license (#8), allow land and shoot requirements for harvesting coyotes(# 9), and repeal 

restrictions on the use of aircraft for taking big game. These activities are prohibited on national preserves by 

regulatory language found in 36 CFR 13.42 (f). Should the Board adopt any of these proposals, the NPS 

requests that park exemptions be reflected in State hunting regulation. 

Proposal 19: NPS Recommendation: Oppose. 

This proposal changes the nonresident season for taking passage raptors . These activities are prohibited on 

NPS-managed lands (36 CFR 13.42 (j)). Should the Board adopt any of this proposal, the NPS requests that 

park exemptions be reflected in State hunting regulation . 

Proposal 25: NPS Recommendation: Support. 

This proposal would require harvest tickets for brown bear hunts statewide. NPS supports this proposal. 

Requiring a harvest ticket would be another way to collect brown bear harvest data, and would have the added 

benefit of providing data on hunter effort . 
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Proposal 49. NPS Recommendation: Oppose. 

This proposal requires a permit be obtained before brown bear skulls and hides with claws attached can be sold. 
NPS regulations prohibit the sale or commercial use of natural products taken from NPS areas, as described in 
36 CFR 2.1 (c)(3)(v). Should the Board adopt this proposal, the NPS requests that park exemptions be reflected 
in State hunting regulation . 

Proposal 50: NPS Recommendation: Oppose. 

This proposal would allow more guided hunts in Intensive Management areas for all predator species. Because 
this proposal conflicts with 36 CFR 13.42 (f), which prohibits predator reduction efforts on national parks and 
preserves; additional guided opportunity for NPS hunt guide concessions would be prohibited by concession 
contract. If the Board adopts this proposal , the NPS requests that the Board exempt NPS lands and that the 
exemption be indicated in State hunting regulation. 

Proposal 54: NPS Recommendation: Oppose. 

This proposal would modify the Tier II subsistence hunting permit point system by emphasizing 
dependency on subsistence resources over rural preference on some point-scoring questions and would 
consider customary and traditional subsistence resource dependence in all areas of the State as 
eligibility criteria for Tier II and community subsistence harvest hunts. 

The NPS is hesitant to comment on proposals that have largely to do with State allocation issues; 
however, the NPS has a responsibility to support subsistence opportunity for federally-qualified 
subsistence users . The NPS does not support Proposal 54 for the following reasons: l) if adopted it 
may adversely impact local subsistence users relying on local resources by increasing harvest 
competition; and 2) the proposal has the potential to make coordination between state and federal 
systems more challenging in those hunt areas where the two systems currently share overall allowable 
harvest and strive to ensure identical seasons and individual harvest limits. 

Proposal 64: NPS Recommendation: Support. 

This proposal would eliminate domestic sheep (Ovis aries) and goats (Capra hircus) from the State's "Clean 
List" and require a permit for possession with stipulations if located within 15 air miles of wild sheep habitat. 
The NPS supports this proposal as a best management practice for conserving wild sheep and mountain goats, 
whose populations are experiencing a decline in some parts of the state. 

Domestic stock may carry diseases that their wild counterparts have little immunity to , as well as contribute to 
cumulative effects of other disease agents and environmental stressors. Currently, we have relatively disease
free wild sheep and mountain goat populations in Alaska. This is not the case in the continental US where 
populations of wild sheep have experienced population declines due to transmi ssion of disease, primarily 
pneumonias, from domestic livestock. While the risk of exposure may currently be low in Alaska, the 
consequences of exposure could be quite significant. Immunologically na·ive wild populations of sheep and 
goats in Alaska living within large blocks of contiguous habitat are at greater risk of population-level effects as 
a result of disease transmission. This proposal, if passed, would be a positive step towards long-term protection 
of wild sheep and mountain goats in Alaska. 

2 
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Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments on these important wildlife regulatory matters. Should you 
or your staff have any questions, please feel free to contact myself or Mary Hake, Wildlife Management 

Biologist and liaison to the Board of Game at (907) 644-3576. 

Sincerely, 

cc: 	 Sam Cotten, Commissioner, ADF&G 
Kri sty Tibbles, Executive Director, Alaska Board of Game, ADF&G 
Bruce Dale, Chief, Division of Wildlife, ADF&G 
Steve Wackowski , Special Assistant to the Secretary for Alaska 
Bert Frost, Regional Director, NPS 
Greg Siekaniec, Regional Director, USFWS 
Tom Doolittle, Deputy Assistant Regional Director, USFWS-Office of Subsistence Management 

3 
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October 23, 2017 

Board of Game Statewide proposals November 10-17, 2017 

Koyukuk River AC
Jack Reakoff Chair 

Board support and I tried to convene a conference call regarding the Statewide 
proposals for your up coming meeting. Due to various issues with Committee 
members, including AFN the Committee could not meet.
As Chair I feel comfortable speaking to some of these proposals from my
perspective, and also the position the Koyukuk River has taken previously on these 
issues. 

I appose proposals 10, 11, and 12 to repeal or modify spotting Dall sheep with the 
use of aircraft from August 10 to September 20. 

The current regulation allows hunters to access areas by aircraft. No pilot has been 
sited for looking a strip over before landing. Hunters are just precluded from
searching all the mountains to find sheep then landing near by to pursue sheep,
during the season. 

The current regulation is working to promote fair chase hunting through out all
users groups during the season. White animals in open terrain can hardly avoid
detection. There are still plenty of rams being taken with the current legal methods
employed. 

We are still not out of the woods yet from the die off from the winter icing and late 
spring of 2013. Most yearlings’ winter killed that year, almost all lambs died at birth
and the surviving ewes produced few lambs in 2014.
When I am out glassing and observing sheep in the Central Brook Range, I see very
few young rams entering ram groups. There are few rams between 1/4 curl to just 
below 7/8 curl. Legal rams are going to get very scarce, meaning there will be few
breeding rams. There have been excellent lamb productions in 2016 and 2017. The 
2016 yearling cohort survived well. We will see several ¼ curl rams entering ram
groups this next summer.
Conservation of rams recruited before 2011 needs to be considered as the breeding
population moves through the three missing cohorts (2012, 2013, and 2014). 

I appose proposals 14 and 15 To repeal the very Customary and Traditional
practices of taking Black Bears in the den from October 15 to April 30.
The Koyukuk River AC was very appreciative to the Board of Game recognizing the 
practice of bear harvest in dens from time immemorial. There is an involved 
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practice of finding the den, taking the bear under difficult conditions, and use of
bears as a significant food source.
The Koyukkon Athabaskan and Inupiat hunters of the GMU have deep-seated
tradition with these harvests. I as a non-native have also taken Black Bear from the 
dens when meat was needed. I will just say from my experiance it is not shooting a 
fish in a barrel. Dens that may have neonate cubs are avoided by their
characteristics. Sows that have bigger cubs are taken and used. The Black Bear
population is very healthy and can easily sustain this limited harvest from dens.
Harvest of Black Bears from dens is not a predator control method and should never 
be construed to be. 

Thank you for your thoughtful deliberation on these proposals, 

Jack Reakoff 
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October 27, 2017 

Resident Hunters of Alaska (RHAK)
 

Comments to Alaska Board of Game
 

Statewide Meeting 

November 10-17, 2017 

Proposals we support: 7, 12, 20, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 42, 44 

Proposals we oppose: 30, 38, 39, 

Proposal 28 – 2007-173-BOG. Nonresident drawing permit allocation 

policy. Modify the Board of Game nonresident drawing permit 

allocation policy 

SUPPORT 

The intention behind this RHAK proposal is for the Board of Game’s 

nonresident allocation policy to not allow a priority to nonresident hunters 

for any big game species under a draw permit system. 

For example, over the last ten years, there are consistently more 

nonresident guided sheep hunters in Unit 19C than there are resident sheep 

hunters. Using the Board’s current nonresident allocation policy, if the area 

went to draw-only hunts, nonresidents would have a clear priority over 

residents. The same is true for Unit 20A in terms of nonresident harvest 

rates over the last ten years that are consistently >50% of total harvests. 

The Board needs a revised nonresident allocation policy to address these 

potential scenarios. 

Proposal 30 – 5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and 

procedures, and 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. 

OPPOSE 

This proposal would eliminate 2DK nonresident draw tags entirely so that all 

2DK hunters in the future will only be allowed to hunt with a resident 

Resident Hunters of Alaska – Board of Game Comments Interior/Northeast Arctic Region February 2017 
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relative who has drawn a resident tag. The resident relative would 

essentially forfeit his or her tag and give it to their nonresident relative. It’s 

no different really than Proposal 51 from the guide industry that the Board 

passed and has since been rescinded. This continued push by the guide 

industry to gain more clients at the expense of resident hunters is shameful. 

Please don’t make the same mistake again; we urge you to fully consider 

our counter proposal # 34 that asks that all nonresident draw permits, 

regardless if they are guided or 2DK hunters, be put in the nonresident pool 

of tags. Don’t prevent Alaskan hunters from the chance and opportunity to 

hunt with their nonresident relatives on draw permit hunts where both are 

currently eligible to draw. 

Proposal 33 – 5 AAC 92.069. Special provisions for moose drawing 

permit hunts. Establish a ten percent nonresident moose drawing permit 
allocation 

SUPPORT 

This is a RHAK proposal asking the Board of Game to prioritize any moose 

drawing permit hunt anywhere in the state to give resident moose hunters a 

clear priority as our constitution intended. 

Our other proposal (#42) ties in with this one because the two are 

intertwined. The only areas where residents do not receive a clear allocation 

priority for moose draw permit hunts are where the Board of Game has 

made moose a must-be-guided species for nonresidents. Even though the 

Board classifies these hunts more of a “trophy” hunt, that does not justify 

allocating 50 percent of the permits to nonresidents (DM 809/810/811). 

Every resident moose hunt is a “meat” hunt, whether one takes a 65” bull or 

a paddlehorn. Moose is what we eat for dinner and what gets us through the 

winter. Residents should have a clear and substantial allocation priority for 

any moose hunt that is draw-only for all. 

If the Board deems our 10 percent nonresident allocation recommendation 

as too harsh or too low, we ask that you step back and think if a nonresident 

50 percent allocation is too high. Certainly it doesn’t comport with our state 

constitution: 

Article 8 - Natural Resources 

• § 1. Statement of Policy 

2 | P a g e 
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•	 It is the policy of the State to encourage the settlement of its land and 

the development of its resources by making them available for 

maximum use consistent with the public interest. 

•	 § 2. General Authority: 

•	 The legislature shall provide for the utilization, development, and 

conservation of all natural resources belonging to the State, including 

land and waters, for the maximum benefit of its people. 

•	 § 3. Common Use 

•	 Wherever occurring in their natural state, fish, wildlife, and waters are 

reserved to the people for common use. 

•	 § 4. Sustained Yield 

•	 Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands, and all other replenishable resources 

belonging to the State shall be utilized, developed, and maintained 

on the sustained yield principle, subject to preferences among 

beneficial uses. 

Article I – Declaration of Rights. 

§ 23. Resident Preference 

•	 This constitution does not prohibit the State from granting 
preferences, on the basis of Alaska residence, to residents of the State 

over nonresidents to the extent permitted by the Constitution of the 

United States. [Amended 1988] 
• 

Resident hunters of Alaska are “the people” our Founders were referring to. 

When and where restrictive drawing hunts for all are necessary, resident 

Alaskans should receive a maximum benefit to any hunting opportunity. 

Proposal 34 – 5 AAC 92.057. Special provisions for Dall sheep 
drawing permit hunts; 92.061. Special provisions for Unit 8 brown 

bear permit hunts; 92.069. Special provisions for moose drawing 
permit hunts; and 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and 

procedures. 
In drawing hunts with a separate allocation for residents and nonresidents, 

all nonresident permits will be issued from the nonresident allocation 

SUPPORT 

3 | P a g e 
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Please see our comments regarding Proposal 30. All nonresident draw 
permits should always be in the nonresident pool of tags. There was never 

any intention by the legislature to separate out one group of nonresident 
hunter from another within AS 16.05.407. 

In terms of draw permit allocation policy, all nonresident hunters, regardless 
of whether they will hunt with a resident relative or a guide, should be 

placed in the same nonresident pool of available tags. 

Proposal 36 – 5 AAC 92.057. Special provisions for Dall sheep and 
mountain goat drawing permit hunts. Change nonresident general sheep 

hunts to drawing permit hunts with a ten percent permit allocation cap 

SUPPORT 

This is a RHAK proposal based on recommendations included in the DNR 

Guide Concession Program “Alternatives” list, which are actions that can be 

taken by the Board of Game to address the issue of “too many guides”: 

“The first BOG alternative to the GCP is for the board to further restrict non-

resident hunting opportunity. This could be accomplished by expanding the 

drawing and/or registration permit systems for non-residents, while 

simultaneously reducing or eliminating non-resident general harvest seasons 

and bag limits. This alternative would help to address the issues of quality of 

experience and conflicts between users by decreasing the number of non-

resident hunters in the field. It may also address wildlife conservation 

concerns in cases where overharvest is an issue.” 

It’s past time for the Board of Game to place limits on nonresident sheep 

hunters! 

Proposal 37 – 5 AAC 92.008(5). Harvest guideline levels. 

Limit nonresident sheep harvest to no more than ten percent of total harvest 

per subunit 

SUPPORT 

This is a RHAK proposal based on recommendations included in the DNR 

Guide Concession Program “Alternatives” list, which are actions that can be 

taken by the Board of Game to address the issue of “too many guides”: 

“The second BOG [Board of Game] alternative to the GCP is for the board to 

establish a specific harvest level for non-resident hunters. The BOG would 

allocate a percentage of the harvestable surplus, such as 10%, to non-

residents, potentially statewide and for all species, and the vehicle for this 

4 | P a g e 
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system would likely be drawing permits. This is different than the first 

alternative in that the allocation to non-residents would be fixed at a 

percentage of surplus rather than just reducing opportunity as needed.” 

It’s past time for the Board of Game to place limits on nonresident sheep 

hunters! 

Proposal 38 – 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. Implement a 

sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for residents 

and Proposal 39 – 5 AAC 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. 

Implement a sliding scale bag limit for Dall sheep hunting for 

residents and nonresidents 

OPPOSE 

As this Board knows, sheep genetics differ by area, and so does available 

browse and minerals. In some areas of the state rams tend to grow horns 

faster and become full-curl earlier in age than in other areas. In some areas 

it’s hard to find a full-curl ram over 8 years old. It’s hard to imagine 

penalizing a sheep hunter who takes a full-curl 38” ram that turns out to be 

seven years old. But that’s what would happen if either of these proposals 

pass. 

These proposals also advocate for sheep hunters to count annuli along with 

judging full curl, which is difficult at best even for experienced sheep 

hunters. 

The Department has consistently said that the full-curl/8-year-old harvest 

regime is fully sustainable and does not lead to sheep declines or negatively 

impact sheep populations. And in the Department A&Rs they say there are 

no biological concerns that would support these proposals. 

As RHAK has argued in the past and currently, we believe that too many 

sheep are being taken in some areas by nonresident hunters annually, and it 

negatively impacts resident hunter opportunity, success, and hunt quality. If 

any new restrictions or penalties on sheep hunters are to be enacted, they 

should fall squarely on the nonresident hunter. 

Proposal 42 – 5 AAC 92.069. Special provisions for moose drawing 
permit hunts; 92.XXX. New regulation. Remove the nonresident guide 

requirement for moose and black bear hunts 

SUPPORT 
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This is a RHAK proposal that ties in with our Proposal 33 addressing 
nonresident moose draw permit allocations of up to 50 percent of available 

permits. Such an allocation scenario only happens in areas where the Board 
of Game has made moose a must-be-guided species for nonresidents. 

Similar scenarios are possible in Southeast Alaska where the Board has also 
made black bear a must-be-guided species for nonresidents. 

The legislature never intended for the Board of Game to add species to the 

list of must-be-guided species in AS 16.05.407. The Board of Game has 
added moose and black bear (in certain areas) to the must-be-guided list for 

reasons contrary to our must-be-guided law, and it has negatively affected 
resident hunters and all nonresident hunters want opportunity but who can’t 

afford or don’t want to hire a guide. 

Proposal 48 – 5 AAC 92.135. Transfer of possession. Modify the 

transfer of possession regulations to include reporting requirements 

Support with amended language: 

Amend 5AAC 92.135 to include a new subsection: 

(d) if the meat from a hunter is transferred, a record must be kept of 

all transfers and turned into the Department of Fish & Game within 

30 days of the close of the season 

There are widespread complaints of spoiled meat ending up in villages, or at 

food banks, yet we have no real way to track and record where that meat 

came from and who is responsible for improper salvage of game meat. 

We are searching for a way to track where the (unbutchered) donated meat 

from hunters ends up, in order to hold hunters to a more stringent standard 

of meat care. The bottom line is that it is the hunter’s responsibility, whether 

they are resident or nonresident, guided or unguided, to ensure the meat is 

properly cared for and, if donated, is fit for human consumption. 

We need a way to track these transfers so there is more accountability and a 

higher level of meat care. 

Proposal 52 – 5 AAC 92.106. Intensive management of identified big 

game prey populations; 92.110. Control of predation by wolves; and 

92.115. Control of predation by bears. Prohibit nonresident hunting of 

moose and caribou under intensive management until harvest and 

population objectives are met 

6 | P a g e 
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SUPPORT 

This is a RHAK proposal widely supported by rural Advisory Committees 

because they understand that Intensive Management predation control 

programs are to benefit Alaskans who need to fill their freezers with moose 

and caribou meat. 

There has been an ongoing push from guides to allow nonresident hunting of 

depleted prey species in areas currently under a formal IM predation control 

program. One example is the Mulchatna Caribou herd, which isn’t remotely 

close as of yet in reaching the low end of the population or harvest 

objectives. The rationale to allow nonresident hunting of a depleted caribou 

population such as the Mulchatna herd is that nonresident guided hunters 

will fly into areas residents and locals can’t access, thereby not competing 

with them for the resource, and it will be a “win-win” because all that meat 

will be donated to villagers. 

But the reality is that every animal taken from a herd we are trying to grow 

via an IM program is additive mortality, and it makes no sense whatsoever – 

no matter how many animals are allocated – to allow nonresident hunting 

for a depleted prey population currently under a formal IM predation control 

program designed to benefit Alaskan residents. 

Proposal 12 – 5 AAC 92.085(8). Unlawful methods of taking big 

game; exceptions. 

Remove the restriction for the use of aircraft for spotting sheep by 

aircraft. 

SUPPORT 

RHAK supports repeal of what is commonly known as “Proposal 207.” 

Spotting or not spotting sheep from an aircraft is a decision for individual 

pilots to make. 

The process the Board of Game used to generate Proposal 207 was contrary 

to the Board’s own criteria that defines whether or not to develop a board-

generated proposal, and inconsistent with how our public system of wildlife 

management should function. 

Not only did the Board of Game create a new regulation (5AAC 92.085(8)) 

out of thin air, they did so even though the majority of Advisory 
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Committees, the public, and our very own Alaska Wildlife Troopers, opposed 

Proposal 207. 

The Board should also take note of the arguments in Proposal 10, that speak 

to a hypocrisy in how the Board regulates the use of aircraft for hunting. For 

example, the Board condones the use of aircraft to spot caribou in Unit 22 

during the winter season and allows hunters to land and shoot the same day 

they are airborne (5AAC 92.085 (8)(D)). So as far as an ethics argument on 

the “controversial practice of hunting for wildlife from aircraft” – which is the 

Board’s rationale for addressing and generating Proposal 207, it’s 

inconsistent to say on one hand it’s unethical to spot game from the air if 

they are sheep, but okay if they are caribou. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
 
Resident Hunters of Alaska – info@residenthuntersofalaska.org
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United States Department ofthe Interior 
Office of Subsistence Management 


1011 East Tudor Road MS 121 

IN REPL y REFER ro· Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 


OSM 17077.PM 

OCT O3 2017 

Mr. Ted Spraker, Chairman 
ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Spraker: 

The Alaska Board of Game is scheduled to meet November 9-17, 2017, to deliberate proposals 
concerning changes to regulations governing hunting and trapping ofwildlife for Statewide 
Regulations. We have reviewed the 69 proposals the Board will be considering at this meeting. 

The Office of Subsistence Management, working with other Federal agencies, has developed 
preliminary recommendations on those proposals that have potential impacts on both Federal 
subsistence users and wildlife resources. Our comments are enclosed. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look 
forward to working with your Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these 
issues. Please contact George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, 907-786-3822, with any 
questions you may have concerning this material. 

Sincerely 

~ f 
Assistant Regional Director 

Enclosure 

http:17077.PM
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Chairman Spraker 2 

cc: 	 Anthony Christianson, Chair, Federal Subsistence Board
Thomas Doolittle, Deputy Assistant Regional Director, Office of Subsistence Management
Jennifer Hardin, PhD, Policy Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management
George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management
Chris McKee, Wildlife Division Chief, Office of Subsistence Management
Chair, Southeast Alaska Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Southcentral Alaska Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Kenai Aleutian Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Bristol Bay Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Yukon Delta Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Seward Peninsula Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Western Interior Alaska Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Eastern Interior Alaska Regional Advisory Council
Chair, North Slope Regional Advisory Council
Chair, Northwest Arctic Regional Advisory Council
Kristy Tibbles, Executive Director, Board of Game, Board Support Section,

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Bruce Dale, Wildlife Division Director, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Jill Klein, Federal Subsistence Liaison Team Leader,

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
lnteragency Staff Committee 
Administrative Record 
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ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS
 

Statewide Proposals
 

November 10 - 17, 2017
 

Anchorage, Alaska
 

Office of Subsistence Management (OSM)
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PROPOSAL 5 – 5 AAC 92.990. Definitions. Change the definition of a moose antler point/tine as 
follows: 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(13) “brow tine” means a tine emerging from the first branch or brow palm on the main 
beam of a moose antler; the brow palm is separated from the main palm by a wide bay; a tine originating 
in or after this bay is not a brow tine; an antler point or tine originating within two inches from the 
base, and less than three inches in length, will not be counted as a brow tine; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(46) “moose antler” definitions: 
(A) “50-inch antlers” means the antlers of a bull moose with a spread of 50 inches or more 
measured in a straight line perpendicular to the center line of the skull; 
(B) “spike-fork antlers” means antlers of a bull moose with only one or two tines on at least one 
antler; [AN ANTLER POINT OR TINE ORIGINATING WITHIN TWO INCHES FROM THE 
BASE, AND LESS THAN THREE INCHES IN LENGTH, WILL NOT BE COUNTED AS A 
TINE,] male calves are not considered spike-fork bulls; spike-fork bulls can be either spike 
and/or fork configuration; 
(C) “spike” means antlers of a bull moose with only one tine on at least one antler; for the 
purposes of this subparagraph, male calves are not considered spike bulls; 
(D) “fork” means antlers of a bull moose with only two tines on at least one antler; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(61) “point” means any antler projection that is at least one inch long, and that is longer 
than it is wide, measured one inch or more from the tip; an antler point or tine originating within two 
inches from the base, and less than three inches in length, will not be counted as a tine; 

5 AAC 92.990(a)(80) “tine” has the same meaning as “point”; 

Current Federal Regulation 

§100.25(a)  Definitions. 

Brow tine means a tine on the front portion of a moose antler, typically projecting forward from 

the base of the antler toward the nose. 

Fifty-inch (50-inch) moose means a bull moose with an antler spread of 50 inches or more. 

Spike-fork moose means a bull moose with only one or two tines on either antler; males calves 

are not spike-fork bulls. 

Tine or antler point refers to any point on an antler, the length of which is greater than its width 

and is at least 1 inch. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal may help clarify antler restrictions for 
Federally qualified subsistence users who also hunt under State regulation.  
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Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: State and Federal definitions related to antler configuration are not uniformly consistent.  
Notably, the Federal definition of brow tine does not explicitly exclude drop tines or burr tines, as the 
State regulation does.  This proposal neither increases nor decreases this regulatory complexity, but rather 
seeks to clarify existing State requirements.  Despite continued disparities in Federal and State definitions, 
the proposed regulatory change may be useful in clarifying antler configurations for Federally qualified 
subsistence users hunting under State regulation. 

PROPOSAL 49 – 5 AAC 92.031. Permit for selling skins, skulls, and trophies; and 92.200. 
Purchase and sale of game.  Require a permit before brown bear skulls and hides with claws attached 
can be sold as follows: 

5 AAC 92.031 is amended by adding a new section to read: 

(g) A person may sell, advertise, or otherwise offer for sale a brown bear skull or hide with claws 
attached of a brown bear harvested in an area where the bag limit is two bears per regulatory year only 
after obtaining a permit from the department.  

5 AAC 92.200(b)(1) is amended to read: 
(1) any part of a brown bear, except an article of handicraft made from the fur of a brown bear; 

[,] and except skulls and hides with claws attached of brown bears harvested in areas where 
the bag limit is two bears per regulatory year by permit issued under 5 AAC92.031; 

Current Federal Regulation:  There is no equivalent Federal regulation. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-44 
requests regulations allowing the sale of up to two raw/untanned brown bear hides (with claws attached) 
and/or skulls per regulatory year from brown bears legally harvested by Federally qualified subsistence 
users on Federal public lands in Unit 23.  Proposal WP18-43 requests that the Unit 23 brown bear harvest 
limit be increased from one to three bears and that the season be extended to year-round. These proposals 
will be considered by the Federal Subsistence Board at its April 2018 meeting.  

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal may burden Federally qualified 
subsistence users hunting under State regulations as they would need to obtain an additional permit in 
order to sell brown bear hides and skulls.  However, the burden is outweighed by the management benefit. 

This proposal would ensure that brown bear hides and skulls offered for sale came from legally harvested 
bears and may benefit brown bear populations through more informed management due to the ability to 
track and quantify the sale of these parts.  However, it may also lead to illegal harvest of some 
populations if commercialization of brown bear products increases as a result of this proposal. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is neutral on this proposal. 
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Rationale: This proposal would ensure the legal sale of brown bear hides and skulls, reduce law 
enforcement concerns, allow for the tracking and quantification of brown bear hides and skulls, and may 
clarify conservation concerns associated with possible commercialization of brown bear harvests.  
However, law enforcement concerns remain associated with the sale of brown bear products and 
increasing market availability and/or prices of brown bear products may intensify illegal harvest from 
these populations.  
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments OCT 2 5 2017 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 BOARDS 

ANCHORAGE 
2017-2018 Proposed Changes to Regulations 
Statewide Regulations. 

Proposal 5. Against. This proposal will only add to confusion. If hunters have a hard time identifying 
an antler spread of 50" how can someone believe that they will be able to identify a tine within 2" or 
more from the base and at least 3" in length? There are also issues with the definitions in the proposal. 
What is meant by base? Is this the point where an antler emanates from the skull or where the brow 
palm begins? What is meant by originating? A tine doesn't just protrude from the antler, it sweeps up, 
so is the point of origination the tangent of the curve between tine and antler or something else? This 
proposed standard will be impossible to meet and will add to confusion. 

Proposal 13. Support 

Proposal 16. Against. 100 Foot pounds of energy is a ridiculously low standard. Typical hunting rifles 
generate several thousand Ft-lbs of energy. A 22 generates nearly 200 ft-lbs of energy. I have doubts 
that a weapon generating 100 ft-lbs will do any more than wound animals. 

Proposal 17. Support. 

Proposal 25. Against. A tag is required for most hunts and sealing is required for nearly all bears taken. 
There is no reason to implement this proposal as the information sought is already obtained. 

Proposal 26. Against. Ifyou are allowed one moose, etc. , what makes the difference if it is taken on a 
tag won through a raffie or one you pick up through the Fish&Game? 

Proposal 28. Support. Priority for permits should always be given to residents. Only when there are 
permits in excess of resident applicants should any permit be given to non-residents. 

Proposal 32. Against. The fairest way to issue permits is by random draw. By definition, everyone 
applying for that draw has an equal chance. The odds are the same for all individuals. If there are 
resident hunters who go wanting for permits because they go to non-residents than no permits should 

go to non-residents. 

Proposal 33. Against. In any hunt limited such that permits are required, no permits should go to non
residents. Game in the state is to be managed for the residents of the state, period. Non-residents are 
not out to feed their families, but, to have a memorable camping trip. As such, they can easily hunt in 
an area not restricted to permits. 

Proposal 34. Support. 

Proposal 36. Against. Where a general hunt is allowed there should be no requirement for non
residents to obtain permits. Ifnon-residents take more sheep than residents I suggest residents utilize 
the services of guides to improve their chances of success. It is well established that guided sheep 
hunts are more successful than non-guided. Requiring the use of guides is why the non-residents are so 
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successful. Ifnon-residents where not required to use guides their success rate will fall. 

Proposal 3 7. Against. I see no reason to restrict non-residents in any area with a general hunt. If the 
area is limited to permits, then of course no permits should be given to non-residents. 

Proposal 38. Against. If a person harvests a legal sheep nothing should prevent them form harvesting a 
sheep the next year. Just because an individual is having a difficult time hunting sheep does not mean 
he will increase his chances by limiting the opportunity of others. 

Proposal 39. Against. I fail to see how this proposal if adopted would put more old "rams on the 
mountain". This proposal (and proposal 38) encourage hunters to take older rams. Under this proposal 
hunters who wish to hunt each year will take older rams. I would guess that soon only younger rams 
will be left. I also fail to see why those taking sub-legal rams should not have their privilege 
permanently revoked. 

Proposal 41. Against. First, unless they have been hunting illegally for years acquiring a duck stamp 
should not be alien to any individual. Second all residents should be treated equally. Natives already 
receive enough special consideration by being able to hunt waterfowl in the spring. Third, contrary to 
the statement in the proposal obtaining a duck stamp in no way deprives them of customary and 
traditional harvest opportunities. If they have managed to incorporate, outboard motors, four wheelers, 
high powered rifles, bombed tipped spears to hunt whales, etc., into their hunting traditions and 
customs, I fail to see how the purchase of a duck stamp will alienate them from their culture. In short. 
This caucus does not want to pay for a duck stamp. Too bad. The money generated from duck stamps 
benefits all Alaskans including those of the Native Caucus. 

Proposal 42. Support. The Board overstepped its authority by creating guide requirements for moose. 
The Board has taken too many steps to insure that guides have clients. The continuation of such action 
by the Board will result in management by ballot initiative as residents frustrations with the Board boil 
over. It wont be long before someone proposes a ballot initiative to limit all permits to Alaskans. 

Proposal 45. Against. While not an issue for game such as bear and sheep, where a taxidermist will 
likely be utilized and in many cases take in the required specimen for the hunter this is not the case 
with moose. In many instances this will require a special trip to an ADF&G office. This is an 
unreasonable burden. 

Proposal 52. Support. Residents should always be the priority. 

Proposal 55. Support. This is a reasonable requirement. 

Proposal 56. Against. This goes against the Supreme Court decision that a CSH must be open to all 
residents. This proposal is only a veiled attempt to make CSH available only to members of various 
native tribes. The entire program should be abandoned it only perpetuates an "us" verses "them" 
mentality. There is no reason why an individual needs a regulation to practice subsistence hunting. 
The CSH program in Unit 13 is proving to be detrimental to the moose herd. The CSH is merely a 
means for one group to gain an advantage over others, it has nothing to do with tradition or custom. 
The CSH was the result of Native Groups believing they did not get enough permits under the Tier II 
system. They pressured the Board to devise a scheme by which they would be guaranteed hunting 
opportunities, hence the birth of the CSH. The courts rightly ruled that the CSH was discriminatory 
and unconstitutional. This new definition is also discriminatory because it is so vague. The frrst time a 
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group application is rejected this issue will again be in court. The native community must realize that 
all Alaskans have equal rights. Even to subsistence. I see no reason, other than discrimination, to 
continue the CSH program. Anyone who hunts can share any custom, tradition , etc., with whoever he 
pleases. The CSH is a bad idea that promotes discrimination and should be abolished. 

Proposal 57. Against. Virtually all testimony and numerous proposals desired the elimination of the 
CSH program. A new definition is not needed, what is needed is the elimination of the CSH program. 

Any definition that would pass legal muster would easily be met by any group of individuals, not just 
natives. So as long as any group other than natives are allowed into the CSH program there will be an 
effort by natives to eliminate those groups. 

Proposal 59. Against. This proposal is racially discriminatory. In most cases only natives are allowed 

to sell such animal parts. 

Proposal 60. Against. It is not the State's responsibility to teach hunter education. This is the duty and 
right of the father of other relative. 

Proposal 65. Against. I would support this proposal if it did not include a limitation of the permits. 
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Western Interior Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 

c/o Office of Subsistence Management 


1011 East Tudor Road MS 121 

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6 I 99 


Phone: (907) 787-3888, Fax: (907) 786-3898 

TolJ Free: 1-800-478-1456 


RAC 17023.ZS 

OCT 2 6 2017 

Ted Spraker 
Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Re: Alaska Board of Game Comments 

Dear Chairman Spraker: 

I am writing to you on behalf of the Western Interior Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory 
Council (Council) to provide comment on some pending proposals before the Alaska Board of 
Game for its statewide meeting scheduled for November 10-17, 2017, in Anchorage. 

The Council represents subsistence harvesters of fish and wildlife resources on Federal public 
lands and waters in the Western Interior Region. It was established by the authority in Title VIII 
of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) and is chartered under the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act. Section 805 of ANILCA and the Council's charter establishes 
the Council's authority to initiate, review and evaluate proposals for regulations, policies, 
management plans, and other matters related to subsistence uses of fish and wildlife within the 
region. The Council also reviews resource management actions occurring outside their regions 
that may impact subsistence resources critical to communities served by the Council. The 
Council provides a forum for the expression of opinions and recommendations regarding any 
matter related to the subsistence uses of fish and wildlife within the region. 

The Council held a public meeting on October 10-1 I, 2017 in Fairbanks. Among the agenda 
items discussed were some Board of Game proposals that would impact subsistence users and 
resources in the Western Interior Region. The Council discussed and voted to submit the 
following comments to the Board of Game for consideration as it deliberates these proposals: 

http:17023.ZS
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Chairman Spraker 

Proposals 11 and 12 
The Council voted unanimously to oppose these proposals. The use of aircraft in spotting Dall 
Sheep resulted in a high success rate in hunting; however, when it was prohibited, the success 
rate of guided hunts dropped, which allowed the struggling Dall Sheep population to recover. 
The practice of using aircraft in spotting of sheep presents a conservation concern in the 
management of small distinct populations. Maintaining the prohibition, and the status of 
violating the prohibition as a misdemeanor, is a strong incentive for those operators who wish to 
seek Federal permits to operate. 

Proposals 14 and 15 
The Council voted unanimously to oppose these proposals. Denning of bears has been a 
customary and traditional practice for thousands of years in the region, particularly for the 
Koyukon people. The locating of dens can be time-intensive, so it is impractical to turn down 
the harvest opportunity if bears are present. Sows and cubs are not targeted, but if they are in the 
den, they will be harvested. Sows present a valuable harvest opportunity, and cubs are taken 
because they may not survive without the sow. Every part of the animal is used - hide, meat, 
and fat. If adopted, the proposal would restrict subsistence users from harvesting bears in dens 
according to traditional practices. The current practice does not present a conservation concern, 
as people only take what they need. 

The Council thanks the Board of Game for its consideration of these comments, which reflect the 
importance of conserving healthy wildlife populations and providing for the continuation of 
subsistence uses in the Western Interior Region. We look forward to continuing discussions with 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Alaska Board of Game on subsistence matters 
affecting the region. If you have questions about this letter, please contact me through 
Zach Stevenson, Subsistence Council Coordinator, with the Office of Subsistence Management, 
at (907) 786-3674 or zachary_stevenson@fws.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~ k:::(
Chair 

mailto:zachary_stevenson@fws.gov
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Chairman Spraker 

cc: 	 Eugene R. Peltola, Jr., Assistant Regional Director, Office of Subsistence Management 
Thomas Doolittle, Deputy Assistant Regional Director 

Office of Subsistence Management 
Jennifer Hardin, Policy Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management 
George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management 
Jill Klein, Special Assistant to the Commissioner, Alaska Department of Fish and Grune 
Theo Matuskowitz, Regulations Specialist, Office of Subsistence Management 
Chris McKee, Wildlife Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management 
Lisa Maas, Wildlife Biologist, Office of Subsistence Management 
Pippa Kenner, Anthropologist, Office of Subsistence Management 
Joshua Ream, Anthropologist, Office of Subsistence Management 
Carl Johnson, Council Coordination Division Supervisor 

Office of Subsistence Management 
Zach Stevenson, Council Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management 
Administrative Record 
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Wrangell-St. Elias National Park 

Subsistence Resource Commission 


P.O. Box439 

Mile 106.8 Richardson Hwy. 


Copper Center, AK 99573 


October 27, 2017 

Ted Spraker, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
c/o ADF&G Boards Support 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Subject: November 2017 Statewide Board of Game Meeting - Proposal 41 

Dear Mr. Spraker: 

The Wrangell-St. Elias National Park Subsistence Resource Commission (SRC) met in Copper 
Center, Alaska, on October 28 and 29, 2017. At this meeting, the SRC reviewed Proposal 41, 
which will be considered at the November 2017 Statewide Board of Game Meeting and would 
like to provide the following comments: 

The Wrangell-St. Elias SRC supports Proposal 41, which would exempt rural subsistence hunters 
from the requirements for obtaining a waterfowl conservation tag. The commission believes that 
this exemption should apply year round. The requirement for rural subsistence hunters to 
purchase a state duck stamp is an unnecessary burden for rural hunters. There is already an 
exemption for rural subsistence hunters from the federal duck stamp requirement. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Daniel E. Stevens 
Chair 

Note: Karen Linnell was not present for the commission's discussion ofBoard of Game 
proposals. 

Chair: Daniel Stevens; Members: Don Horrell, Gloria Stickwan, Karen Linnell, Jamie Manmde, Raymond 
Sensmeier, Robert Fithian, Sue Entsminger, and Suzanne McCarthy 
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